


An exciting new rolling block pistol for
plinkers and collectors.
This is the new MENDOZA ~

MODEL K-62 22'caliber single shot
target pistol. It's a real beauty with
features that make it safe, handy, and
extre111,ely accurate. First of all, there's a
TOlling block aotion with double extracto1'S
for positive extraction. The hammer has
a half-cock feature for safety. Gun can
be cocked and opened easily with one hand.
Even the trigger pull is adjustable . ..
and from the outside. Unique ammo caddy
carries three extra shells on each side of gun
... ready for instant use. Fires 22 short,
long and long rifle. These features plu~,

the Mendo.za's frontier styling . .. all at an
unusually economical price, make this
.22 a pistol you'll really enjoy owning . ..
and using. Naturally, it's fully guaranteed.

4", 5" OR 6"

See it at your dealers or write

FLINTROP ARMS CORPORATION
4034 W. National Ave., Milwaukee 15, Wis.
(Sole distributors for U.S.A.)

~~tf;1tf.1~tf.1~~ ~~'W .... ,~
~ DEALER INQUIRIES ~ ,r ~•.

y::l IN""V"ITED t:'Z
~ TERRITORIES STILL OPEN. ~ .

~ WRITE FOR DETAILS. ~.-. ..' ""

Y7Innnnnnnnnnnnnn I"'Z * Made by "Mendoza of MexIco, eSlgn f the world
~W\J~~~V\I'I W\IW"~ famous Mendoza Machine Gun, used by the Mexican Army.



MANUEL LISA

By Richard Edward Oglesby
(Univ. of Okla. Press, 1963. $5.00)

Various guns and various men have been
acclaimed as having "won the West," but
perhaps this book is right in suggesting that
"the most important single factor in the
opening of the American West was - the
beaver." The fur trade was the lure that led
men into the unknown lands, to explore
them, to mark the trails that would guide
the westward expansion; and Manuel Lisa
was one of the first (1798) to build a mer·
cantile system of finding and marketing furs
and of trade witli the Indians. Lisa made no
fortune, but he set the pattern on which
John Jacob Astor and others built the vast
trap-and-trade complex. His name is little
known, but this book links it with the history
of the West.-E.B.M.

WE LIKE IT WILD
By Bradford Angier

(The Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa.,
1963. $4.95)

This is the story of Bradford Angier and
his decision to leave city life behind him, to
live and- write in the peace and solitude that
so many of us seek' and so very few of us
find. In this venture he was joined by his
bride Vena, and this is their story of the
trial year. Those of us who know Angier's
other books will enjoy this one a great deal
more since we know the man's ability. For
those who have not read his other books,
there is a pleasant surprise awaiting you, and
this book will leave its mark upon you. Too
bad we had to wait for 15 years for the story
of the then newly-wed Angiers.-R.A.s.

GUN DIGEST 1964

Edited by John T. Amber
(The Gun Digest Co.,

Chicago; Ill., 1963. $3.95)
The arrival of a new edition of the "Gun

Digest" is always an event, and this year's
issue is even more comprehensive than last
year's. Over 40 articles offer reading matter
on all facets of the gun world, from antique
arms to the latest hot-shots, new loading
data and tools, hunting tips, cartridge col
lecting, and the usual and very complete
catalog of all arms available in the U.S.
Editor Amber has done a fine job, and the
"Gun Digest" is, as it has been for some
years past, on the must list for all those
who enjoy guns.-R.A.S.

Booklet:
E. C. BISHOP & SON, INC., Dept. G,
Warsaw, Mo., recently issued their most re
cent catalogs, #632 features the 90% finished
and semi-finished rifle and shotgun stocks.
Catalog #633 supplies information about the
Bishop Standard and Custom finished rifle
and shotgun stocks. exotic wood grip caps,
the Bishop fitting chart and other valuable
information. Catalogs are free.

GUNS ,," JANUARY 1964

MOZAMBIQUE-

For the best in AFRICA - Safari in MOZAMBIQUE,
for the best in Mozambique,

Safar'i with

NYALALANO SAFARIS LOA
Lourenco Marques, P.E.A.

General Agent: ROMAN H. HUPALOWSKI

~~
~,

SAFARI OUTFITTERS, INC.

Q9~e;f7~ f7~ ~ f!);mu/
8 South MichigCln Avenue. Chicago 3. III.

CEntral 6.2321

Dr. & Mrs. W. Macomber, Albany, N.Y., with their magnificent record
class black-maned lion and sable from Chicualacuala Concession, Nyala
land Safaris Lda., June, 1963. White Hunter: Jose A. Ruiz.
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ROLLING
BLOCKS

KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

$14.95
$19.95

Congressman Frank J. Seeker
5th District, New York

The meaning of the Second Amendment has always
been clear-insofar as the American people are con
cerned-and I have never known any decision as yet
to change the meaning or interpret it in any other way.

To my mind, there is no reason why Americans can
not keep guns in their homes, particularly rifles and
shotguns. The only law affecting the individual citizen
is the carrying of concealed weapons. I do not believe
the Second Amendment gives anyone that right, al
though I recognize full well that any type of criminal
or criminally minded individual manages to secure

weapons and conceals them for the purpose of crime. In spite of the fact
that many states-such as New York-have a Sullivan law, small arms are
secured through one means or another, and there seems to be no way of
stopping criminally intent people from obtaining them.

If we were to think back to the history of the very start of the Revolution
ary War-if it were not for the arms owned by the "Minute Men" and our
citizens-I doubt seriously whether we would have won ,?ur own Revolution.

Congressman Charles E. Sennett
2nd District, Florida

The Second Amendment in protecting the right of the
people to bear arms speaks of a confidence in the
responsibility of our citizenry in using arms only in the
public interest. It is a compliment to the American people
that the confidence was and still is well placed.

Senator E. L. Sartlett
Alaska

The Constitution states the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall
not be infringed. It does not say the right to bear arms should be carefully
regulated. Guns for hunting, for shooting and for emergency should, of
course, be available to all responsible adults. .

Guns should not be available for the indiscriminate use of iuvenile de
linquents, children under age. They should not be available through mail
order catalogs. They should be licensed and such as Sten guns and sub
machine guns should not be available in any case. The right to bear arms is
not a license to run wild.

Congressman William H. Avery
2nd District, Kansas

I believe the Second Amendment firmly establishes the
right of the people to own small firearms. I oppose any
legislation which would usurp this basic freedom. It has
been brought to the attention of several Congressional
Committees that the availability of firearms through mail
order houses is enabling weapons to get into the hands
of young people who do not appreciate their danger.
I think it would be worthwhile for GUNS Magazine to
investigate this problem for its readers.

CARBINES $19.95
Select $24.95

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter or!.. '
collector will find something to /1---';;-_
whet his appetite. This is the ::.~
world's most complete modern and . -:==
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA- :.--
LOG. Free with every edition - a ......
genuine U.S. Army .45 pistol dis- .
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00

.......::::::::::::",:::::::::::: ."::::.... ··· ·"".",,, ,,,,.,,,:·,,,::::::,,,::mm:::':::::,,,,.·.. ·

•.. defeated Crazy Horse and Red Cloud 
silencing the warhoop of the redman

forever. After winning fame in the American
West, in 1867 during the Imperial Exposition

in Paris, it was awarded the Silver Medal
as the finest military or sporting arm in

the world. By 1870 six foreign governments,
including Egypt, adopted it as their

standard arm. In 1880 it drew blood again
while the mother Nile wept red for her

fallen sons as the Egyptian Military
Rebellion was quelled. The sun can never set

on the Remington Rolling Block, for it is
still in every-day use throughout

the earth's four corners.

A FEW

7MM MAUSER

RIFLES
AVAILABLE $19.95

These guns are in .43 Egyptian caliber.
The rifles are NRA fair condition with
a limited quantity of NRA good rifles
available.
A small quantity of musketoons available at
$19.95; select model $24.95.

~~ service armament co.
W 689 G Bergen Blvd. RidgefIeld. N. J

R~aders N~te: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D.C." Address
all Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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GUN8HOP
BY J.A~ES J>l[. TR.IGGS

PIONEER AMERICAN HANDGUNS:

21

Longitudinal Section
Paterson Fbckef Model

o
I

12

-O-+-~,:l+--'---+---+--+--j
11~'t--+---+- Pocket Pistol ~f------'--r-

(BABY PATERSON) I I I
SCALE: IN INCHES

3

13

NOTE:

On Belt & Holster models, the
cylinder is provided with a ratchet
type rotating mechanism which i.
integral with the cylinder on
pocket models. This ossembly can.
sists of the ratchet, a retaining
collar, and' pin.

Butt screw
Frame

Frame plate
Trigger
Trigger screw
Trigger actuating bar
Trigger actuating bar
screw

30. Cylinder stop
31. Frame plate screws
32. Cylinder stop screw
33. Recoil shield retaining

screws
34. Backstrap screws
35. Upper trigger spring

& screw (not shown)

Parts List
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

1. Front sight
2. Barrel
3. Wedge
4. Wedge screw
5. Loading lever
6. Loading lever spring
7. Loading lever plunger

screw
8. Loading lever screw
9. Loading lever plunger

10. Cylinder arbor
11. Cylinder
12. Nipples
13. Hammer
14. Recoil shield
15. Hammer screw
16. Stirrup
17. Main spring
18. Stirrup pin
19. Hand (spring & screw

not shown)

20. Cylinder stop, trigger
spring & screw

21. Grips
22. Backstrap

THE FIRST successful revolvers made under Colt's patents were
manufactured in Paterson, New Jersey, by the Patent Arms

Manufacturing Company from 1836 until 1842.
Paterson Colt revolvers were made in a wide variety of styles

with numerous variations. Three principal revolver models were
produced: The "Holster" model in .36 caliber, commonly called the
"Texas Paterson," the "Belt" model in .31 and .34 calibers, and thc
"Pocket" model, or "Baby Paterson" in .28, .31, and .34 calibers.
The largest Paterson revolver, the "Holster" model and the smallest,
the "Pocket" model are shown. The mechanism of the Pocket model
shown in the longitudinal section is typical of all Paterson Colt
revolvers in its essentials.

Disassembly of the Paterson revolver is simple. Remove the
wedge screw (4) and wedge (3) and pull barrel (2) off frame
and cylinder arbor (10). Remove cylinder (11) to front. In holster
and belt model revolvers, the ratchet and collar can be removed
from the arbor by drifting out their retaining pin. Remove frame
plate screws (31) and remove frame plate (25). Remove backstrap
screws (34) and butt screw (23) to remove backstrap (22) and
grips (21) from frame (24). Remove hand spring and screw from
rear of frame. Disengage mainspring (17) from stirrup (16). Re·
move hammer screw (15) and hammer (13) with hand (19) from
frame. Remove cylinder stop and trigger spring and screw (20).
Remove trigger screw (27) and trigger (26). Remove actuating bar
screw (29) and bar (28). Remove cylinder stop screw (32) and
cylinder stop (30) to complete disassembly.
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a 230 grain .44 bullet
coasted into this tin can
at 385 f.p.s. with 3 grains of
Bullseye powder behind it

that's the same size slug slamming
into a water-filled container at 1800 f.p.s.
driven by a red hot magnum
load of 25 grains of 2400 powder

Same slug, same gun
that's Lyman-loading for youl

The same gun did both jobs 
only the charge was changed.

With Lyman-loading, you can
shoot targets in your basement
with only a couple magazines for
backstops ... you can introduce
youngsters to big bore shooting
without flinching ... you can drill
varmints with pinpoint accuracy
... and knock over bear and
moose at long range WITH THE
SAME·GUN.

Reload with Lyman ammuni
tion systems - equipment per
fectly matched for smooth, easy

operation and accuracy - and
reap all these other advantages:
• tailor your ammunition to your
gun for optimum performance
• shoot better, shoot more often,
and shoot for less money • learn
a fascinating and fun-filled hobby,
which in itself makes you an au
thority on guns and ballistic per
formance. And it costs so little to
start. Take Lyman's new Spartan
C Press described on the right.
Here's a complete set with all the
equipment you need - every
item first and finest for its price
- perhaps any price.

The big, new Lyman Spartan C
Press' is available in the economy set
- complete reloading Ollt{it at a spe
cial kit price.

It provides you with all of the tools
necessary to turn out top quality reloads
of your favorite caliber, including a
complete set of Lyman All-American
% x 14 dies. You get all these compo
nents, individually priced as indicated.

Spartan Press $12.00
Spartan Ram 3.50
Spartan Shell Holder Head 2.50
Spartan Primer Arm 3.00
All-American "VB x 14 dies 11.50
Recognized value $32.50

You pay only $29.50 for a complete set.
A vailable for all popular calibers
including: .256 Win., 6mm Rem., 7mm
Rem. Mag., .284 Win., .300 Win. Mag.

r------------------------~--------------

GUNS

~IOOktiman
¥ for the finest:

JANUARY 1964

• reloading tools
• bull~t casting

equIpment
• metallic sights
• scopes
• shotgun chokes

Mail coupon for New, 32 page Catalogue.
The Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middlefield, Conn. Dept. GM 1-64

Name _

Address _

Clty State _
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Inscribed Tower Musket
I would like to ask several questions about

two guns in my collection.

Shooting Tracer Ammunition
I have two questions for you.
First, will shooting .30-06 tracers ruin a

rifle barrel? Second, do you think that a low
number Springfield is equal- safety-wise,
I mean-to an Eddystone Enfield? Any in
formation will be appreciated.

I think the Shooters Club of America is a
great idea, keep up the good work.

Robert Mercati

1n time the .30-06 tracer ammo will cause
a barrel to erode more than it would if just
ball ammunition were used, but if you care
fully clean the bore after every use, the
barrel will last a long time-even if tracers
are used.

Tests have shown that the Eddystone En
field is a mighty tough old gun. Even though
the receivers were sometimes too hard 1
think the "safety-wise" aspect would give the
nod to the Enfield over the low number
Springfield.

None of us should play with loads where
we will test the safety factor. Stick to mod·
erate ,charges and spend time and energy
on being accurate and careful.-G.B.

Leslie Tokuza
Honolulu, Hawaii

You ,can't very well "rechamber" the 8 mm
Mauser to handle an undersized cartridge.
You can "rebarrel" your Mauser to either
the .243 or .264 Winchester.

1 wonder if the cost of rebarreling is
worth it? It's hard to beat the 8 x 57 mm
round - particularly if you handload. For
what it would cost to rebarrel you could
have a fairly nice reloading outfit.

Having taken about 60 head of big game
on Oahu, 1 know the type of hunting there
and 1 think the 8 mm round is fine.

If you have a good 8 mm barrel in that
Mauser I'd simply use it. lf the barrel is bad
then a rebarreling is in order.-G.B.

Rechambering an 8 mm Mauser
I am thinking of rechambering a '98 Mau

ser carbine to a more suitable cartridge for
all around shooting; from varmints to deer.
Can the 8 = be rechambered for something
like the .243 Winchester or .264 Winchester
Magnum? What changes would have to be
made?

Also, I am considering a very Sh011 banel
length for the gun; 18 or 20 inches (the
shorter being preferable). Would accuracy
and velocity suffer much from such a short
barrel ?

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

Donald M. Martin
Middletown, Ohio

Peter Horvath
Charles City, Iowa

You do not mention any proof marks
that might determine nationality.

1 have a listing of only one "Bucking.
ham." He operated during the late percus
sion period and into the cartridge period
in Delhi, New York. He was known to have
made rather high grade and fancy arms.

If this "Buckingham" made your shotgun
it was undoubtedly made late in his career,
since the man operated from the 1850's to
the 1880's.-G.B.

Buckingham Shotgun?
I have a 10 gauge shotgun with a Damas·

cus twist barrel. "JOHN BUCKINGHAM" is
engraved on each side of the receiver, with
"Laminated Steel" written on top of the
matted barrel rib. Any information concern
ing the make, place of production, etc.,
would be appreciated.

Questions submitted must carry a Shooters
Club of America number or must be ac·
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.
lf you want a personal answer, enclose
a stamped, self·addressed envelope.

Parlor Rifle
I have a cap-and-ball rifle, total length

49%", barrel length about 16", which I
have sketched as well as I am able. On top
of barrel is stamped GG (in an oval) 52l.
On bottom of barrel; MINIE B 12 over
3690 (all in an oval), and the number 52l.
This gun is in perfect condition inside and
out. Would like to know what it is, and
what it is worth.

I cannot tell you who made your strange
rifle, but 1 can tell you the purpose of the
piece, and possibly give you an idea of its
value.

The arm is a gallery or saloon rifle. It
was not intended for hunting or other
normal outside use. Usually the only power
was derived from the gasses resulting from
the percussion cap. A small bullet or round
ball was placed in the short forward barrel,
and expelled when the long firing pin set
off the percussion cap. These little parlor
rifles were very inexpensive to shoot and up
to several yards they were very accurate.

From a value point of view these pieces
are more of a novelty than of known value.
In fine condition and when of American
origin, they have sold for as high as $75.
Yours being unsigned would be worth less
than this.
-G.B.

84·PAGE
CATALOG

HUNTING PACS
Finer quality, lighter

weight, better fit.
"Comfort Angle"

inset at heel. No
break-in required. Oil
tanned uppers remain
soft and pliable. Non-

skid cushion crepe
soles. For men,

women and youths.

Color photographs of
America's most endorsed
outdoor equipment.

~ You'll find items of inter
est on every page.

FREE

DUOFOLD
Laminated thermal
underwear for men and
women. Provides
positive insulation and
complete action
freedom. Shrink
resistant, washable.
Also knitted lounger
sweaters and shirts
that are outstanding fa
vorites with sportsmen.

SHEEPLINED CHUKKAS
Woolie chukkas with conti·
nentsl classic styling
so popular through·
out the world for
after-ski and
after-sport
wear. Slip
into them
to relax
in
comfort.

Comfort range 40" below
to 65° above zero. Insulated
with 100% Goose Down. The
choice of expeditions, armed
forces, sportsmen the
world over. Singles, twin
set doubles. mummies,
ultra lights. Save about 1f.l.
Compare if you wish at
our expense.

WORLD'S FINEST

CANVAS LUGGAGE Deluxe
quality. leather handles,

heavy duty zippers_
Large capacity, stows

conveniently in
odd spaces.

Inclispensible
for camping.

boating,
motoring,

pack trips. Order
by mail. 9"x21":

$10Ppd.14"x30":
$17.50 Ppd.

DEPT. N·5, 417 E. PINE, SEATTLE 22, WASH.

The Mt. Everest ExpedlfilW, after most extensi~littests
of the finest equipmet available anywhere. pur
chased Eddie Bauer Goose Down sleeping bags,
Parkas, Pants, Underwear, Booties and Mitts for
each of its members_ Read why in our new catalog!
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The first is a Winchester Model 1876 in
.40-60 caliber, number 59755. This piece has
an excellent bore, is in perfect mechanical
order and retains about 90% original finish.
I would like to know if shells for this gun
are available and where, and if you would
recommend shooting this rifle. Also, what
would you estimate this gun to be worth to
a collector?

The second gun is a Tower musket dated
1863. It is about .58 caliber and is in new
condition inside and out. On the stock is the
following writing: "In Memorian Henry Clay
Ireland Pvt. Co'!', 6" Conn. Vols. 1863."
Would this writing give this gun any extra
value? Would it make a very desirable Civil
War collector's item?

Robert M. Kenny
Long Island, New York

Your 1876 Winchester was shipped from
the factory in 1888 and from the way you
describe it, is worth $100 or better.

.40-60 cartridges may be found in the
stocks of ammo held by dealers who supply
collectors cartridges, but the day of inexpen
sive ammo for your 1876 is gone. You could
form cases from another case for shooting
purposes, as shooting that Winchester will
not hurt it. What hurts guns is abuse and
misuse-careful use can be exercised and
your gun will continue to be a valuable
collector's item.

If you authenticate and document the
marking on your Tower Enfield it will en
hance the value and a Civil War collector
will definitely be interested, but I cannot
give you a dollar value on such a piece with
out knowing the documentation is possible
and examining the gun.

1 suggest that you write: National Ar
chives, Records Dept., Wash. 25, D. C.,-and
ask for photostatic copies of Henry Clay
Ireland's service records.-G.B.

Sharps Pistol

I recently found and bought a Sharps .30
cal., four barrel revolver with a rotating
firing pin, brass frame, and what appears to
have been brown, not blue, on the barrels
and hammer. It is in very good condition.

I would like to get ammo for this piece,
and if I could possibly get some good enough,
I would like to put a couple of rounds
through it. I don't intend to use it as a
shooter, though.

Also, is there a registration for collectors
of firearms?

MARK V...the rifle that rewrote the 'law of the jungle'
The law, that is, which said the "big five" of dangerous game could
be taken only with the heavy doubles and other rifles that weigh a
full stone. Weatherby changed all that. Now, White Hunters regard
the Mark V as standard equipment for the safari whose sporting pur
pose is clean kills with a single shot. We recommend the .378 and
.460 Weatherby Magnum for the "big five" and the .300 Weatherby
Magnum for other plains game animals. Today, a Weatherby is the
one rifle that assures you that you will enter ... and leave ... Africa
with respect. (}/) I

aJ~Lc.
2781 E. Firestone Blvd. • South Gate, California
Canadian Sauer. ltd., 103 Church St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

John E. LaFont

GUAGE

- POWLEY COMPUTER FOR-
HANDLOADERS

For any centerfire rifle. $3.50 at your dealer.
Write for description of Large Rifle PMAX
pressure gauge. MARIAN POWLEY, 17623
Winslow Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44120

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker'. Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for year around bargain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
DeptG,6844 Gorsten St. Philadelphia 19,P

At last the amateur, professional, or even the collector can quickly determine the choking of any
12, 16 or 20 guage shotgun. Here is the precision instrument you've been looking for! Com
pletely constructed of steel with a precision ground and hardened taper. To add to its universal
ity it will also measure 16 and 20 guage chambers. A must for anyone interested in used guns.

Complete with instructions. Price $12.50
MAIL 50¢ FOR BIG NEW GIANT GUNSMITH SUPPLY CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER INC (Est 1936) "Gunsmith Supply Headquarters"
, • . 3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL CHOKE

-c-~: - RJm 051'!~:~'!i~:ii~:",:i'! [)::::§

The best information available on the
Sharps 4-barreled pistols is to be found in
the 1963 Gun Digest on page 153. Originally
1 think those barrels were blue.

The .30 caliber rimfire ammo is only avail
able through dealers in collectors cartridges.
In this sense your pistol is not a "shooter."

There is no registration for collectors fire
arms. Registration with your local police is
entirely up to you. Most collectors rigorously
object to any form of registration. Voluntary
registration tends to lead to compulsory reg·
istration which is antagonistic to our national
constitution.

If the government can't trust the people
with guns then the people can't trust the
government with the government!

Value of your piece would depend upon
detail that I cannot observe.-G.B.
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America's Most
Complete Line of

Reloading Equipment!

Nytral
Dies

L.

!i@2 As hard as
Tungsten carbide,

but 40% LESS
EXPENSIVE.

All popular
RIFLE and

PISTOL calibers
available! Deluxe
hex nut has Allan

clamping screw.
A C-H exclusive!

Complete sizing.
die ... 16.95

NEW RELOADING TIPS ON SIZING SEATING SWAGING

CH Ole Company
1808 Potrero, EI Monte, California,

P.O. Box 404, EI Monte California.

Pleale iend me the booklel 'Reloading
Proced"re! by CH". I ene/Ole 25c 10 cover
pOilage and handling. My name and
addreu ii:

NAME "." " " .

SlREET , ", , ,: .

CITY _ ~"" .
1

By KENT BELLAH

Loads Worth Remembering
Let's start this bull session with a bang.

My friend, R. B. Smith, a veteran precision
handloader, loaded 500 rounds of .244 ammo
for a friend to use in Africa. The gun was
a fine custom job by Bill Mowery, Jacksboro,
Texas, who has earned national fame with
his superb custom rifles in both muzzle load
ing and cartridge types. R. B. worked up the
load, 41.0 grains 4350, kicked off by CCI 250
Magnum primers, to start a 100 grain Horn
ady Round ose pill at 3,000 fps. The gun
and ammo performed beautifully in field and
accuracy tests in this country, and even bet
ter in Africa, where it took a great many
head of "medium" game and varmints. The
"medium" game was mostly what we call
large in this country.

This same load, with the' 105 grain Speer
bullet, works beautifully in the new 6 mm
Remington, which is actually the same case
as the .244, and the guns handle .244 ammo.
Remington gave the hull a new name to
identify the 100 grain factory bullet and the
faster twist rifle· made for it. The rifles are
better because of the faster twist. Strange as
it seems, they handle light bullets very well
indeed, using familiar .244 loads. One is
41.0 grains 4320 and CCI 250 Magnum
primer behind a 75 grain Sierra H.P., for
3,190 fps, as worked up by RCBS, Inc. An
other is my own, 41.0 grains of 4064 with
the same primers behind a 80 grain Speer.
This is hotteT than the top load in the Speer
Manual. It isn't too hot in one Remington
rifle that took 2.0 grains more powder in our
tests, which allows ample margin of safety.
It's deadly as cyanide on varmints.

The 6 mm rifles, such as tbe .243, .244 and
the 6 mm, are adequate for deer, and some
times larger game. The light weight, Hi-V
with light recoil and fine accuracy are a
hard combination to beat. They are fine year
around fun guns for plinking, targets and
varmints to keep your shooting eye sharp.
Varmint accuracy is better than indicated by
groups, compared with hot-shot .22s, as they
buck wind better. You can bag more var
mints at longer range.

The 6= cartridge has a bit of advantage
over the .243 for handloading. It's better for
partial resizing, being nearly a duplicate of
the famous RCBS Rockchucker wildcat. The
case permits higher velocity loads. Still, the
.243 is a dandy, and Winchester and Sako
guns have many fans. Both are fine rifles,
and that applies to the Remington 700 series
also.

A friend played with a M94 Winchester

.30·30, using home swaged C-H Swag-O·Matic
100 grain pills, made with Speer jackets and
Division Lead Swag·O·Matic lead wire. The
4320 powder isn't listed in the Speer Manual
for their Plinker bullet of this weight. The
chap found that it shot and performed so
well with 38.0 grains ignited with CCI 250
Magnum primers that he decided to try it
on deer. He bagged a nice buck at about
75 yards. The fast expanding little pill, going
hell·bent on self destruction, broke both
front shoulders and make a gaping 2%" exit
hole. The buck couldn't have dropped faster
if hit by lightning. Handloaders often look
on the ancient little' saddle gun with con
tempt. But it sacks up more deer every year
than any of the new hot Magnums, that you
must own to be permitted in higher gun
society.

Horne swaged C-H rifle and handgun
bullets are good ones, and very easy to
make. The "C-H Swage Die Set" works well
in the new C-H Universal "c" or "H" type
presses. The C-H Swag-O-Matic is a sepa
rate press designed to use Swag-O-Matic dies
only, and is not for reloading ammunition_
I think there is some advantage in the Swag
O-Matic bullet swaging tool, and dies for
extra calibers are inexpensive. Both types of
dies swage "clean" bullets with no visible
bleed-off. Newest addition to their Swag-O
Matic line is their AJ Model 52 wadcutter
die. Designed for the superb Smith & Wesson
Model 52 automatic pistol, that handles .38
Special wadcutter ammo only, dies swage
bullets to the correct .3555 diameter, with
great uniformity.

This AJ bullet has a most desirable hollow
base. It works better in the M 52, and custom
conversions, such as made by Dick Shockey
and Jim Clark, than any other half-jacketed
bullet we have tried. These are all superb
target pistols that are a bit tempermental in
loads. That is, don't expect 10-ring accuracy
with sloppy reloads. The C-H AJ dies are
certainly a step in the right direction for
half-jacketed target bullets in these guns. I
suggest you work up the best loads for your
particular pistol. At present I don't recom
mend the AJ .3555 dies for S & W revolvers,
although we are trying to work out some
thing good for cylinder gnns, that generally
shoot best with a .357 or .358 diameter bullet.

It may be premature to mention, but C-H
is working on dies to make %. jacketed bul
lets, in semi-wadcutter type. As usual, they
have some very good ideas, and I'm sure they
will come up with some excellent ones.

(Continued on page 52)
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Please enter my subscription for THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN. enroll
me as an NRA member and send my gold-filled lapel button.·

o Enclosed is my $5.00 0 Bill me please

The world of guns and shooting is tharoughly caver.d in The Am.rican Rifl.man. sent to you
each month as on. of your NRA m.mb.rship s.r... ic.s. You'II ke.p abr.ast of shooting and hunt
ing adl...ities; r.li.... firearms history; learn thl' practical us. of guns for mar. fun the y.ar
around. You'lI read about rifles. pistols. shotguns; hunting and targ.t shooting; gunsmithing and
gun coll.cting; reloading and related subjects .v.ry month. Esp.cially valuable are impartial
product ....aluations. based on practical field t.sts of new products re...i.w.d. Other subjects fully
cavered includ articles on how to buy. shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt; amateur
gunsmithing and reloading methods; firearms legislation proposals. etc. As the Official Journal of
the National Rifle Association, The Am.rican Rifl.man has long been recognized the world over as
the top authority on guns and shooting.

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL R FLE ASSOCIATION

JANUARY 1964

Over 500.000 hunters and shooters-the membl'rs of NRA-invite you to join the National Rifle
Association and enjoy the many benefits reserv.d for members. You'll get prompt answers from
our firearms Information Service; gun law bulletins; information on how. when and wher. to hunt
and low·cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchas. from the Army such firearms. spare parts
and military targets as ore made available for sale to NRA members at cost·to·government prices.
You can participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for marksmanship instruc·
lion. In addition. NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol club in your community. or help
organize an NRA club. And your support will help preserve the right of free Americans to own
and use firearm. for lawful purposes. Remember. the NRA has stood as a bastian against
countless ill advised attempts to disarm U. S. citizens-since 1871.

Join NOW! and receive this gald·filled NRA membership lapel button. Sells regularly for $1.50
yours at no extra cast. (lapel button shown actual size)

'Confirming opplication ond details will olso be moiled to YOIl.

Address .,

City & State .

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
1600 Rhode Island Ave .• N.W., Wash. 6. D. C. 603·01

.All :Jlre~e NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS for Onl,! 5ive :J)olla,.~

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE
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Bullet Bounce
It is with considerable amazement that I

read Bert Popowski's comments concerning
the "bounce" a bullet receives from being
fired too close to a solid obstruction, in the
article "What It Takes for Long Shots" in
the September GUNS. That a writer of Mr.
Popowski's stature would make suoh a state
ment is almost beyond belief.

At the risk of giving offense where none is
intended, I must differ with the "bounce"
theory. This old saw, dating back to black
powder days, got considerable support from
the experiments of F. W. Mann, who proved
that cast bullets fired at velocities under

Robert M. Dolby
Silverdale, Maryland

Correction
As a dealer and gunsmith, I would like to

correct the letter by Victor D. Powell of Oak
Hill, W. Va., in relation to permits to pur
chase handguns in the state of Maryland.

Permits to purchase hrtndguns are required
only in Baltimore City and County, and not
in the rest of the State. If Mr. Powell had to
apply for a permit to purchase, he was either
in Baltimore or close to the District of
Columbia and applied for a handgun in the
D.C. without realizing he had left the state
of Maryland. This is possible, as his refer
ence to planes, suggests that he may have
been located at Andrews Field Air Base
which is just a few minutes from D.C. '

The registration of handguns is required
by dealers on purchase, but there is no wait
ing period, and there is no permit to pur
chase required. On the registration form,
description and address of purchaser, and
make, model, serial number, caliber, barrel
length is required, along with purchasers
statement that he has never been convicted
of a felony.

We Marylanders are very much alert to
the type of restrictions Mr. Powell described
but we will not let it happen here, as we
prize our constitutional right to keep and
bear arms.

same feeling as Mr. Gaylord that the G.I.
holster was inadequate for quick draw. I have
since obtained one and am going to start to
practice his technique.

I would like to know where I can obtain
a Krag Rifle, and about how much I should
pay for one in good condition. I am just
starting to collect firearms, and have begun
reading up all I can get my hands on.

Mr. O. B. Gerrish, Jr.
Independence, Mo.

New Collector
I have just finished reading your July issue,

and I really enjoyed it. I was particularly
interested to read about Tom Loughnan,
"Fast Man With a .45." I have seen this man
demonstrate his draw on television, and he is
certainly fast. Before I saw him, I shared the

Support From England
I have just received a reminder from W.H.

Smith & Son Ltd., that my subscription to
GUNS magazine is due for renewal soon. I
have of course informed them that I shall
renew because I cannot possibly miss even
one page of your fine magazine. Each month,
after reading the current copy, I am eagerly
looking forward to the next.

You have been doing a good job for the
shooters of America in the past, and your
new Shooters Club of America is another
step in the right direction. With the com
bined efforts of yourselves and the National
Rifle Association, I am sure that you will
eventually bring to all the Right to Bear
Arms.

I wish to back your efforts by joining the
Shooters Club of America, and I will wear
your emblem on my shooting jacket and put
the decal on my car. As long as your maga
zine retains its very high standards and
policy, you will have my support; and from
what I can see, that will be until I am
unable to read or shoot any longer! Keep up
the good work.

As you know only too well, we gun nuts in
England suffer from very strict anti-gun laws
and carryon our hobby under very adverse
oonditions, so your efforts are very close to
my heart.

Good luck to all American shooters.
M. A. Wilson

Middlesex, England

P. M. Carabateas
Nassau, New York

Askins Misses
Colonel Askins, in his September article

"Tum Misses Into Hits With a Shotgun,"
has completely miscalculated the lead neces
sary on his 60 MPH duck. The correct figure
is 1l.1 feet, not 7lh.

Flight time for 950 fps shot to cover 40
yards (120 ft.) is 0.126 seconds. A duck
traveling 60 MPH covers 1l.1 feet in 0.126
seconds. That is the necessary lead, not
counting human reaction time and several
other factors which would make it a bit more.

Remember the old adage, "No one ever
over-leads a duck."

Shooters Club
Bolo Tie
Exciting new bolo
tie with clasp of of
ficial club emblem.
Red, white, blue and
gold enamel colors.

$4.00

ORDER
NOW!

Shooters Club
decals 50c ea.

Shooters Club
brassards 75c ea.

Shooters Club
Lapel Emblem
Official club insignia in
lustrous gold finish with
red, white and blue
enamel colors. $2.00

Shooters Club of America

Shooters Club Tie Clasp
Handsome gold finish tie clasp with
emblem attached adds a distinctive
touch. Wear it proudly for all to
know you are a shooter. $3.50

em SHOOTING GLASSES
Used by marksmen and

~ hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

FREE literature on
Shooting, Vision and
information on Pre·
scription shooting glas-
ses. Write direct to

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806, Waynesville, Mo.

SHOOTE~RS CLUB
OF AMERICA

(Jtp.ci.aJ eM fjJwJl1Juj

<>
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.>- C. O. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass.~
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2000 fps actually did show drift when fired
within one-half inch of a flat plank, but it
is notable that these planks measured up to
16 feet in length! Such obstacles are not
common in the game fields and forests! No
deflection was noted with objects a few
inches in length.

For practical purposes, bullet deflection
caused by the projectile's passing close to
a solid object can be said to be of no conse
quence to a rifleman-unless perhaps it is a
flat object several feet in length. Perhaps
gremlins invaded Mr. Popowski's typewriter?
Anyway, except for this point, I enjoyed
his article and the rest of the magazine very
much.

B. R. Hughes
Crossett, Arkansas

Paging Rodd Redwing
I have enjoyed reading GUNS Magazine

for some time, and am especially interested
in fast draw as a sport. On several occasions
I have seen Rodd Redwing's name mentioned,
but I have never had the opportunity to see
one of his exhibitions. I would appreciate
seeing an article about him.

L. R. Bradshaw
Hartsville, S. C.

In reading back issues of your magazine
I noticed the item, "My Favorite Gun," by
Rodd Redwing, in which he stated that he
was writing a book on fast draw and fancy
gun handling. I'm very much interested in
fast draw and the art of fancy gun handling,
and would like to purchase the book.

I would like also to express my apprecia
tion for the finest magazine in the firearms
field. I have very. much enjoyed the articles
on fast draw, tune-up tips, and so on. Keep
these articles coming!

Ronald L. Marion
Kenosha, Wisconsin

Rodd Redwing's address: 7858 Klump Ave.,
Sun Valley, Calijomia.-Editor.

Lucas McCain Rifles?
I am in the market to purchase one of

the authentic Lucas McCain rifles from the
"Rifleman" show if it is really for sale, but
I can't find out. How do I go about it?

D. T. Higgen
14730 Valley Vista Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Handgun Laws
I was reading about some of the laws im

posed on handgunners by various states,
counties, townships, etc., when a thought

occured to me-why not nationalize our gun
laws?

The jumbled hotbed of confusion that
exists today reminds me of a man trying to
find his way out of a doughnut shaped
tunnel with no openings of any kind.

Actually, it's a wonder that half of the
handgun owners haven't been arrested while
traveling through certain states (S. Carolina
for one), cities, or counties scattered across
the U.S. In the above mentioned state it is
against the law to make or sell pistols. In
addition, you may not carry a pistol in any
way except on your own property. But here's
the catch, it's illegal to transport a gun to
your own property!

People who support such laws make me
ill, and I hope that when I get my "Greet
ings" from Uncle Sam (which won't be too
long now) I won't have to pull a hitch in
such a place.

I like your magazine very much, and will
be joining your Shooters Club of America
soon.

William A. Vance
Killeen, Texas

Our Obligation
That anyone need champion an American's

right to possession of personal arms indi
cates an obscure but vitally important phase
of our nuclear-age arms race.

I hope that GUNS will dispel that obscurity
by guiding us, the shooters of America, to
re-establish in full, our right - indeed our
obligation-to keep and bear arms.

George H. Laird III
York, Pennsylvania

Booster From Down-Under
I am an ardent reader of your colorful and

interesting magazine. It is packed with use
ful information and has helped my friends
and myself in many ways.

I am a member of a rifle and pistol club
at Christmas Hills in Victoria, and enjoy
hunting here in central Australia. At the
present time, it is winter down here, and
though we don't have deer, we do have wild
buffalo and kangaroo, which we shoot all
year round. Further up north we can shoot
crocodile and dingo, the latter bringing
about $50 bounty. "

I would like very much to become a mem
ber of your Shooters Club of America, even
though I am many miles away from the
States. Will it be alright for me to send my
fee in Australian currency?

J. L. Watson
New South Wales, Australia

Strong statement but we mean it.
You won't find another bullet •••
anywhere • • . that compares with
this one for match accuracyl Here
are four reasons why the Norma .38
Sp. Match Wadcutter can make the
V-ring your second home:

UNIQUE SHAPE-Specially de
signed for perfect balance and sta
bility. "Hollow-Tail" construction al
lows expansion that custom·fits all
bores . .. even oversize onesl'

FULLY SWAGED-Die formed un.
der tremendous pressures to previ.
ously unknown target bullet uni.
formity. No internal ridges, voids or
air pockets mean no keyholing, yaw.
ing or wobbling.

SPECIAllY LUBRICATED - exclu.
sive Norma smokeless formula abso
lutely eliminates barrel wear and
leading •.• helps maintain gun accu·
racy even after thousands of rounds.

PROPER WEIGHT-148 grains.
Proved by years of actual match
shooting" as the weight for super
wadcutting accuracy.

Set your sights on super-accurate
match shooting. Ask for the Norma
.38 SP. Match Wadcutter at your
favorite gun dealer.
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Want more hand loading info?
Send 25¢ for the NEW
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Box GM-l
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Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

: In Canada: Globe Firearms ltd., Ottawa
" George L. McNicol Ltd., Vancouver
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Bolt jeweling under oil $6.50.
New low bolt handles for scope use $7.50. Both for $12.50.

Western Styles-5 Models for Your Choice
Many different woods. Bolts altered and jewelled. Custom rifle work. Send $1.00 for
complete catalog (refunded with order). DEALERS INQUIRE.

WESTERN STOCKS &GUNS, INC., 2206·G E. 11th St., Bremerton, Wash.
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Noble's Model 80 F
The newest Noble shotgun is a .410 auto

loader that, in very extensive tests, has
proved that an autoloader can handle 2lh
and 3 inch shells very well, and that alloys
in gun actions are here to stay. Our gun
was tested on our range, and then turned

on the rabbit call and before it had spun
four times, we had crows overhead and foxes
under-foot. This was a simple run through
only and we had not brought a gun ... but
next time we shall take a gun with us and
a truck load of ammo. Game comes in so
fast that it will be a hard choice to make
shoot cro,ws or foxes? One word of caution.
When you get Johnny's records and caller,
don't turn up the volume. Only slightly more
than an actual rabbit scream is needed to
bring varmints running.

Habicht Scope
Made in Austria, the Habicht (Hawk)

scope is imported by .Frank and Walter
Klepeis, Rosendale, N.Y. The standard Hab
icht scope has a steel tube and is available
with either single or double' adjustment.
Available on special order only are the
Habicht scopes with light alloy tubes, and
again with single or double adjustments.
These scopes come only in 4 power, but are
offered with a wide variety of crosshairs.

Before testing the Habicht scope for fog
ging, freezing, seepage, and drop resistance,
we mounted it first on our Model 70 in .375
H&H Magnum, then on our Remington 7 mm
Magnum rifle. Walter Klepeis had supplied
us with a scope that has the fine European
reticle-four heavy posts out of which four
thin wires (or are they wires?) lead the
eye rapidly and easily to the target. This
reticle is known as the "Day and Night"
arrangement, and virtually screams at the
hunter when the gun is thrown up to the
shoulder. We believe that, once you have
seen this reticle arrangement, you'll want
one, and the optical qualities of the Habicht
scope are excellent. Recoil, even with heavy
.375 H&H loads did not affect the scope,
and our seepage test-that is immersion tests
in hot and cold water-proved the Habicht
scope to be completely tight. Ne·ither the
freezing and fogging tests, nor the drop tests
affected the scope, and remounting it on the
.375 after these tests proved that the man·
handling it had received had not affected
it in any way. Best of all, the Habicht scope
is priced at only $59.95 for the steel tube
models.

Crosman "400"
The new version of the C02 Crosman

"400" has some' outstanding features. The
tube-like magazine, attached to the left side
of the action, has been streamlined and is
now known as "Swing-Feed" loading. Also
new is the button-rifled "Tru·Flyte" heavy
duty barrel that gives considerably increased
accuracy. Our test gun consistently grouped
under a lh" at 25 feet in 10 shot strings, and
we were impressed with the double safety
that makes this little gun a fine youngster's
rifle.

Our test gun weighs just slightly under 4
pounds and measures 34 inches over-all.
Carrying distance of the .22 pellets is only
300 feet, and thus most anyone can use the
Crosman "400" in limited areas with safety.
The gun is powered by two Crosman C02
Gas Powerlets, and these gas cartridges will
fire an average of 65 pellets with an average
muzzle velocity of slightly under 450 fps.

Game Caller
Never been able to learn calling game to

within spitting distance? Well, you are not
alone. Johnny Stewart, Dept. G, 925 North
22nd, Waco, Texas, has had the same ex·
perience and decided to do something about
it. He not only learned to call and then
recorded the calls, but he also designed a
recorder that can be lugged into the field.
We got a recorder and speaker, plus two
records for some varminting. Johnny has a
number of records and they are in such de
mand that he has trouble catching up with
the orders. We have often heard that the
electronic callers, good as they may be, are
really not the answer to the calling problem
since the records cannot take into account
the variations in tone and volume that is
needed under actual hunting conditions. This
is quite true, but Johnny has addeu some
thing that does away with this objection.

First of all, you can learn good calling
from the records. Then you can take the
electronic caller and speaker into the field,
set up the record, and let her rip. When
conditions change, just switch on the mike,
knock out the playing of the record, and you
can have your calling transmitted by the
speaker. What could be simpler or better?

A few miles away from our home, the fox
population has got out of hand. Crows are
plentiful, and we took Johnny's caller into
the field to see what action we could get.
We did not even bother to camouflage our
set-up and just plunke-d the caller and our
selves down next to an old tree stump, turned

Tested, tried, proved!
• Rugged, Dependable Construction
• Performs All Reloading Operations
• New "Snap-In" Shell Holder
• Simple Up or Down Stroke Setting
• Reasonable Cost - Press Complete,

including Handle, Linkage, Ram and
Frame $1 6.50

Necessary Accessories not packed with Press:
Shell Holders, all sizes $ 2.50
Primer Arm, universal type 3.00
Dies Onost calibers)' 11.50

Automatic Primer Feed and Primer Catcher Available

Ask your Dealer for 'more information or
send for FREE Folder on the complete line
of REDDING Reloading Tools.



CENTENNIAL ARMS CORPORATION liThe Finest in
3318 W. Devon Avenue • Chicago, Illinois Black Powder Guns"

$10.00 Down
$6.00 a Month

Complete with
21/z.H.P. engine

MODEL 1805
DATED 1807

TRADE MARK

BERT KLINEBURGER

Write or Call for free information

10'4" RECORD BOOK LION TAKEN AUGUST 1963

TOP REFERENCES AVAILABLE

UGANDA - TANGANYIKA WILDLIFE
DEVELOPMENT, LTD.-'%JONAS BROS.,
1507 12th Ave. Seattle 22, Washington. Phone: EA 9-1600

In addition to our 1860 Colt Army Revolvers, Centennial Arms is now introducing a
Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistol. The Harpers Ferry was made for the Army at Harpers
Ferry Armory, which was the first U. S. pistol to be manufactured at a National
Armory, It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U. S. Army Military Police
adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock Pistols as their insignia. TODAY-all Flint
lock collectors and shooters may own their own Harpers Ferry reproduced exactly
like the originai, with the exception that we have made this pistol with a Rifled
Bore for safer shooting. This striking pistol is made in the original .54 caliber, with
handsome varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is casehardened and
is marked with a spread eagie, U. S" and HARPERS FERRY 1807.

With this ad ONLY we are offering a 54 caliber Lyman Bullet Mould FREE with
every Flintlock Pistol ordered.

(JWJL 1:JuL }WA.t. !
HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK PISTOL

Price includes Top White
Hunters, Guns, Licenses!

NO EXTRASl

UNBELIEVABLE
LOW COST

Now,r's

UCiANDA·TANCiANYIKA
WILDLIFE DEVELOPMENT CO.

NEW LOW COST GOVERNMENT SPONSORED

SAFARIS-FULLY DELUXE
The fantastic Selous and
Rungwa Game Reserves are
now opened after being
closed for 50 years.
Hunt Uganda - Tanganyika

or both at

21 Full Days of Safari (plus
travel time) including round
trip jet air transportation New
York to New York with layovers

-only $2650
or 30 days in both Uganda and
Tanganyika only $3490.

SINGLE
PISTOL
$79.95

PAIR-$149,95

LIKE THE ORIGINAL
THEY ARE SERIAL
NUMBERED
IN PAIRS

The Marlin 62
At long last, we got our Marlin le'ver·action

Model 62 in the Winchester hot-shot .256 cal·
iber. The Model 62 weighs about 7 pounds,
has a 24 inch barrel, and an over-all length
of 43 inches. The gun is tapped and drilled,
but when we got our test gun, no blocks
were commercially available for scope mount
ing. We overcame this by taking the block
and scope off our Marlin 336, and although
the base over-hung a bit in front, the gun
shot very well and the improvised block was
perfectly acceptable. '

The Model 62 in .256 holds three rounds
in the clip and one in the chamber, and
extensive shooting was a pleasure; the .256
in the Marlin gun has almost no recoil and
blast is minimal, even on an indoor range.

The production model of the rifle has a

(Continued on page 43)

Hodgdon Powders
Bruce Hodgdon, the powder man from

Shawnee Mission, Kansas, has some new
powders. Although our own tests are not
as yet completed, our data check very close
ly with those released by Bruce. For the M 1
carbine, Hodgdon offers his H·110 powder.
In Winchester cases and with Winchester
primers, 14 grains of the powder send the
llO grain Winchester bullet out the tube
at an instrumental velocity of 1906 fps. This
checks closely with our data arrive'Cl at with
different components, and Bruce tells us
that the pressure of his load is 32,400 psi.

His new Trap #14 powder has done very
well in the first tests, although one of our
automatic shotguns seems to slam back the
bolt a bit harder than with factory loads.
There is plenty of Trap #14 powder in stock,
and Bruce will send you loading data. In
our Robust shotgun the trap loads worked
up in accordance with Bruce's suggestions
did extremely well and the powder burns
clean.

over to a skeet addict who used the gun
in four meets. In all, we estimate that the
gun was fired over 1,000 times, and not once
did we or our skeet buddy encounter any
malfunction. Stock dimensions are along the
standard lines, and the feel of the gun and
its swing were such that a 14 year old, shoot
ing his first round of trap by standing on a
line with our Trius trap, managed to break
10 birds-quite an accomplishment with the
.410 for a beginner.

Most of the firing was done with a variety
of factory loads, and we then reloaded the
hulls to see if reloads would function equally
well in the Model 80 F. If the hulls are
loaded carefully and wad pressure is within
normal limits, the Noble will handle them
without trouble. Experimentally we made up
10 rounds of handloads with a slightly ex
cessive wad pressure and found that neither
the Noble nor another .410 would chamber
these shells. It appears that the .410 is some
what more sensitive to poor reloads than a
12 or 20 gauge gun.

Not only were we impressed by the func·
tioning of the Nobel 80 F, but we also liked
the complete instructions that came with the
gun. Too many guns, and other shooting
equipment, comes with incomplete or poorly
written instructions, and that makes life
complicated for the buyer who is not a gun
tinkerer.
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By E. B. MANN

W E TALK A LOT about the
Second Amendment. We

insist that, because of the Second
Amendment, private ownership of
arms is not a privilege but a constitu.
tional right-a right that cannot be
infringed upon. That is what the
Second Amendment says, but. • •

The fact is that the right to own
and bear arms is infringed-by fed·
eral law, by state statutes, and by
city ordinances. We are, and have
been for many years, in the midst of
a continuous fight, not merely to keep

our right of private firearms owner·
ship from infringement, but to keep
it from being taken away entirely.

The National Rifle Association, the
oldest and most effective advocate of
the right of private firearms owner·
,ship, has this to say about the Second
Amendment: "The simple fact is that
the Second Amendment has not pre·
vented firearms regulation on either
the national or state levels.

"The constitutions of three·fourths
of the states contain guarantees of
the right 'to keep and bear arms'

similar to that found in the United
States Constitution. Nevertheless, the
courts have repeatedly held that many
laws regulating the purchase, carry·
ing, or use of concealable firearms
are constitutional ... (on the grounds
that) ... reasonable limitations on the
right of individuals to own and use
firearms may be made in the interest
of public security and the proper ad·
ministration of criminal justice. The
notorious New York 'Sullivan Law'
which requires a police permit to own
a handgun for any reason, even in
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one's home, has consistently been
held to be constitutional, even though
the operation of the law is frequently
far from reasonable."

No, the Second Amendment is not
invulnerable ... and it is not enough!

Six years ago, in the September
1957 issue of this magazine, we pub
lished an article titled "Why Not
Have A PRO-Gun Law?" A surpris
ing number of people, including some
pretty surprising people, wrote us,
"Why not? Why not, indeed?"
Others, a few, labeled it a wild idea,
impossible of achievement.

Exactly how wild an idea is it?
Is it a wild idea to suggest a law to
defend and support a constitutional
right? Other constitutional rights
have required and been given affirma
tive legislation" for their enforcement.
Why should the Second Amendment
be selected for negative legislation
that infringes upon its clearly stated
purpose?

GUNS Magazine, backed now by the
Shooters Club of America, asks you
again, "Why not a pro-gun law?"

Switzerland has a pro-gun law of
sorts. Switzerland's law requires citi
zens not only to keep guns, but to
acquire a reasonable degree of skill
with them. Students of Swiss history
agree that this law has been a con
tributing factor in keeping Switzer
land free from the waves of aggres
sion that have repeatedly swept the
rest of Europe.

Switzerland's law would not be
ideal for us, but the idea is the same.
It works for them. Why could it not
be made to work for us-not only for
the maintenance of that "armed mili
tia" considered so essential by our
founding fathers, but also for the
protection and development of our
shooting sports?

Why not? We think it can be
done. We think that aggressive action
is needed, and we intend to take it.

This does not mean that we are
quitting the defensive fight against

anti-gun legislation. GUNS Magazine
and its readers, Shooters Club of
America and its members, are in that
fight to stay, with money and know
how and man-power - and we are
winning battles. The trouble is that a
defensive war must be waged on many
fronts. No sooner are we engaged in
one action than we are challenged to
another. And it is very unfortunate
but only too true that some of our
leadership is inept.

Without naming names, not very
long ago a very bad anti-gun law was
beaten, laid to rest, by concerted, well
directed action by people who know
how to ~et ~the job, do~e~.,That law

I JJi L _t h '1:.~';; j!'~:rwas a most Dr'OUg t·'lJaC,!t'to ,VlgOZ;O.US
'"' i¥ P tt' ",,!and . rous :lif

1
rauble

, • was
dead, aroused others to flood the sup
porters of the bill with such a mass
of abusive letters that those legisla
tors angrily threatened to revive the
very odious bill!

Letters to legislators are fine. They
are needed in the defensive war now
being waged; they will be needed in
the offensive action we hope to lead.
But not abusive letters! To para
phrase a great American, gun people
should carry a big stick-but speak
softly. We have the big stick, of num
bers: some 18 million hunters; an
estimated 35 million gun owners. No
political office-holder or hopeful as
pirant can afford to ignore us, or will

ignore us-except III anger aroused
by our ineptness.

For more years than I care to
admit, as an individual, as a worker
in politics, as a Life Member of the
National Rifle Association, as a mem
ber of the Board of Governors of the
National Shooting Sports Foundation,
and for the past seven years as the
editor of the GUNS Magazine group of
publications, I have fought anti-gun
legislation-at municipal, state, and
national levels. I have never seen an
anti-gun bill that could not be de
feated. I have seen some that were
not defeated, but these too could have
been defeated b;y the right action at
the right time. I have never seen an
anti-gun bill defeated by rabble
rousers. I have seen many defeated
by prompt, massive, well directed
action through operative political
channels, by letters laden with argu
ment and not abuse, by courteous
discussion with the proponents of the
bill and with other legislators.

Within the last few months, I ad
dressed letters to every member of
the United States Senate and every
member of the United States House
of Representatives, asking for state
ments regarding the Second Amend
ment and its meaning in today's
America. To date, I have received
perhaps 100 replies to those letters.
All replies will be published in the
"Know Your Lawmakers" depart
ment of this magazine. To date, at
least 95 per cent of those replies
range from gratifyingly favorable to
better than that. We have friends in
Washington; more of them than you
may think. And you have friends-in
the NRA, in the NSSF, in the
SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA,
and perhaps in places you don't even
suspect - who know how to reach
those friends.

All is not gloom in the news from
the front in the war against anti-gun
legislation. Listen:

Many of you, and many of us, and
many whose interests are not "gun
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interests" at all, have been greatly
perturbed over the possibility that the
widely controversial federal Arms
Control and Disarmament Act might,
now or in the future, be interpreted
and applied to prohibit private own
ership of firearms. We here in this
office have literally not had time to
answer the hundreds of letters and
scores of printed appeals received on
this subject. We have not had time
partly because we were busy else
where. But you will be glad to know
that this threat was not unchallenged,
and effective action was taken. Intro
duced by Congressman Bob Sikes of
Florida, H. R. 6364 will amend Sec
tion 33 of the Arms Control and Dis
armament Act by adding the follow
ing important sentence:

"Nothing contained in this
Act shall be construed to au
thorize any policy or action
by any Government agency
which would interfere with,
restrict, or prohibit the ac
quisition, possession, or use of
firearms by an individual for
the lawful purpose of personal
defense, sport, recreation, edu
cation, or training."

This was not accomplished by rab
ble-rousing, or by vituperative cor
respondence. It was accomplished by
knowing where help could be ob
tained, what help would be effective,
and how to put those helping forces
into motion. The important thing is
that it was done.

Many of you, and many of us, have
been much concerned also about the
possible action relative to firearms of
the Judiciary Subcommittee to Inves
tigate Juvenile Delinquency under the
chairmanship of Senator Thomas J.
Dodd. Much has been published
damning Senator Dodd, his subcom
mittee, and all its works. The fact is
that Senator Dodd's committee proved
its intention of fairness by inviting
representatives of the firearms indus-

try and the shooting sports (includ
ing this writer) to attend committee
hearings and advise the committee
on matters affecting firearms owner
ship and distribution. Representatives
of many branches of industry did
attend those hearings (at the expense
of the companies they represented,
not of the tax-payer!). We were
given a courteous hearing, and our
advice was, for the most part, heeded.
I have received the following letter,
dated July 3, from Senator Dodd:

"I want to thank you for
the cooperation you have ex
tended the subcommittee dur
ing the past two years con
cerning the drafting of an
amendment to the Federal
Firearms Act.

"During this time it has
been our intent to propose a
bill designed to alleviate some
of the problems resulting from
indiscriminate sale of 'mail
order' handguns to juveniles
and undesirable adults, yet not
violate the rights of legitimate
gun owners. It is to this end
that the enclosed bill is di
rected. The key subsections ·of
the bill (j), (k), and (1),
pertain to interstate shipment,
delivery, and receipt of 'mail
order' guns by common
carner.

"I am informed that at the
June 11 meeting substantial
agreement was reached by
those present with regard to
the above subsections and I
believe, therefore, that the bill
enclosed will be amenable to
all concerned."

Senator Dodd is optimistic in his
belief that this (or any) bill "will
be amenable to all concerned." Many
firearms people are just not going to
like any firearms legislation-and I
must confess to considerable sym
pathy, myself, to that point of view!

But to anyone who knows (as we who
discussed these matters with the com
mittee did know) the powerful back
ing the committee had to "put real
teeth" into the Federal Firearms Act.
The amendment recommended by the
committee must seem mild indeed!
It is not a total victory for our side;
nobody claims that it is. But it is
very far indeed from the major de
feat it could have been and that at
least one man wanted it to be.

Yes, we're winning battles. Things
are being done to defend your right
to own and bear arms. We do have
friends in high places. But these very
facts bring us back to the question,
"Why Not A Pro-gun Law?" With
strength enough to win so many of
the defensive battles, with increasing
support among lawmakers at federal
and state levels, why not strike now
with aggressive action-with an af
firmative law for gun ownership?

Wild idea or not, GUNS Magazine
and the SHOOTERS CLUB OF
AMERICA propose it. We are con
sulting now, have been for many
months, with legal experts and men
with wide experience in matters of
firearms legislation-with leaders in
law enforcement, leaders in industry,
leaders among the shooting groups.
We will, in an early issue, publish an
article suggesting a tentative frame
work on which such a law might be
built. We urge you to tell us what
you think; what you think of the idea
itself, what you think of the sugges
tions as they are made later. In turn,
we will report to you on the success
or failure of each step as it is taken.

We promise you no miracles. We
do not know whether a satisfactory
law can be drafted - whether, if
drafted, it could obtain sponsorship
for presention to Congress-whether,
if presented, it could win passage.

But we do promise you an aggres
sive, all-out, pro-gun effort, as a
change from the long, weary, defen
sive war we have been waging.~

Will you help us? . ~
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FAR-AWAY LANDS

Kongoni, tiger, tembo, polar bear, or

impala ... they all add up to but one thing: Hunting

in far-away lands. Call it shikar in the

iungles of India, or safari on the African veldt,

here is the stuff a hunter's dreams are made of. Jagdish

Kumar reports from India, Nairobi's

leading gunsmith discusses safari guns, plus many other

exclusive reports of exciting hunting from

all over the world.



new Zealand
The UneHulored
6ame Paradise

Game is plentiful

and there are no limits

By DR. GEORG VON OPEL

The sure-footed chamois is a true test
of a hunter's ability. Doctor von Opel
successfully stalked and shot two fine
specimens in these rugged mountains of
South Island. Scoped rifle is a must.
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More than ·15,000 of these tahr live in the mountains
of New Zealand. Horns are short. averaging about 12".

T HE HUNTING in New Zealand is different than that
encountered in any other country in the world. In the

absence of beasts of prey that would normally reduce the
numbers of animals, the game herds of these islands in
crease rapidly. Here the hunter assumes the role of preda
tor, constantly fighting to keep the herds within reasonable
limits. Hunting in New Zealand is free and is not restricted
by laws, regulations, or licenses. Closed seasons are un
heard of, and the hunter may take to the field whenever,
wherever, and as often as he wishes, using whatever means
he may have at his disposal.

New Zealand covers an area of about 103,410 square
miles, roughly six times as large as Switzerland, and just
slightly smaller than the state of Colorado. Within this area
live the following game animals. Let me say here, that these
figures are my estimates, and not official. Red deer occur
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most frequently on both North and South Island, and I
would place their numbers at two hundred thousand; each
year more than 100,000 are taken. The chamois, found only
on South Island, number some 50,000. Wild goats exceed
50,000 in number, on both islands, while South Island has
some 15,000 tahr, whose horns are similar to those of the
Rocky Mountain goat, though not as long. Both islands are
home to more than 15,000 wild boars and over 3,000 fallow
deer. Stewart Island has over 1,000 Virginia stag, and on
North Island live over 1,000 head of sika, the small deer
native to Japan and Manchuria, and nearly 500 Aristoteles
stags. On South Island are more than 1,000 wapiti, and
fewer than 100 elk-a sub·species of the' wapiti. The wal
laby, a small to medium sized kangaroo, number some
5,000, while the rabbit population has been reduced to
under one million. While these numbers may seem small
to some, consider that at the time Captain J ames Cook
first landed in Poverty Bay in 1769, there were no four
footed animals in New Zealand, other than rats and dogs.

Some ten years ago, rabbits and opossum threatened to
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The author's wapiti· stag was
bagged after a gruelling day
in the rugged country shown.

take over the land. Farmers were considering abandoning
the land since it seemed impossible to prevent the entire
vegetation from being eaten-sheep and cattle were dying
of starvation! The government employed all methods and
means during the rabbit war-thousands of men were
employed to shoot, trap, or poison, and otherwise reduce
the rabbit and opossum population in any way they could.

Trophy hunting is almost non-existent in New Zealand,
and there is hardly an inhabitant who keeps a trophy at
home, though many have bagged thousands of head of
game. Nobody has ever heard of keeping the canine teeth
of red deer and wapiti, or the Camsbart (the tuft of bristly
hair on the withers of the chamois that ornaments the hats
of European hunters) .

Hunting in New Zealand is rugged, and is only for those
who are not afraid of physical rigors. Hunters who are in
search of record game, who are satisfied with hunting from
a shooting stand, and who must have every convenience in
the field should not come to New Zealand. .

The equipment n~eded for big (Continued on page 54)
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Three of Julio Estrada's fine African trophies. At left. a full-maned lion from Tanganyika. Right, a 291/1" record
class situtunga, rare African antelope. Center, a fine sable with 45'/2" horns, shot on 1961 Mozambique safari.
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Dean ollrophu Hunters
Julio Estrada, winner of the Weatherby Big Game Trophy Award,

has collected all of the world's great trophies
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Julio Estrada, standing, and his white hunter
stop for a rest while on Angola safari in 1962.

By DR. FRANCISCO RAMOS

J ULIO ESTRADA began his fabulous hunting
career before he was ten years old. Mexico City,

at the turn of the century, was a small town and
from the outer limits where he lived, Julio could
walk into open country filled with rabbits, squirrels,
and a variety of birds. He traded the few dimes he
had saved and some assorted trinkets, for an old
muzzle-loader. When his father realized that his
ambition for hunting was genuine, Julio received
a .22 single-shot rifle. When he was about 12 he
became the proud owner of a .30-30 Winchester,
and with it stalked and shot his first big game
a white-tail deer.

During the two month vacations of his school
years, Julio visired the haciendas of his classmates,
hunting to his heart's content. He spent many nights
in the high ranges, sleeping huddled in a blanket,
before an open fire. Here he learned the ways of
the wild-as he stalked white-tail and mule deer,
javelina, coyote, mountain lion, black bear, ante·
lope, and desert sheep of the region.

His trophy collection grew, but contained only
the horns and skins of his kills since the art of
taxidermy was all but unknown to him. His guns
improved as a matter of course, from his early
.30-30 to a 7 mm, 8 mm, a .303, a .405, until he
became acquainted with the .30-06. He experi
mented with the .250-3000 for a while, but stood
by the .30-06 for most of his game.

Going through school and college in Mexico,
he eventually went to the United States, where he
studied architecture. His natural inclination toward
salesmanship prevailed, however, and he saw in
this the opportunity to pursue a career that would
give him the time he would need to hunt as much
as he liked.

In the fall of 1930, he made his first trip into
the Canadian Rockies, guided by Jack Brewster,
famed sheep hunter of Jasper, Alberta. His fine
bag of representative game of the country became
the base for his fabulous trophy collection, one of
the finest in the world. He returned to Canada
almost every year, hunting in Alberta, British
Columbia, and the Yukon-but his heart was set
on an African safari.

Finally, in 1939, all (Continued on page 60)

The mighty guar. or Indian bison. a fine trophy
collected by Estrada in Madras. India. in 1958.

View of one half of Estrada's African and Asian hall.
Tiger. mounted full size on the left, measures over
ten feet long. Below. Estrada with tiger where he fell.
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a modern .375 H&H Magnum.
eman, local forest guard, is

...wI." li.·utdated muzzle-loading rifle.

Big game of India
ecial rifles and loads.

Here is good advice
ed on years of actual

expenence
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Duns for the
Dame of India ... By DR. JAGDISH KUMAR

T HERE ARE FOURTEEN professional hunting firms
recognized by the government of India. Several are

based in the hunting areas of Central India. A few operate
at the base of the Himalayan foothills, one operates out of
Nepal, which is a separate country and mostly mountain
ous, and another out of the mountainous Assam. In some
areas the Naga headhunters are still at war with the gov
ernment of India and should be avoided at all costs. They
consider all outsiders as trophies, and if you carry a
record head, do your hunting elsewhere.

The Indian professional hunters are a mixed lot. A few
are well-to-do plantation owners. One is an Englishman,
another an Australian. A couple are ex-royalty with vast
hunting forests at their disposal. These chaps have the best

guns and are excellent shots. They have hunted all their
lives and have this business of tiger hunting down to an
efficient system. They will guarantee you your animal and
can be depended upon to back you up when you have to
follow a wounded tiger into thick stuff. These men are
reliable and you can check their references.

Then there are some professionals who are a shifty lot.
With these fellows you even have to watch your extra
shells. They will sell your game to the villagers and keep
you busy for a month shooting game for food. They will
tell you it is quite legal and proper to hunt at night from
a car and with a searchlight. This is not the case. You
may get your tiger when hunting with one of these men,
but they will get everything you have.. They have a tend-

Double rifles, such as these beautiful English-made guns, are the favorites of white hunters who need the power to
back up their clients. Gun calibers, from top to bottom are: .425, .465, .470, and the famous .600 Nitro Express.
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of the following areas: the Kulu valley, Gilgit, Baltistan,
Shyok valley, Haramosh, Rondu, Pirpanjal, and Kaj-i-Nag.
The game in these areas consists of snow-leopard, Hima
layan goat and sheep, Ibex, brown and black bear. Most
of your shots will be between 150 and 300 yards. A l;iigh
velocity, telescoped rifle is in order and you will have to
pack in by mule. Don't wander too far to the East or
North since the Chinese Reds have a habit of taking pot
shots at the people from across the valleys. You will be
hunting entirely on your own-with your own arrange
ments to ward off the dangers.

The Central Himalayas have been mostly shot out, except
ing the Tehri-Garwal and Kamaon areas. The Central
Himalayan foothills have a type of hunting which is simi
lar in almost all respects to hunting in the foothills of al
most all the mountain ranges in India. This area is known
as the Terai, and is the best managed hunting area in India.
Here you may hunt tiger and leopard, black bear or sloth
bear, Indian elk (sambhar) , barking deer (khakar) ,
spotted deer (chital), hog deer, swamp deer (barasinga) ,
the little gazelles (chinkara), and small four-horned ante
lope (chousinga). Buffalo can be added to this list in the
Eastern Himalayan foothills. Elephant and rhino are also
found to the east, but are protected.

In the high Himalayas you find the shapu or urial, a
sheep with curving, swept-back horns. They are called gad
in the local dialect. The Ladhak shapu is bigger than the
Punjabi shapu, but Ladhak is a militarized zone so one
must try for shapu in the Kala-Chitta hills of the Punjab.
Horns here average about 36 inches. The biggest horns
are in Afganistan, but that is another country.

The Blue Sheep or Bharal are found on the open blue
shale slopes of the Himalayas just below the snow line in
Ladhak and in the Sutlej valley. These sheep are very
difficult to spot and you must use powerful binoculars or
telescopes. The Sutlej valley sheep have the larger horns.
The Tibetan blue sheep have the largest horns, but the
Red Chinese are not granting visas these days.

The Ibex follows the melting snows and moves up the
mountains in the spring. The horns average between 40 and
50 inches and they are found in Gilgit, Astor, Kistwar,
Suru, and the Sutlej valley.

Snow leopard live close to the melting snow lines, occa
sionally crossing down into the scrub forests for a snack
of pheasant. They rarely grow over six feet in length or
weigh more than 100 pounds and are extremely rare.

The mountain animals are by far the most difficult to
hunt and require the use of high-velocity telescoped rifles.
I would advise using a rifle in the .300 Magnum class as
one can always run into a irritable old sow with cubs, or
a mountain-climbing panther. The heavy winds which con
tinuously whip through the Himalayan valleys require a
heavy bullet. The 180 and 220 grain bullets are probably
the best. Most of this hunting is done at altitudes of over
10,000 feet.

Below 10,000 feet begin the mountain forests of the
Himalayas. Here we have game such as the Kashmir stag
or Hangul. These animals have beautiful antlers with eight
to ten tines and an average spread of 45 inches. They are
of the elk family and stay in thick oak and pine cover.
The Markhor has long spiraling horns, and the largest
ones are found in the Pir-Panjal and Kaj-i-Nag valleys.
Their horns average about 60 inches, but they are very
difficult to find and stay in rocky forest. A great deal of
difficult climbing is required to (Continueil on page 44)

ency to harass you with extras and additional expenses.
They rarely have good guns. Stick to the reliable hunting
firms and be sure to contact their references. Tiger shoot
ing is an art and it requires a month or two to get the
hang of it. Unless you have the time to spare, it is wise to
hire a well-known professional; although the cost is high,
you will be satisfied and have a good shikar.

The hunting season opens on October 15th in most places
and closes on May 15th. The best months are between

ovember 1st and March 30th which is the coolest time
of the season.

You'll have to choose the type of hunting and what game
you want. If you like mountain climbing with your regular
hunting diet, you probably lean toward sheep and goat
hunting, where you'll get your fill.

In the Western Himalayas your starting point will be
from the Kashmir valley. From here you may head for any

British big game cartridges are often loaded with the
spaghetti-like Cordite powder which has an acrid odor.

Base camp offers a convenient place to relax between
hunts. Rifles are: A .348 Winchester and .375 Magnum.
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After be'ing closed for years, the
game-rich lands of Ethiopia are ...

Minimum caliber for elephant is a
.458 Magnum, as in Browning, left.

By JOHN BROZ

I N THESE DAYS of more and more restrictions on hunting and with fewer places to hunt, it
is refreshing to be able to report that a new hunting area recently opened in Africa. The

ancient land of Ethiopia has ended a five year ban on hunting with the announcement that big
game hunters are once again welcome.

Bordering on Kenya, the world famous big game area, it comes as no surprise that vast
amounts of game are to be found in Ethiopia. Almost all of the big game animals of East Africa
are found here, and two animals native to Ethiopia are found nowhere else in the world: the
Mountain Nyala and the Walia Ibex.

To the world traveler who is accustomed to the miles of red tape that are encountered when
hunting most African countries, a trip to Ethiopia will be a revelation. There is no duty on fire
arms or ammunition, and visas are automatically taken care of at the airport. No special permits
are required for travel within the country.

The hunting regulations are unique-and can be rather expensive. The initial hunting license
costs $40.00, and is issued only to those who have been booked with a licensed safari outfit. The
safari must be accompanied by an inspector from the Ministry of Agriculture, which costs the
hunter $4.00 per day. Why the inspector? Well, he comes along to count the number of heads of
game you kill, for in Ethiopia you "pay as you. shoot."

Capitation fees are paid only on the trophies you actually bag, and are collected after your
safari. As you can see from the list of the fees available from the outfitter, a successful safari into
Ethiopia could be an expensive proposition.

At the present time, there is only one licensed outfitter in Ethiopia, Ted Shatto, Box 1745,
Addis Ababa, who tells us that he can "match the best service and (Continued on page 53)

Zebra are plentiful in the east and southwest regions of Ethiopia. Capitation fee is $40.00 for Grant's zebra.
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Jacky Maeder exhibits two
magnificent heads of white
oryx with horns over 43".

Arecognized trophy hunter tells

of his quest for mouflon, oryx, addax
By JACKY MAEDER

T HE MOUFLO of the Ennedi Mountains of northern French Equatorial Africa
are rock dwellers, and a trained eye, a steady hand, and a mound of patience

are required to hunt them successfully. Hand in hand with these must go the
courage and quick resolve to fire at running game at distances up to 300 yards.
I know that this may sound revolutionary and contrary to all hunting precepts,
but the mouflon is exceedingly shy and has remarkably good sight. Its color blends
well with the natural background, making it very difficult to spot the animal. Once
spotted, a silent stalk in this craggy, uneven countryside is almost impossible
no matter how light your step.

After several days of hunting this elusive trophy, I managed to bag a record



Mouflon of the Ennedi Mountains are shy and blend
well with the rocky terrain. The hunter fortunate and
wary enough to bag one will have a trophy to be proud
of. At right, Maeder exhibits a dorca antelope, shot
with his Winchester Model 70 in .300 H&H caliber, in
the vast desert region of French Equatorial Africa.

mouflon on the last morning of my stay in the Ennedi
Mountains. The shot was swift, and unspectacular, but the
realization that I had added this wary sheep to my collec
tion made up for the failures of the previous days.

My gun, a Winchester Model 70 in .300 H&H, with a
21/2X telescope, had once again proved its worth. I am
convinced that this caliber, which I have used on several
hunting expeditions in Africa, is suitable for most game
shooting here. Its merit lies not only in the fact that it has
a good trajectory but one also has the choice of three dif
ferent bullet weights, 150, 180, and 220 grains. Naturally,
I'm not talking here of dangerous game, such as buffalo,
rhinoceros, or elephant, for which only a very heavy cali
ber, preferably a double-barrelled rifle, in .465 or .470
should be used.

As so little time for the hunting of addax and oryx
remained, I rode my camels back to Fada to break up the
main camp and follow my hunting buddy, Tommy Amman,
who was already on his way south with the Unimog. Fada
is a French garrison built on an oasis; set in the midst of
palms and pools, it has the magic of "Arabian Nights"
about it. After dinner with Captain Lambotte, chief of the
garrison I proceeded on my way to Oum'chalouba.

The big truck carrying our reserve water and gas started
to give us trouble and I was glad to see Tommy and Jean
Gerin, White Hunter from my Fort Archambault safari
agency. They were both in good humor, in spite of having
no luck in the Baki district, and hearing of my mouflon,
they were pleased about my (Continued on page 58)
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The rare nyala. a fleet-footed African antelope,
is a handsome addition to any trophy collection.
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•

Bert Klineburger's sable antelope,
left, was stalked in thick brush,
and downed with a .284 Winchester
Magnum. A special permit is needed
for the black rhino. protected in
most other African big game areas.

Afirst report from the famed
Selous Game Reserve that is now open
for economical trophy safaris
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Elephants are plentiful in Tanganyika, as evidenced by the 109 lb. tusk on
Klineburger's trophy, above. Right above: the overturned truck caused one
day delay in trip. Below, Bert's ten foot four inch black maned lion.

By BOB TREMAINE

I F DONE RIGHT, a tremendous crop of game can be
taken in Africa. There has been a lot of talk that, with

the increased hunting pressure in Africa, the supply of
worthwhile game will be depleted, that hunting is rapidly
reaching the point where good trophies are virtually im
possible to find. Add to this some of the political unrest
and the growth of independent states, and the visiting
sportsman faces a great many problems.

The European method of game management, namely
shooting off the old males and the sickly members of the
herds, has worked extremely well for many generations.
Ernest ]uer, a Londoner by birth and African hunter and
resident by choice, studied these methods and last year his
ideas and his knowledge of African game culminated in the
formation of the Uganda Wildlife Development Ltd. I
reported on this (Gu S, Jan., '63) new and untried safari
operation, and have recently concluded a long session with
Bert Klineburger, president of Jonas Brothers, the world
wide taxidermy operation.

Juer's program was government sponsored, and, to put it
bluntly, the Uganda plan was a howling success. The gov
ernment made money, the natives got meat, the sportsmen
got their game, and everybody was happy. The Tangan
yika government, faced with virtually identical problems,
watched the Uganda deal closely, and in August of 1963
asked Juer to start a similar program for Tanganyika.

Bert was invited by the government to join the first
reconnaissance safari into the proposed hunting area-the
gigantic Selous game reserve in southern Tanganyika. The
Selous covers almost 15,800 square miles and has been
uninhabited and thus not hunted for over 50 years. The
Selous game area has a great river system that carries water
in many directions, and there are tremendous concentra
tions of game along the waterways during the dry seasons,
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July through December, when the Tanganyika package
hunts will be taking place.

"The Selous holds a fantastic variety of game," Bert
told me. "Here are some of the best elephants to be found
in Africa today, and there are some of the best, if not the
best, cape buffaloes. And they are plentiful! I saw and shot
an extremely fine sable antelope, a greater kudu, a black
maned lion. Extremely good leopards are seen frequently
and you just can't stop looking. We saw many fine heads
of Nyasa wildebeest, hartebeest, reedbuck, impala, zebra,
duiker, grysbok, warthog, hippos, and most of the other
African plains game varieties."

Juer who is now head of the Tanganyika Wildlife De
velopment Ltd., Bert, and Brian Nicholson and John
Hornstead, both experienced game wardens, started the
arduous trip from Dar es Salaam. Nicholson was at that
time game warden in charge of the southeastern section of
Tanganyika. In the 15 years he had spent in that area, he
had been on foot safari for about five years into the Selous
area and knows more about this game heaven than any
other man. "Since roads are (Continued on page 51)
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This young bull buffalo took a total of seven .50 caliber
bullets before he was finally brought down in thick brush.

The author took a running shot to bag this nice
wart hog, only to discover it had but one tusk.

The Winchester Model 70, in
.458 caliber, provides over
5,000 fp of muzzle energy,
using a 500 grain solid or
510 grain expanding bullet.
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ANairobi gunsmith and
veteran hunter offers practical

advise on gun selection
for East Africa.

By L. J. BULL

QUITE NATURALLY, the man who seriously
contemplates an African safari will devote

considerable attention to his battery. A great deal
has been written about guns for big game, but
unfortunately much of the information disseminated
today is either outdated or incorrect. Let me explain
this. Since the early 1920's, a number of new car
tridges have been developed and tried, some of them
falling by the wayside, others are still favored by
the professional white hunters. The incorrect infor
mation has come from a segment of vocal, one-time
safari hunters who, after a trip into the bush, con
sider themselves "authorities" on the subject of
African game and rifles.

Let us make one distinction right now. The gun
that the white hunter carries is his and his client's
life insurance, is a gun that he has fired a great
deal, and he is thoroughly familiar with it. From
past experiences he knows exactly what a given
bullet or caliber will do on a certain animal. And
let's face it, the heavy double rifle kicks and the
recoil is enough to make a great number of the
visiting hunters into first-rate flinchers. The rifle for
the man who comes over here to hunt for a few
weeks should be of the maximum caliber that he
can handle easily, and his gun or shooting skill will
seldom, if ever, be called upon to back-up another
member of the party.

I have lived and hunted in Kenya since 1955 and
was a working gunsmith in England. I have worked
for Holland and Holland and am now head gun
smith at the Shaw and Hunter gunshop in Nairobi.
It has been my pleasure to help many professional
hunters with their gun problems, and have been of
some service to many of the visiting sportsmen. In
the past eight years I have killed many heads of
game, including several of the big five animals.
Whenever possible, I have studied the bullet per
fonnance and the effects of bullet placement. Here
are my suggestions and recommendations for the
African battery. <

Kenya game laws prohibit the use of the .22
caliber rim-fire ammunition. The .220 Swift is simi
larly outlawed for anything bigger than the dik-dik,
the smallest antelope around. At best, the dik-dik
stands only 13-14 inches at the shoulder. Since there
are more and higher (Continued on page 59)
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REALITY!

HUGE NEW SHIPMENT!
ANOTHER PRICE REDUCTION!

ONLY

S2695!

WORLD WAR II GERMAN

Too fantastic to believe! World War II's greatest! The very latest of the
famed Model 98 Mauser-the rifle often copied but never equalled. A com
plete shooting rifle in the devastating 8 MM Caliber at practieally the price

of a 98 Mauser Action ALONE. ALL are World War II type, with 24" barrel. Those with milled type
Trigger Guards ONLY $3.00 more. ALL carefully stored and guaranteed in NRA GOOD condition. INSIST
on a Mauser with an historical past-INSIST on a combat ready Mauser-BEWARE of the reject "home
guard" type monstrosities which others may attempt to saddle YOU with. There never has been another
shipment like this-thqre never has been another BARGAIN like this. Be fiure and take advantage of
our top-grade 8 MM Ammunition at the ultra bargain price of only $4.00 per 100 rounds. PAY FOR
YOUR RIFLE WITH THIS BARGAIN AMMUNITION. The more rounds you buy-the more you save!

NOW! ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD AND SAVE! HELP MAKE

NEW
MAUSER SLINGS $1.95

@)Co,.amm

NOW ONLY

$3495!

ENFIELD NO. 1 MK 1111

@IDnPERSIANM98MAUSERCARBINES!
- Cal. 8MM 1JIIII!!!!l\!I!l;===:!!:I

8 PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINES!
_ Cal.8MM

The great M98 / 29 Drno Mauser Car·
wrapped up into ~J~e'unlr'e~asd~~ra~~to:ause~ ~:.u~~
down holt handle with the knurled underside- ~so the ex·

otic saddle ring. All in good or better condition at only $34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only $1.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

~~:il:~~~~~uf:;~dn:::siri~b.1~bter::~
most modern equipment and under Swedish

technical supervision. In top shOOtin" shape and in 500d
t~E~4teran~mdl~ion;, ~~::t: wJ~ME ~~~ S~wL ~

ORIGINAL FACTORY CONDITI~ ONLY $15.00 ADDITIONAL. A truly
INCREDffiLE OPPORTUNITY! ACT NOW! Original bayonets only $1.95!

ONLY

High numbers
ONLY

$3995!

MODEL 43 (M98) MAUSERSl

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171

GERMAN MADE ARGENTINE MAUSERSI

WORLD RENOWNED U. S. SPRINGFIELDSI

1~~ ~~~le~.8~r~~~~:~r.fr~mf:~v~c~:i~~{a~riry
$5.00 additional. Genuine new Webb Slings $1.00-used .50.

'l'he world's strongest bolt action! Order yours today. If you prefer
Remington or Winchester manufacture, a limited number $3 more.

A M M UNIT I 0 N SP ECIA LS ' , , Minimum order (except Soft Point> 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • Point) per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

I!lN.E ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 SOFT ~OINT SPO.RTING CARTRIDGES 3 50
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) S5.00 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) _ ..__ $ 4.95 6.5 Italia~ Soft POIn.t (20 rds.) ..········-·······~6·00
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.) S5.00 7.62MM Russian (M.C.) __.._.._$ ~.gg 6.5 Swedlsh Soft Po~t (40 rds·)···· ··_··..··$3:S0
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) S4.00 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) $ • 7MM M~user Soft P~)lnt (20 rds.) ····-·······$350
9MM Luger (M.C.) (Boxer-Non-Cor.) $4.00 .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) _ $ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft POInt (20 rds.) _ .._ .•
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) $4.00 .30-06 Blanks .._ $ 4.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) $5.00
9 MM Browning Long (M.C.) $6.00 .30-40 Krag (M.C.) _ _ $ 5.00 7.62 Russian Soft Point (45 rds.) _ p.OO
.380 ACP (M.C.) $6.00 .303 British Military (M.C.) 5 6.00 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ .._.$3.50
~Ir~ I~ShU&M~~I(~t'~.yo~~~~:e~~~~RID;E~ .303 British Blanks _.. ._ .$ 4.00 .30-40 ~.ag soft po~t (20 rds.) _._ $3.50
6:5 M~~nlicher· (M.C) .._.__..._. -====:S6:00 8MM German Mauser Issue .._$ 4.00 .303 BrItish Soft Po~t (20 rds., __.._J3.50
7MM Mauser (M.C.) _. .__.$6.00 8x56 R MannIicher _ $ 4.00 8MM Mauser: Soft Pomt (40 rds.) .J6.00
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.)._ _._ _ ~5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) __ $ 9.95 8x50R Mannlicher (20 rds.) ._ _. $4.50

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Soft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.50 per 20 Rds. (Almost half-price)

~cal••30-06

IN STOCK! All in very g'ooo or better con.
d· on! The greatest of them all. the

INCOMPARABLE lowe8t rice ever -
for high numbers. These makes bled
jobs advertised by others: left-overs rot

~i~~~~~.~'b~ ~=~RsJ~~f:e~3:~5~ ;"~~Hth~i~~~~
C STOCK $42.951 New web slings ammo $6.00 per

The ULTIMATE model that eclipses
THEM ALL! Genuine 1\198 Mausers in the

~~~:~~t::~ti::o~:~~ :F;~R~~Wrr-sl:m~~~~a:~:~
the mid 50's. ALL with ALL milled parts. ALL with 24" barrel, ALL
arsenal reconditioned, reblued and refinished, ALL complete with
original cleaning rod and muzzle cover, ALL guaranteed NRA VERY
GOOD to much better. Yours will delight you in the extreme! 8 ?tIM
Ammunition only $4.00 per 100 rounds! Original bayonets only $1.95!

• The absolute finest ever in workman·
ship and on a Mauser to boot. This

really must be seen to be appreciated-ask that man who owns
one! NOW at this redUced prIce, it Is the rifle steal of aU

tlon. Some abs~\~~I:ii~8iLt"~tlg~·B~Wa~~X. ~~g.D$~~Otoe~~~im.~t
Don't miss thIs great opportunity! NEW Bayonets with Scabbards $1.95l

SPECIAL! IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO·NEW F.N. produced NEW production-ISO grain expanding bullet Cal.•30.06 150 Gr•.. $3.90-box of 20
A"@>. soff poinf ammunition at a low $3.90 per 20 rounds. - non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed Cal..303 Brilish .. 150 Gr... $3.90-box of 20
~ The hunling ammunition price barrier broken al lasl! - exira strength case shoulder annealing.

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATiON - PLEASE Worth or Money Back" Guarantee when goods
\~'\~~:£F~~~·ssAll~::~~mfs~Y~Pf~~ are returned prepaid within two days after reo
Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Va. Send clieCk ccipt, Ye Old Bunter will not answer acrimonious
or Money Order. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited to
~~~;t~; ~a~eto~~rarre::a~:nto$~~~'ift,~;z,~;~}: :~~i~e~ i{,~t1ors:~~ ~fe:~~ll=:~:~~~;i

The O/el Hunter uses only unretoucheel photos so you can see how they really loolc.

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on your official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also m~
choice unadvertised items at special low pricest

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER NOW-703-548-2323
SERVICE ·ROUND THE CLOCKI

5
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~ALTHE~
P-38 PISTOLS'

PERHAPS THE GREATEST OFFERING OF ALL TIME-NRA GOOD
PLUS CONDITION WALTHER P-38 PISTOLS AT AN UNBElIEV
ABLY LOW $34.95-TODAY, THE OFFICIAL SIDE ARM OF GER
MAN NATO FORCES. Adopted by the Germon Army in 1938 to
reploce the German Pistole Model '08. The first production run
completed in 1939. Fires single and double action. Noted for its
automatic internal safety which blocks BOTH the hammer and the
firing pin. Also has special protruding signal pin which indicates
when cartridge is in chamber. Current new production commercial
models listed ot over TWO AND ONE-HALF times this bargain
price. Some NRA Very Good only $5 more! 9MM Para bellum, boxer
primed, non-corrosive ammunition only $4.00 per hundred rounds.

COLLECTORS!! ULTRA-RARE MODELS!!!
Limited number of Walther BANNER Model P-38's in
"0" series. (Arsenal refinished and re-numbered) .. ONLY $55.00
_imited number of Walther HP Models with round
'iring pins. (Arsenal refinished and re-numbered) .. ONLY $60.00

ONLY

53495!
Original Black Nazi last-issue "quick draw type"

leather holsters only $3.95 extra!
Extra original magazines only $4.95!

COl.f.ECTORS! ! !

rr;;A-US~ERI P-38's MADE AFTER
~~y WW II ENDED!!?

THE RAREST OF ALL WALTHERS! THE RAREST 0
ALL P-38'S! THE RAREST OF ALL NAZI ITEM~

ORIGINAL WALTHER P-38'S PRODUCED II
OBERNDORF AT THE FAMOUS MAUSER WERK
AFTER WW II OFFICIALLY ENDED! ! ! Dated afte
the war with special "codes" to incontestabl
forever classify this hither
to unknown and never-re
corded-in-America model.
"Leichtmetall" aluminum
grips! "Braunmetall" rust
proof finish! "SVW" secret
codings!

Walther P-38 SVW 45 Code with Aluminum grins.
Rustoroof finish and matching numbers in ~TJ.-tA
VERY GOOD or better condition only SIIO.OOI

(FREE extra magazine and FREE holster I)
Same with standard blue finish and TWO same
numbered magazines only $125.00! FREE holster!
Walther P-38 SVW 46 Code with Aluminum grip.,
rustproof finish and matching numbers in NRA
VERY GOOD or better condition only $200.00.

(FREE extra magazine and FREE holsterl)
(Above prices are net only)

Cal.
9MM

ONLY

53995!
ASTRA MODEL 3000!

(BRAND NEW!)
Cal. .380
Almost too good to be true-but here
they are-Model 3000 ASTRA pistols in
the extra popuiar .380 caliber and
BRAND NEW. An absolute JOve-away
for you who demand something BRAND
'lEW at a •'surplus" pdce--priced so
fantastically low only because of huge
Spanish shipment. Features the thumb
AND grip safety, plus internal hammer.
The pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
to own but only the first several thou·
sand orders accepted-so dash yours off
today. Remember, these are Brand New!

II FREE: EXTRA MAGAZINE II

RARE ORIGINAL _ACCESSORIES!
Original BROWN LEATHER DeLuxe H~lsters
w/Extra Magazine Pocket ONLY $4.95 each

THE PISTOL THAT NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION!
The never-to·be·again duplicated creation of the
great Georg Luger. Officially designated by the
manufacturer as "Pistole Parabellum Model '08"
-the vear it was originally adopted by the Ger·
man Army. Guaranteed completely serviceable
and in NRA GOOD condition, but shOWing pro
lconged holster wear only $39.95! Also available

ti8b'hedco~1Jl'ti~~ik;nri$'~9~rlKri3~~g~~nN~~n~~~~
9MM Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100 rds.

~rrmutt 'fatnir :!Inilri 'UB
THE "WORLD'S
GREATEST PISTOL!"

A favori te of the grand old
man of France-this rugged
French model UNIQUE also
became a favorite of the
Germans in World War II-so much
that they pushed iarge scale pro·
duction. Featuring a large nine
shot magaZine this potent little
pistol was made to exacting stand·
ards for use by the Germans and
for commercial consumption. A
lever type safety Is piaced con
venient to the thumb.

~~ri~e~~~~~l;~l~~af: ONLY
offered In NRA good or $19 951better condition for only
$19.95. Extra magazines _
only $2.2a ea. Order now!

UNIQUE .32 AUTOMATIC!
Cal. .32 ACP

RUBY .32 AUTOMATIC

i~:teF~:n~~sSfa~~~~t:ere~~:est:;~~
model Ruby has a lasting reputa·
tlon as being one of the best auto
matic pistols ever prOduced on the
Iberian peninsula. All have a posi·
Uve thumb lever safety and long
grip which houses the extra large

~~~it~~~e~~~d~if:~:iO~l~ ONLY
$17.95, extra magazines only $17

951$1.95. An unbelievably low price
for a genUine, original automatic •
pistol. A bargain if there was one!

STAR MODEL B! (BRAND NEW!)

Complete wIth NEW leather holster and NEW extra

::~:i~'i~T~ ~lees~~~u:i~'1heO~~u~~r~;~d~r;ta~~D: Cal.
:~k.!o~ ~:.oobel~~~ ~~ge:~u~~I.~er·TI<;::~~t~d 9 MM
Browning design, easy operation, eight-shot mag
azine, commercial blue finish, case hardened hammer,
genuine checkered walnut grips and individually
packed. A buy NEVER to repeat-so order yours
while this huge supply still lasts. Special fOr you who
Insist 011 something NE\V at a surplus price. Remem- 54495ber, they're BRAND NEW. Order before the rnsh!

FREE 1 • NEW LEATHER HOLSTER
WITH MAGAZINE POCKET!

_ : ~~: ~~~':~I:t~~Z~~E!

Cal. .32 ACP

NEW! NEWl NEW!
BRAND NEWl

Another fantastic
SWiss import 
manufactured where
the watchword is ALWAYS
precision. Absolutely su-
~itb ~~tsAi.tns~~rC~i~:
numbers. Commercial fin·

~1~ht. ';~:~i~e,t~M~~~ ONLY
Good condition and only
$16.95. Some excellen<~16951
~~\ro p$~~~tiO~°.f~5 s~1;;"
Revolver ammunition only -
$3.95 per full 40 rounds.

SWISS ARMY REVOLVER!
Cal.
7.5

RARE MODEL 1940 LAHTI!
Cal. 9MM
Parabellum

Original Model 40 LAHTI Pistols
designed by the famous Finnish
weapon designer Amio Lahti and
manufactured by the great Swedish
Arms Factory, HUSQVARNA. Mono·
J.".,..am of the beautiful Swedish emblem
bedded in grip. ALL NRA VERY GOOD and
ALL accessories listed below included FREE.
Some NRA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more .
9Ml1.1 Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100.

FREE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES ! ONLY
Extra MagaZine - 'l'akedown $59

951Tool _ Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster. _

COLT NEW SERVICE
Cal. REVOLVERS!

.455 ..A _

Back al'ain at the lowest

It~::leM~Jnt~3ep~n~:.o:o~~:
at a token price. The Re
volver that tamed the North-
west-the revolver that made ONLY
the most desperate desper-
;:ado cringe with fear. ImagtDef'2 9 951
NRA Ve:ry aroodCODditlonand"J
only $29.95. Aa nlnal the beat _
for the least from Y. O. H.!

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC!

The very latest,
proved genuine MAU
SER _32 ACP Automatic.
Manufactured as late as
World War II by the great
Mauser \Vorks at Obemdorf. The
most modern of the enUre Mauser
series with single and double action
operation and ultra modern design.
Ail with MAUSER Banner and SOME

$i.~~oN~~~e.e~~~h~:y~,;;~s~~:y ~~~~ ONLY
chance for the buy of your time. All $34

951pistols NRA GOOD or Better..32
ACP ammo only $6.00 per 100 rounds. _

Cal. .32 ACP

SEND PERMIT IF STATE OR CITY REQUIRES.

SMITH & WESSON
.455 REVOLVERS!

For the first time
in five years-the
sought after heavy
duty Smith &; Wes·
son Revolver in .455
caliber. Superb pre_war
workmanship With com-

~l~~~l grtrE: :i~S;hG6r~g
monop;ram and only $29.96 ONLY
In VERY GOOD condltlon~29951Some EXCELLENT onl~

~g~arrg~Ty $16~oo~~~~~ -

~
C~
.455

BROWNING .32 AUTO!

The superb, unequalled Browning .32
Automatic in the latest (M22) mOdei
-mfg. by Fabrique National d'Armes
de Gucrre. Liege, Belgium, BROWN
ING-the greatest name in automatic
pistols-design and production excel.
lence at its best! All In the popular
.32 Auto caliber and In very good con·
dition at only $26.95. Some excellent

~::aOc:g~~fg:n&lj.o::~d ~haega~rrg:.o~~ ONLY
grMtest magazine capacity of any .32 $26

951ACP pistol! Insist only on the finest
-make yours a BROWNING! (Extra
magazines $2.95, cleaning rods $.50.) -

Cal. 32 ACP

SMITH & WESSON
.38 SPECIALS!

I Cal..38
I Special

The ultimate in

~a~d~~1t:\!J
~~~~~I~W~;~rY~r':l~:
pletel,. refinished and
eonTerted exeluslTely
b,. the hmoos London
firm of Coeswell &; Har·
rlaon. 3!h" barrel with
raey ramp, and cheek
ere-d Walnut grips. Com~
pletelY factorY re:blned.



Hunting lor the Big Arctic Bears

The author, left, and Morris Talifson used spotting scope
and binoculars to seek out the great brown bear of Kodiak.

36

Askins shot this ten-foot polar bear with his
.340 Weatherby. Temperature wa~ 18 below zero.
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By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS

Col. Askins and guide, Darrell
Farmen, with the author's giant
Kodiak bear (facing page). Off
the Alaska coast, author waits
as pilot checks plane (above).
Dog teams waited impatiently in
the village of Kotzebue (right).

Eleven-foot trophy polar bear shot by Dr. Kenneth Vaughn.

Freezing cold and bad weather are but a

few of the problems facing the hunter in the Far North

T AST SPRING I WAITED out a Polar bear on the ice
..u of the Chukchi. He moved from a distance of 300
yards to 40 yards, where I killed him. The time it took
that monster bruin, rocking along at a ground-devouring
trot, was probably not more than three or four minutes.
During that time I bared my trigger hand to a tempera
ture of -18 degrees. The cold was accentuated by a 20
knot wind, and the combination was enough to frost-bite
two fingers badly. Three weeks later those fingers were

till extremely painful.
I hunted with Nelson Walker and John Swiss, to my

notion the best Arctic guides in the game today. They
provided me with a hooded parka made of wolf and lynx
skins by the Eskimos. It kept me warm and snug in tem
peratures which at one point dropped to -460 F. Beneath
the parka I wore a down-filled Bauer vest, a wool shirt
from orm Thompson, next to my hide a suit of woolen
underwear, and over this a second set of down-filled Bauer
underwear. I wore a pair of army OD trousers and over
them a pair of Air Force flying 'trousers. I had on three
pairs of socks, the under pair made of light cotton, the
outers were extra heavy sets of Eddie Bauer's Indian-made,
hand-knitted socks. Over these went a pair of mukluks,
made of whale and sealskin, impervious to snow and ice
and wonderfully warm. There is no heel in the mukluk and
you could not walk far in them, but hunting Polar game is
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not a matter of long marches or lengthy stalks.
On my hands I had a pair of wool gloves, then a pair

of leather gloves, and finally a set of heavy mittens sus
pended by cords around my neck. My head covering was
a woolen cap with ear flaps. This completed the ensemble,
except that you only hunt the icepack when the sun is
shining and this creates a glare condition which necessi
tates dark sun glasses.

There are peculiar problems with firearms and cartridges
during the colder snaps. I sent my friend Dave Bohannon
to shoot a Polar last year. The Walker-Swiss duo took "Bo"
out and found him a real old bear. They stalked him,
brought Bo within good gun range. Dave was told to do
his stuff. He lifted the .300 Magnum, steadied it, pulled
trigger. The rifle did not fire. The coiled driving spring
which actuates the firing pin was ice-filled. When the sear
released it, there was not enough oomph in the driving
spring to set off the primer.

Hastily Bohannon shuffled the bolt and tried again. The
bear was coming directly toward him and had gained 30
yards while Bo was going through the motions of firing
the first shot. The second was a dud too. Like lightning
he whipped in a third round. Same story. The firing pin
could be heard to thud dully. It was moving too slowly
and striking too lightly.

John Swiss, right at his elbow, (Continued on page 61)
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THOUGH THEY CARRIED A

WIDE VARIETY OF GUNS. THE

RANGERS ALL HAD A

SECRET WEAPON - COURAGE!

By JAMES E. SERVEN

AFTER THE CIVIL WAR, returning soldiers brought home their
Enfield rifled muskets and quite an assortment of other weapons.

Although Spencer carbines were used extensively in the West, we
hear little of them in Texas; some were captured from the Indians.
Pistols resembling Colt's .44 Dragoon caplock were made in Texas
by Tucker & Sherrod and by Dance Brothers & Park. The Apache
Chief Geronimo somehow came into possession of a Dance .44 cap
lock six-shooter. Until about 1875 quite a variety of pistols, rifles
and carbines were used by the Rangers. Captain McNelly tells of
having his men equipped with "needle-guns,'" which was the frontier
name for the single shot Springfield trap-door rifles and carbines
in .50-70 or .45-70 calibers. Their long needle-like firing pin earned

Courtesy the Estate of William A. Dial
..-",.......--~--

Texas Rangers of early 1900's were well
dressed in addition to being wefl-armed.

From the heavy Dragoon pistol (top), down through
the 1851 Navy, 1860 Army, 1849 Pocket, and Single
Action Army, Colt pistols were Ranger favorites.
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Winchester carbines were always great favorites of most western horsemen, including the Texas Rangers. From top
to bottom, the saddle ring carbines shown here are the Model 1873, 1876, 1886, 1892, 1894, and the Model 1895.

them this misnomer; they were in no sense true needle
guns, of the type invented by Dreyse in 1840.

The .50-70 Sharps carbine enjoyed a spell of popularity
as the standard saddle gun of the Texas Rangers, but the
most popular gun of all was soon to replace it-this was
the caliber .44-40 Model 1873 Winchester repeater.

James B. Gillett, whose name appears often in accounts
of exciting Ranger activities in the 1875-81 period, re
corded that three of his Ranger companions obtained per
mission from Captain Roberts to go to Austin in the winter
of 1875 to buy a case of ten Winchesters. Company D, to
which Gillett was attached, was armed with the .50 caliber
Sharps carbines, the state at that time furnishing no other
type of gun. The Sharps carbines, however, would heat
easily, leaked gas at the breech, and their accuracy left
much to be desired. Rangers could buy the Sharps carbines
at that time for $17.50, but the Model 1873 Winchesters,
then new on the market, cost $50 for the rifle and $40 for
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the carbine. Nevertheless, Gillett and nine others of Com
pany D were willing to pay the higher price to obtain a
superior arm. Gillett obtained carbine No. 13401 and put
it to excellent use in his long career as a lawman.

In addition to the introduction of the Model 1873 Win
chester, with its new and more powerful center-fire car
tridge, the year 1873 saw the birth of a handgun whose
popularity has been exceeded by no other gun-in fact,
it is still being manufactured! This pistol, of course, is
Colt's single action army model, often referred to as the
"frontier" or "single action." How would TV "westerns"
exist without it?

When first introduced, the single action Colt was avail
able only in .45 center-fire caliber. Toward the end of the
1870s there were few Rangers who were not armed with a
Winchester rifle and a Colt single action six-shooter. These
weapons, along with a bowie knife and a pair ()f handcuffs,
were the principal physical tools (Continued on page 48)
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By FRANK C. BARNES

T HERE IS IMPORTANT news for American gun enthusiasts from
our neighbor to the south. The first indications of a budding

Mexican sporting arms industry is discernible, and I was priviledged
to be the first Norteamericano to visit one of the new sporting arms
plants and test some of their products.

Mexico is no stranger to innovations in the small arms field, and
the bulk of their military small arms since the mid 1930's has been
Mexican designed and manufactured. The names of gun designers
Mendoza, Mondragon, and Obregon are well known to serious students
of small arms development. In the field of sporting arms, however,
Mexican arms have been conspicuous by their absence.

During a recent visit to Mexico City, the rumors I had heard of a
Mexican sporting arms production became a fact when I discovered
several specimens marked Hecho en Mexico (Made in Mexico). Since
they also bore the name "Mendoza," I knew they had to somehow
relate to Rafael Mendoza, the noted military arms designer.

My efforts to find out who made these and where the factory was
located turned out to be quite a job. The distributor was. glad to take

UNUSUAL APPEARANCE AND UNIQUE DESIGN OF THESE

GUNS IDENTIFIES THEM AS THE NEWEST .••

Senor Rafael Mendoza, famous Mexican
small arms designer, with his newest
submachine gun undergoing final tests.
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orders, but could do no more than suggest that I contact
the Tourist Bureau. They in turn referred me to the De
partment of Defense, etc., etc. In desperation I turned to
the American Embassy and worked my way into the office
of Miss Alice Mulhern. I hardly expected a woman to know
or care anything about firearms, but I underestimated
Miss Mulhern. When I explained my problem she picked
up the Mexico City telephone directory, looked under
Armas, and in five minutes made an appointment for me
to visit Productos Mendoza, S.A., and meet Hector Men
doza, youngest son of Rafael. This call was a great deal
more than a demonstration on using the phone book; it
helped to smooth the way and enabled me to gather infor
mation that would not have been readily available without
her kind assistance.

At Productos Mendoza I was greeted by Hector Men
doza, who assured me that his father was alive and active
in the arms design field, and that he was putting the
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Hector Mendoza holds pilot model of an improved target
pistol as Lt. Gabriel Diaz Meoncada looks on. Groups
above were fired from about 33 feet; group at left
from K-62-5 pistol, at the rig'ht from Model 54 rifle.

Current production of Mendoza single shot
rifles includes, from top to bottom: the
bolt action Model RM-61, chambered for
the .22 Remington Jet; the Model 54; and
the Model M-X pack gun, both in .22 RF.

finishing touches on a new submachine gun for the Mexi
can military. Productos Mendoza manufacture a variety
of products in addition to firearms. Brother Jose designs
and manufactures a line of beautiful inlaid brass furnish
ings found in all the better city stores. He also has his own
retail outlet. They make baby strollers, and have made BB
and pellet guns for a number of years, but sporting fire
arms are a brand-new venture.

There is a lot of handwork in their manufacturing proc
esses, with close quality control and good finish the rule
rather than the exception. Unskilled labor is often cheaper
than fancy machines, and I was impressed by the ingenuity
demonstrated in making their own jigs and machinery
wherever possible, and the close inspection of all firearms.
The Mendozas are fully aware that the future success of
Mexican-made sporting arms will be determined, in a large
degree, by the quality of their product.

After inspecting the manu- (Continued on page 63)
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U.S. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job •••hown

for Most guns $30

GUNS

THE

pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~":;'d~;.~~J~v.

Shoot-offs at the Grand are always tense,
exciting, and crowd pleasers. The 1963's
shoot-offs had all these elements to keep the
gallery in and on the edges of their seats.

Your columnist, who ought to know better,
also flunked one of his rare attempts to pre·
dict what is going to happen in a Grand on
any given day. Late Friday afternoon, just
before catching a plane just across the long
line of traps, which faces Dayton's municipal
airport, I noted that K. L. Beck, a 66-year
old Texan had a lone 99 on the big score
board. This was the best score he ever fired,
and I predicted to some nameless soul in the
press shack (who I hope does not remember
the comment) that this 99 would probably
hold up for victory.

When dusk had fallen, I learned that there
was a lot of congestion at the top. One per·
fect score (AI Kees) was in, Texan Beck
had three more shooters to meet in a shoot
off, and no less than a baker's dozen had
fired scores of 98, good enough for a win
in other years. There were also high scores
from long yardage. Two 26 yard gunners
were in the 98 bracket, and a maximum 27
yard shooter didn't have to worry about an
automatic yard additional handicap given any
contestant who breaks a score of 97 or more
in a sanctioned touranment. That's about the
only consolation left for the 27·yarder. He
can't be moved (under existing rules) any
farther away from the scene of action.

With the first five trophy places taken by
Al Kees and the quartet of 99 shooters
(Richard Welch, Thiodore Etem, Beck, and
David Lee Chamberlain) a real dog fight
ensued for the remaining trophies available
to the baker's dozen with scores of 98.

The thirteen were reduced to just two,
and then real drama took over. Fortyish
Dana Stewart had broken 50 straight extra
targets, and so had a 74 pound, 4 foot 8 inch
fifth grader from Dubuque, Iowa, Frank R.
Fincel.

Stewart missed his 73rd extra target, and
the youngster didn't. Thinking that he had
already lost, Stewart took two steps toward
little Frank to congratulate him, just as the
little fellow fired at his 75th target. Hereto
fore cool cookie Frank missed, and the two
were still tied. Then, perhaps the intolerable
pressure of it all took over, and the boy
decided he was tire-d and wanted to go home.
A flip of a coin gave the trophy to Stewart,
but Frank's seventh place silver looked every
bit as big to him as Stewart's sixth place.

There are many more stories from the
Grand, but there isn't much space left, and
more championships to report. Perhaps it
would be best for the reader to see it for
himself, or be part of the ;~

human interest next year. '~

Two of this year's biggest winners were
in the unique American tradition of horse-
traders or gun swappers, and in the noblest
example of the little fellow who walks with
kings for a day in the sun.

"Blind AI" Kees, took one day off from
work, drove forty miles from his home in
Richmond, Indiana, and was the only shooter
of 2,527 of the continent's best to break all
of his hundred targets.

And, he did it with an ancient shotgun,
estimated to be at least 25 years old, that he
bought four or five years ago from another
Hoosier, Franklin Westover, who won the
Vandalia Handicap in 1954. If the gun is
the same one Westover used in 1954, he may
very well regret the sale.

Incidentally, the sobriquet "Blind AI" is
obviously not a slur on the eyesight of the
only man to break all of his targets in this
year's biggest event.

Kees at one time ran a rifle and pistol club
in Richmond that was losing money, so he
started throwing clay targets to improve it's
financial position and caught the bug.

The club is not lighted for throwing tar
gets at night, but occasionally when the
members were loathe to give up after the
sun went down, they turne-d on automobile
headlights, not the most effective lighting
systems for clay target fields. AI's ability to
hit these poorly lighted targets, despite his
repeated protests that "he couldn't even see
'em much less hit 'em" won him the nick
name, which may very well now be used
with respect. '

Bill Lawless, ,a transplanted Kentuckian
now living in Cambridge, Ohio and employe-d
by RCA, might not have won the second
richest pot of the week (about $8,000) if
a prospective gun buyer had been in pos
session of $250 cash. Just before the big
week at Vandalia, Ohio, Lawless accepted
another gun and some cash in trade for a
gun he had been shooting. After making the
trade, he had no confidence in the new gun,
and shot his wife's gun for a few events.
But, just one week before the big Thursday
in the Grand, he did go back to the new gun
and shot a fair score. But, on arriving at
the ATA grounds on the day of the shoot
(like Al Kees) another gun swapper offered
him $250 for the gun. The offer was ac
cepted, but the prospective buyer had to
have a little time to raise the cash. Bill Law
less kept his gun, adding the offhand remark
that if he broke 100 straight that day, the
deal was off. He didn't break the 100, but
his 99 was top for the day, and at last
report, the "de'al is off."

I T COULD ONLY happen at the Grand
American! Veteran sports writers and

sports observers have said for years that the
"Grand," as the national trapshooting tour
nament is e'ffectionately called, is the most
colorful national sports event. The 1963
Grand lived up to it's press agentry, and add·
ed extra dashes of color for good measure.

Not only did the Grand come up with even
more than it's usual quota of color and
human interest stories, it was the biggest
Grand on record. There were 2,527 shooters
toeing the line, firing 100 targets each on
Friday, top day of the long tourname'nt. A
total of more than one and one-half million
shells were required to return one more year's
winners.

For several years, total shooters on the
big day have flirted with the 2500 mark, and
now that that barrier, like the four-minute
mile, has been re'ached, officials of the Ama·
teur Trapshooting. Association, who stage the
tournament, look to a day in the perhaps
not too distant future when three thousand
hopefuls will fire on a Friday between early
morning and the evening shadows.

The "Grand" is in reality a ten-day shoot
ing marathon, always scheduled late in Au·
gust. Three days of warm-up or preliminary
events are held on a Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, with firing in earnest for a host of
championships in three different types of
shooting beginning on Monday and contino
uing through Saturday. The 16 yard shooting
is king Monday through Wednesday, culmi·
nating in the championship day on Wednes·
day. In 16 yard events, all shooters fire from
a line 16 yard behind the traps from which
the clay targets, flying goals of the whole
exercise, are thrown.

On Thursday, handicap shooting takes the
spotlight. Each shooter shoots from a mark
assigned to him or her on the basis of past
performance and known ability. This mark,
called "yardage" varies from 18 to 27 yards
behind the trap. Based on an estimate that
the average target flies about twenty yards
before a shooter can see and react to it,
handicap shooters are breaking their targets
at distances of 38 to 47 yards from the gun
muzzle, and this figure can be upped for a
deliberate shooter.

Thursday is a full· dress rehearsal for the
biggest and richest prize of all, the Grand
American Handicap, following the next day.
Doubles championships, in which two targets
are thrown, with shooters at sixteen yards,
are decided Saturday, before a consolation
or wind-up handicap event, called the Van
dalia Handicap.
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DEPT. D-1, 1609 E STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA·

MODEL 1900/06, 7.65MM
PORTUGESE ARMY

MODEL 1900/06, 7.65MM
GRIP SAFETY, 4%" BBL.

DEALERS WRITE FOR YOUR DISCOUNT L1STI

All guns and ammo shipped Railway Express (shipping charges collect) from
Sacramento. California. California residents include 4% sales tax. Sorry we
are unable to accept any order for less than five dollars or any COD orders.
Items returned to our offices prepaid will be gladly refunded on receipt of
goods. All accessory orders must be accompanied by postage.

ATTENTION: ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS!

~'~'
WESTERN MILITARY ARMS CORP.

The most highly sought after pistol in the world is now avail·
able at a low bargain price. The famous 9mm German side
arm of both wars in good shooting condition can now be had
without scouring the countryside. All are guar·

anteed fully shootable. WMAC arsenal refin· $ 5 9 9 5
ished model in Very good condo only ten dollars
more ••• or refinished with new bbl. for only •

The most practical and attractive shooting Luger you can buy.
The beautifully made pre war 1900/06 pistol is commercially
fitted with a brand new German 9mm 4" barrel and com·
pletely refinished. Each pistol has been care·
fully selected and completely checked to insure
accuracy and reliability.

Original DWM pistols, matching numbered parts. Do not con·
fuse with the many common militaries. Not on the general
market for under $100.00 since the 1930's. Only a small
lot available at this price. NRA Very Good
condition with 80% of original finish and some
slight retouching.

We have just received a small shipment of the famous Portu·
gese Army's 1900/06 7.65 pistols. All in NRA good to very
good condition with original finish and all matching numbers.
Each pistol clearly displays the Portugese royal
coat of arms over the chamber. All have the
graceful 43,4" bbl. and grip safety. A few selects
for only $10.00 extra.

ORIGINAL PORTUGESE HOLSTER FOR

7.65 OR 9MM
6" BARRELED PARABELLUM

The rarest of the rare! WMAC is now offering the until recently
unknown Mauser banner that collectors talked about but had
never seen. This is the only grip safety 43,4" bbl. 7.65mm Para·
bellum that Mauser made on Military contract. These pistols are
of finest commerciol quality. All in NRA Very
Good or better condition with original finish and
all matching numbers. GNR appears over the re
ceiver and the safety and extractor are marked in
Portugese. This piece is a must for every luger
collector. limited Number only so order now!

MODEL 1935
PORTUGESE MAUSER BANNER

MODEL 1908/34
GERMAN MILITARY

MODEL 1900/06

9MM GRIP SAFETY

W WESTERN MILITARY ARMS CORP. W
GEORG LUGER'S FINEST

LaCoss Handgun Stabilizer
Produced by LaCoss Corp., Box 441G, Falls

Church, Va., the Stabilizer is designed to
reduce relative motion between the hand
(hence, the gun) and the forearm for greater
accuracy in handgun shooting. It consists of
an adjustable (that is, bendable) under-arm
"stock" or brace made of bent and twisted
heavy copper-alloy wire covered with plastic,
and two flat metal plates which fit on each
side of the handgun stock, under the grip
plates. The front prongs of the wire brace
fit into channels at the bottom of the mctal
plates, and the brace can be bent to fit the
arm and shooting position of the individual
shooter. It can also be reversed to extend
in front of the gun as a rest for prone or
bench shooting. Retail price ~

is $6.95. ~

Pistolite
Designed for dry-fire practice, Pistolite pro

vides the extra bonus of showing you where
the bullet would have hit, if there had been
a bullet. It is a focused-beam flashlight built
into a black plastic replica of the cylinder of
a single-action revolver. The cylinder does
not rotate, is positioned so that the "cham
ber" holding the bulb and lens is in "firing"
position to shoot its light down the barrel.
Circuit is completed to light the bulb when
the hammer falls and the firing pin strikes
the contact point. The light beam is adj usta·
ble vertically and horizontally. Pistolite fits
.32-20, .357 Magnum, .38, .44 Magnum, and
.45 caliber single actions.

Pistolite is well made, easy to install or
remove. As tested, the light beam laid a spot
Ph" in diameter on the target at 15 feet.
The device is made by Tod-O Manufacturing
Co., P. O. Box 264G, Thousand Oaks, Cal.,
rctails for $7.95.

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 15)

gold-plated trigger and engine-turned bolt,
and the stock is along the usual Marlin lines
~American black walnut with their rugged
finish. We fired a total of 50 factory rounds-
ammo that was left over after testing the
Ruger Hawkeye pistol. We made up some
handloads, but as of this moment have not
arrived at a completely satisfactory load and
some of them, although accurate, have not
yet been chronographed or checked for pres
sures. With the Winchester factory load,
our best 100 yard, five shot group was 1.25
inches, while the worst group had a disper
sion of 2.25 inches. This spreading was, in
all probability, not the fault of either the
gun or the ammo, but were due to weather
conditions with gusty crosswinds and poor
visibility. As soon as handloading tests are
completed and a satisfactory powder·bullet
combination is found, we shall report on this
gun again. In the meanwhile, we shall be
testing the factory ammo on some of the local
varmints.

New Hornady Bullets
Comprehensive tests are now being
conducted in our testing lab on the
new, full metal- nic:kel-silver - jack
eted bullets. Designed for the biggest
of big game, they are available in
.338 1250 gr.), .375 1300 gr.), and
.458 1500 gr.).
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forests is the Indian bison or gaur. He has
horns smaller than the buffalo, but this is
the very thing that makes him so dangerous.
The horns rarely go over 40 inches in lepgth
or wider than 30 inches tip to tip. These
big animals can slip through the forests like
grey ghosts, carrying their 1,500 pound hulks
silently. They charge without provocation
and display intense cunning when wounded.
They keep their heads up and their eyes
open when they have you in their sights,
and are very surefooted in making a charge.
They are usually hunted while they feed in
the late evening or early dawn. They are
found throughout Assam in the east, in the
Nilgiri hills of south India, and in the hills
of Travancore in south India.

The Indian black buck, a small, 100 pound
antelope, and the blue bull or nil·gai, also
an antelope but weighing around 700 pounds,
along with the wild boar may be found al·
most anywhere in the Indian plains where
they have not been shot out. The blue bull
makes a poor trophy with his huge head and
10 inch horns, and their meat is tough and
stringy. In some areas it is a sacred animal
and to shoot one is akin to inviting disaster.
Jackals and hyenas, though not considered
game, are also found everywhere in the
plains and scrub forests. Lion are plentiful
in the Gir forest in Surashtra, but are strictly
protected. A rare gaz~le called the gerbilles
lives in the Thar desert.

Black panther or black leopard are very
rare, but in the heavy forests of the Western
Ghats in South India they are quite com·
mono They are usually about 8 feet in length
and weigh a little over 100 pounds.

Tiger are ubiquitous to all the heavily
forested area of India and also in unpopu·
lated areas of scrub forest. Wherever game
abounds, there you'll find tigers. Since most
of the still shooting is done in the late eve·
ning and at night, and a good telescope is
of great value on your heavy rifle.

Most of the tiger in the Sanderband delta
of the Ganges, south of Calcutta, in Bengal
State are of the man·eating variety, living
chiefly off the rubber plantation workers. The
area is very dense and consists of mangrove
swamps. It is an insect heaven and teems
with crawling things. Few hunters venture
in here. Those who do, often return with
specimens of the Royal Bengal, the largest
tiger to be found in India. Information on
hunting these man-eaters, and the bounty
offered for them, may be had through the
Government Gazette of Bengal State and the
Bengai State and the Divisional Forest Offi·
cer of the Sunderband Area.

A shooting license may be had from the
Divisional Forest Officer of the area or
through the Chief Conservator of Forests of
States. A list of shooting blocks or areas for
hunting all over India are supplied by the
Divisional Forest Officers of the areas. These
are open for a 15 day period only, hence it
is wise to secure other blocks in the same
area in which you wish to hunt if you plan
to stay more than 15 days. You may thus
rotate your hunting in different blocks.

In India you can find sporting rifles in
almost every caliber that has ever been
produced. Guns that are 'over a century old

GUNS FOR THE GAME OF INDIA
(Continued from page 26)

ORIGINAL
MILITARY ISSUE
CALIBER 30-06

Chicago, Illinois•

bag one and they are usually found alone or
in pairs. The Himalayan goat or tahr is also
rare, and makes a poor trophy unless one
likes goat hunting. They have dark, almost
black hair and live in tbe scrub forests of
the low valleys. They frequent the heavy·
matted blackberry patches and are very diffi
cult to see. The goral, a small deer, are ubiq·
uitous to the entire mountain forests of the
Himalayan range. They have very small
horns, usually about six inches; their meat
is good, and they are the principal diet of
the Himalayan pantheor.

The Himalayan brown bear is a rare beast.
He is of the same family as the Carpathian
brown bear and the North American grizzly.
About 500 pounds in weight and about seven
feet tall, they have very heavy fur. If they are
around they are sure to pay you a visit, in·
vited or otherwise. The Himalayan sloth bear
or black bear will almost surcly pay you a
visit if he is in the neighborhood. They enjoy
chewing on your leg and are vile tempered.

In hunting the mountain forests it is ad·
visable to use the heavier bullets in the high
velocity rifle. The 220 grain or 250 grain
bullet for one of the .300 Magnum's will be
quite adequate.

The forests of the Indian foothills are made
up of the Terai, the Bhabar, and the Swaliks
in the north, the Aravallis and the Vindhyas
in Central India, and the Ghats in South
India. They all have approximately the same
variety of game. These forests begin below
3,000 feet and are deciduous, consisting chief
ly of teak. About 1,000 feet lowcr, the thick
bamboo begins. These bamboo forests are
almost impenetrable to man, and in the thick·
est and the wettest, live the wild buffalo.
Tbese may be huntcd in Jaipur state and
Assam only. Their horns measure 100 inches
from tip to tip. They are difficult to hunt
and die very hard. A reliable, heavy caliber
gun is essential for these huge beasts.

Among the most dangerous game in these

Parker·Hale
Snap Caps
Dummy cartridge
with a spring
cushioned cap to
prevent possible
breakage or the
gun's hammer nose
or firing pin.
Available in 12, 16
and .410 gauge.

each $2.00

New Parker·Hale
Catalog
For the finest of
British equipment
send for this
catalog today.
Jam-packed with
information and
equipment for
every shooter,
sportsman,
gunsmith in
America.

onl; $2.50 postpaid

Mallock·Armstrong
Ear Oelenders
Comfortable
protection for Gun
fire and shell blasts.
Available in sizes
000,00, O. I, 2, 3, 4.

only $3.50

3318 W. Devon Avenue

Parker·Hale
.410 Cartridge
Adopter
A device which
enables you to
convert your 12, 16
or 20 bore guns to
shoot .410 Shot Gun
wtridgeso only $7.95

This M98 Short Rifle is one of the last Bolt Action Mousers
to be manufactured. It is especially adapted for U.S. 30-06

Military Cartridges and was originally manufactured to use U.S..30
Ball Cartridges in Springfield Clips. It was manufactured by Fabrique

National D'Armes Deguerre, He rsta I, Belgium, sometime after the Second World
War. The overall length is approximately 45 inches, with a barrel length of
approximately 23'12 inches. It weighs approximately 8'12 pounds, has all steel parts
and a handsome walnut stock. Sights graduated from 100 to 1900 meters. All
matching numbers including the bolt.

This 30-06 Mauser Rifle is in original Military condition ready for immediate
service. Good Condition $39.95. $5.00 extra for Select Rifle, very good or better.

Parker·Hale
"Jubilee" Cartridge Box
The finest of British
workmanship and
material combined
for years of service
and convenience to
the shooter. only $5:00

BOLT ACTION MILITARY
MAUSER RIFLE

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORPORATION

INTERNATIONAL GUNS, Inc.
45 Warburton Avenue Dept. B, Yonkers, New York

BUILD A GUN RACK
Modern Bronze Gun Cradle, gold appear·
ance; Neoprene cushion; Deer and Quail
ornaments, polished and lacquered. Will
hold 100 Ibs. Write for FREE Gun Rack
plans and brochure.

HERRICK MACHINE WORKS
2426 Holmes St., Kansas City 8, Mo.
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INTERIOR BALLISTIC LUBRICANT
For all types of bullets. Improves accuracy and reduces
barrel wear in handguns, rifles. shOtguns. Eliminates

~~~Iy~tyi;'a~~~:e~yE~~~m~~y ~~n~m~~en6-~s~ ~
which acetone must be added. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
2 oz. concentrate makes 1;2 pt. - $3.40 Postpaid.
4 oz. concentrate makes 1 pt. - $&.70 Postpaid.
8 oz. conee8(1trij~1'e~~t~aJ 49\,t·.ak8$~;;~5 Postpaid.

Order Today
G&H RESEARCH CO., P.O. Box 804, Northridge, Calif.

Dealers: Fully mixed SWAGEMAGIC is available.

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
.S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

BADGER
SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES

BADGER SLING KEEPER Made of special llJ."
hard anodized alloy extrusion-black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.

BOLT HANDLES Unpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
I<nurled $3.00. We weld to your bolt body and
pol ish $8.00, w/knurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel bolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service.
FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sporlsmen 29 Years

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING·CROP
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather
ridin~ crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside.
Practical collector's item: attractive for den or
patio. $5.00 PP.

Send for Free Catalog

WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather whIte
lining. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

Handcrafted
for YOU; flts
inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2% oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet
ed nickel clip.
.....$2.95 PP.

BRASS STUDDED
WRIST BAND

THE HIDE.A-WAY HOLSTER

Handmade. heavy
duty wrist band;
brass rivets add
character and
strength. Strong
wrists need protect-
tion. Finest leather used for
durability. Ask for Atlas
Black, Midas Yellow. Sam

son Red. or Hercules Natural. $1.98 PP. for
black; $2.98 PP. in color. No COD. Money
back guarantee.

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

To the Indian sportsmen, the rifles were
long overdue. They perform very well on
game of all sizes between 50 and 200 pounds.
The ammunition sells at approximately a
dollar for a box of 10 shells. The cartridge
is also loaded in Britain by Eley and is
known as the .315 Rimmed. It has a copper
clad, round nosed, soft point bullet that
weighs 244 grains. Cartridges for this gun
are readily available at any gunshop in India,
but guns for this cartridge are a lot more
difficult to obtain.

The ideal tiger rifle is the .375 H&H
Magnum, but any of its close relatives in
powder capacity, and from .33 to .40 caliber,
can do the job, provided long, soft nose bul
lets are used. Most of the well· to-do sports
men and much of the royalty prefer to use
the English doubles in .470 and .465 calibers,
while their ladies lean more to the delicate
little doubles in .350 Rigby.

One of the greatest sportsmen in India was
the late Maharajah of Bhopal. He shot over
1,000 tigers, most of them on foot and at
close range. He used a .240 Apex almost ex
clusively to bag them. This hot little number
by Holland & Holland speeds a 100 grain
pill at over 2,900 fps. He was an excellent
shot and not many men would care to do this
sort of thing with such a small caliber gun.

If you plan to stay in India for any length
of time, be sure to take a gun of standard
caliber or you may have to import shells
from the States. You haven't seen anything
until you have seen Indian red tape in oper
ation! The job may take six months to a
year-or more.

If you are visiting India for the usual two
week tiger and buffalo shoot, there should be
no a=unition difficulty as you are allowed
to import 250 rounds in all for the two guns
you may bring into the country. The first 100
rounds are duty free, and so are the guns
for that matter, if you plan to stay less than
six months. Don't attempt to carry in extra
shells or you may wind up with your rifles

lot caliber guns may be found in the police
arsenals, ranging from .405 Winchesters and
black powder .32·40 Martinis, to some of the
most beautiful gold inlaid and engraved
double rifles ever to leave England. Periodi
cally, auctions are held .and these weapons
are disposed of to the general public. A
collector of antique and modern firearms
should have a field day at one of these
affairs.

Most of the imported ammo is made by
leI of England, but to supply the basic
needs of the majority of sportsmen, the
government arsenals have begun to manu
facture very inexpensive ammunition which
is quite effective and fulfills a variety of
needs. These are the .315 India rifle car
tridges and 12 gauge shotgun shells. The
.315 has a rimmed case similar to the 8mm
x 50 Austrian Mannlicher. The nickel clad,
round nosed, soft point bullet weighs 244
grains, has a .323 diameter. At close range
it gives tremendous penetration on thick
skinned and heavily muscled game such as
tiger, boar, and sambhar, but I doubt if the
velocity of the 244 grain slug is much over
2,000 feet per second. The bullet performs
very well in the field, and government hunt·
ers are using it exclusively for the harvesting
of crocodile skins.

The rifle for this cartridge is made by the
government arsenals in Jabbalpore and the
gun sells for less than 100 dollars. The action
is the Lee Enfield bolt-action, the gun is
hand-finished and all parts, with the excep
tion of the detachable box magazine, are
milled.

Currently a 12 gauge double gun is also
being produced in India. This is by far the
best piece of workmanship to leave the ord
nance factories. These shotguns are well
balanced, tightly fitted, and hand-checkered.
They can be had with or without automatic
ejectors, and with either 2% inch or 2% inch
chambers. These shotguns retail for a little
over a 100 dollars.

are still found in excellent working condition
and are being used in outlying areas where
game is plentiful.

Arms regulations in India are strictly en
forced. Ancient gun laws still govern the
use, ownership, and sale of firearms. By and
large, arms licenses are issued to individuals
on the basis of the income tax they pay. The
more income tax one pays, the better the
chances are of owning a gun. Farmers and
peasants are allowed to protect their crops
with muzzleloaders, and in most states no
licenses are required to own them.

In recent years a=unition has been in
short supply in India. When I could find
them, I purchased .375 H&H Magnum car
tridges for as much as a dollar a round,
usually in lots of five and six. The same is
true of .30-06 ammo. Even black market
ammunition is hard to obtain. Many beauti
ful, engraved double rifles sit idle due to
the lack of .465 and .470 ammo. Many odd
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overall length of the cartridge is no more
than that of a .30-06. When making up the
rifle you must stamp the caliber .315 plainly
on the barrel or upon your entry into India
you will be suspected of trying to smuggle
in the prohibited .303. A .315 would be
almost useless in the United States unless
you imported ammo from Britain or Xustria,
but it would be priceless for the man going
to India for an extended period since the
hunting season is open almost eight months
of the year.

There has been talk of allowing the .450
double and the .458 Winchester Magnum
through customs. I would strongly advise
anyone going over for a short stay to take
along a large caliber like the .458 Winchester
in the event he wants to try his luck with the
large gaur or Indian Bison. The forests where
these are hunted are extremely heavy and
often of thick teak and bamboo. Bamboo
plays havoc with a light, high-velocity bullet.
But check with Indian customs before taking
over any gun of .450 or .458 caliber.

The following calibers are definitely pro·
hibited: .303, .410 musket or shotgun, .38,
.44, and .45. It is against game department
regulations to use less than .400 caliber for
bison and buffalo. In some states the mini·
mum caliber for tiger is .375 H&H Magnum.

I would advise the sportsman who is plan
ning to stay several months to take along
a heavy rifle of .375 or .450/.400 caliber.
However the .450/.400 should be loaded with
400 grain bullet rather than the stubby 300
grain load for bettoc penetration on heavy
game. Any slight loss in velocity is of no
consequence. Solid bullets are of no use since
elephants are protected, and you can get
along nicely with the soft nose 300 grain
.375 H&H load or the 400 grain .450/.400
ammo. They penetrate well on broadside or
head·on shots at buffalo up to 150 yards.

A shotgun or .22 rifle is the handiest thing
to have along as the hird shooting is limitless.
Ducks and grouse are found in large numbers
everywhere. A twelve gauge is about the only
gauge I would advise. The 16 gauge shells
are rare and 20 gauge shells nonexistent.
However, good 12 gauge shells of Indian
manufacture are cheap, or if you prefer, in
most big cities you can pick up imported
Eley Alphamax shells.

I must include a word of warning. I often
read that a 12 gauge shotgun is the best
medicine for following up a wounded leopard
or tiger. This is not so. The huge hunting
leopards of Central India weigh rarely under
200 pounds, usually going to about 250
pounds. They die very hard and a 12 gauge
is entirely out of place when hunting them.
Buckshot at 30 feet will penetrate the skin
and flatten out on the rock-solid muscle
underneath, and slugs at this range will
penetrate about six inches. Tigers average
between 400 and 500 pounds. If you have to
follow a wounded animal into thick stuff,
use the rifle you have been used to carrying.
At the ranges you will be charged, ~
it is almost impossible to miss. ~

79916

department and are promptly· shot for the
bounty by a local shikari, or beaten out of
the brush with much fanfare for the sport of
some visiting V.J.P. who happens to express
a wish to have a go at tiger.

A long term visitor should bring a .315
rifle with him. The Indian Ordnance fac·
tories are not exporting these rifles, but to
make one up is a simple matter. Any rea
sonably good Lee Enfield action will do.
Reharrelling with a surplus 8mm barrel is
ideal. My own .315 is a Model 98 Mauser
which was rechambered for the .315 car
tridge. The extractor has to be ground down
a bit and the bolt face opened up to take
the larger case if either the Lee Enfield or
Mauser action is used. There also has to
be a slight feeding adjustmnt due to the
long bullets. The best gun for a conversion
is the 1895 Winchester lever action. It needs
no adjustments at all, just a new barrel. The

II magnified tllrget
You'll see your target big and bright-in
sharp detail-with a Model K. You'll aim
quickly and easily • •• shoot with improved
.iccuracy.

Tbese f"turBS bav, made K Models tb,
world's most used, most proved scopes:
• Large, hard-coated lenses for best

image qualities
• Weaver·Patented Fixed-Reticle- with

internal adjustments, crosshairs always
centered in field of view

• -Compression O-ring sealing and nitro
gen processing assure all-weather per
formance

• Accurate micrometerclick adjustments
for windage and elevation

• Sturdyconstruction for dependable per·
formance in the field

One of the seven Model K Weaver·Scopes
will fit your needs and your budget, priced
from $35. See them at your dealer.
"Except on Model Kl

WEAVER-DETACHABLE TOP MOUNT
America's largest·selling scope
mount. Quickly detachable-accu
rate-sturdy-dependable. $9,75
@1963 w. II. w.o••, Ca.

Name' _

Addre$&.$ _

Clty, State' _

•
W. R... We"veT Co., Dept. flU , EI P.so~ Texas
FREEl
1964
full·cofor
catalog

your best sight • ••

Model K
W'A"'~C'DPI~

~-------------------------------.

MADE IN U. S. A. BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN

confiscated, heavy fines, possible jail.
For the American going to India on an

extended visit the opportunity for weekend
hunting is limitless. I know of several young
fellows who take off for the jungle every
weekend in their Land Rovers and collect
a tiger or a sambhar.

The temptation to violate game laws is
quite natural when laws are not strictly en·
forced and where the residents slaughter
game by the truckload for sale as biltong in
local markets. The black buck has become
quite rare and one no longer sees herds of
more than a hundred or so at a time where
ten years ago there were literally thousands.
Leopard are heavily poached, and the tiger
is becoming rare because his game is becom·
ing scarce due to wanton slaughter of ante·
lope and deer. When the poor beasts are
forced to turn to domestic animals for food,
they are labeled cattle killers by the forest
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•RUGGED MOUNTS

THAT PUT THE SCOPE

DIRECTlY OVER THE BORE

~t~
U.S. CARBINE DIES

_ Complete set for re-Ioading U. S. Car
bine ammo. Std. 'Vsx14. Precision air
craft specs.-rolled threads. Exclusive
lock ring design. Set of 3-beautlful,
guaranteed-QNLY $7.75.

ORDNANCE TOOL
GAS ~ISTON NUT .WRENCH ....'N~
essential for removing gas
piston for cleaning your new
DCM Carbine. Only $1.00

u.s. CARBINE REAR SIGHTS
Here is your opportunity to get a
brand new rear sight adjustable

for windage and elevation.
Fits all U.S. Carbines. Slides
into receiver dovetail-2 min

utes to install. As issued, $2.45
ppd.

ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASE FOR 15 SHOT
MAGS-ONLY 85_

S.M.L.E. 5 SHOT MAGAZINES For #4 and :it5 riftes
gives slim, 'sporter' appearance to rifle-NEW. $4.75.

SAVE 50% ON THIS KIT OF
U.S. CARBINE SPARE PARTS

Have essential replacement parts immediately
when needed - Kit consists of mag. catch with
plunger and spring, extractor, firing pin, ham
mer spring, recoil spring, extractor plunger and
slide stop ..•.••.•..•............. Only $2.65

WRITE WANTS ON OTHER CARBINE PARTS

OUR 1936 THOMPSON
submachine gun catalog
~~'t~ll ~~~~~~ia~ Ilrir;:c~~
~~~rne~nclg~rifsr: ~~~. l~o:
fusely illustrated'$~?9~a:~~:

(We are the sole manufacturers
of Thomvson Duns and equip
ment.)

li~~~~~;;g (Not supplied with DCM Carbines)
iii! .. Oiler is lower
Sling holder-Fits in cut in butt stock-both $2.49

Magazines are NOT supplied with DCM
CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW* All our magazines are guaranteed to have per

fect feed lips-none are part of the rejected lot
with faulty lips. All are government inspected
and passed! Each with Free waterproof, dust
proof as issued rubber cap.

I
CHOICE OF 2 TYPES

\ 1. fa;h'}~rcag~~%g~e~~~regu~~
! with guard-streamhnes ap_

~~~~~notS~~:~w"m~~~i~:r~
ing oversized foldover$3.45 ,

2. 15 shot, in original wrap,
only $1.99 ea. or 2 for
$3.50! I

NOT offset. Special deflector lays fired cases in neat pile at
shooter's side-a boon to reloaders. BEST OF ALL-so simple to

install. Just one hole to drill & tap, plus a second's work With a
pocket knife for screw head clearance. No need to butcher your stock.

Each mount made for any standard 1/1 scope-each packed with easy installation
instt'Uctions. If you do not have proper drill and tap, we will supply # 20 drill,

10/32 tap at only $1.00 for both. ONLY $6.95.

SUPER SPECIAL-buy famous make scope complete with mount for LESS than regular
nationwide price of scope alone. Beautifully clear 4 power scope (we can't mention make

because of this special price), non-fogging since gas-filled, fulIy adjustable-complete with mount
only $34.95. Same scope, only 23,4 power, only $29.95 with n'ount. Your satisfaction with this bargain
"package deal" completely guaranteed or money back immediatelyI

Add $2.00 per barrel tor threading tor our
new breech plug and nipple advertised herein.

West Hurley is 90 minutes from N.Y. City, via New
York Throughway. Exit 19 (Kingston) follow Rt. 28
North 6 miles to West Hurley. Store open daily-Monday
thru Saturday-9 AM to 6 PM.

WE BUY GUNS, GUN PARTS, CLOSE-OUTS, JOB LOTS, SPORTING GOODS.
Any quantity, small or huge. We pay ins'!ant cash-no haggling-no stalling-no crazy trade offers
jus'! moneyl Write us describing what you have to get immediate action-or easier yet, ship in & we
airmail check at highest market value.

NOW YOU CAN BUY TAPERED .45 barrels
Either muzzle loading or for 45/70. Our usual barrel Qual_
ity-Tapered from 1118" at breech to 11/16" at muzzle
saves hours of lathe time. State bbt. wanted.

$13.50 plus 85¢ pp.

NUMRICH BARRELS
~t?1I00T tJ?TR/I/GIITI

Otritg~*
BARREL BLANKS

~
BREECH PLUGS: Machined from

...-.-:::::- . ..,. Ordnance Steel (not cheap cast-
~§ t~~:~d.usO~t.s~~~:rd1 r?l'J,~

across, round model 1 lis". Made
specially for use with our fine

muzzle loading barrel but adaptable to any. (Add $2.00 to

~~~~~~tiJceo:o~c~~~~~ilng(S~t:a~~h~orO~~~sl~~f~. PA:~~
uvaiJable left hand if desired .

FINEST
RIFLED MUZZLE

• LOADING BARRELS
NOW IN .36 Caliber (1 turn 1n 40") or

hands~~:ali~~o~lhty~~idi~a~~"bu~ fl~,ot3"r~~~fs
flats. 32" long, either cal., only $15.85 plus 8Sc post.
42" long \ .45 cal.. only $19.95 plus $1.50 shipPing.
45/70 ca iber-l turn in 22", 8 groove. 32" long, ....
515.50 plus 95c.

CARBINE SCOPE MOUNTS

S/ILE-dIlLE/
SAKO SCOPE-RING

SETS

Ideal for Hunting,
Plinking, Target &

Match Shooting ...
all at lower cost

than .22 L.R.

",s,t
Cott'e NUMRICH ARMS

GIANT SPORTATORIUM
l'OOO's OF GUNS-TONS OF SPORTS t'

EQUIPMENT IN OUR GRAND
NEW-BRAND NEW STORE

WE BUY-Guns-Ports-Accessories
All you can carry in

WE TRADE-And on a basis where
Everyone is Happy

ITEMS FOR SALE-We've got 'em
and at LOW, LOW PRICES

ALL STEEL-Fits milled bases on
all caliber SAKO's-Just slide on or use ~ith other bases o~

(~~~i~hi~~e$~.tgi~ep~a~~t.lofAf:~tsv;,lt~ie:gS2~~~$~.J5
per set.

~tt816£~s
NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply .•. beaut'fies .. p,ote.". Deep blue fROM SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES
&~~';la&~n~;~~~it~;tu:~:r :~~e}~~~:~l:~e e~t::::
;ohuer:ve:a~:~~~~d y:~r ~o~~~ ~~t. cold blue ~ "-

3 GUN SIZE-SEND•••.• , ••. $2.00 ppd. • ~~':>~'{-~SION BARREL DROPS INTO STOCK-READY TO
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE • FREE. INTERCHANGEABLE PERCUSSION HAMMER

1 PiNT-SEND , .$7,50 ppd.. • ~~~JR=,lf~ lR~~~N:fR::1;IMPLY REPLACING ORIGI-

4 Million Guns have been dressed UP ••~~LC:~~T~:GROOVIE, (1 Turn in 56"). BLUED, WITH__-= F_O_R_M_U_LA_4_4_._4_0_-_H_O_W_"_bo_u_t_y_OU_'_S_1 I 5 IG HT DOVETAI LS, NIPPLE, ETC.

~~~~ i~ogJ:rai&nA~~~\e il~aJ~~s-~~:r_~~~g~~~I~~/f6
and 50/70 "trap door" fields, complete with plug,
tang, & nipple. Simply t old barrel and receiver-
ins tan our new barrel ge hammers-gun is ready
to shoot. Ori~inal U. S. eld percussion hammer in-
cluded •.. It replaces your tridge hammer without fit-

~~~~·s %~~~ei~~o~~it~~ ~~'detr1~~sr~~~~I~'1ga3?~:~~ogri;;g
fun within everyone's reach. Dealers win find it prOfitable
to replace worn out barrels and receivers on Springtlelds in
their inventory. Price complete and ready to use-526.50
plus S5e pp. (Bullet mold-.45 cal. for above--only $2.25)

ORDER YOUR H&A TODAY!
Order any H&A model now direct from this ad and we'll
send you FREE--extra. valuable muzzle loading premiums.

Each order. with all the shooting equipment. sent RR Exp.
(not prepaid). Include a statement you are over 21, not
a fugitive, drug addict or under indictment. Additionai in
teresting information on Hopkins & Allen riftes, pistols
and shotguns free-just send self-addressed, stamped, long
envelope.

~
''i~ NOW-Long Range Rear Sight
". • •• for all H&A's-adjustable for both windage

. & elevation, complete with 3 size aperture
disc. (All H&A receivers now drilled & tapped

for this sight)-Only $3.95

MUtzLE
HOPKINS & ALLEN /.OAOIMG-/

RIF/.IV

@1
OLD TIME

: ~~. HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS

t~ . '~- Usable on all riftes. modern & antique.
.- i Standard dovetail. Extra interchan~eable.

. sight aperture included ••• Only $2.25 ppd.

CHOICE OF 6 ~@)GGJ:!:,0
• NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast. only

5 % lbs. Octagonal cut rifled 21" barrel.
Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• 1I10ST POPULAR "Offhand" model. 32" fulI
octagon cut rifled barrel. Either .36 or .45
caliber. About 7 % lbs.

• MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled round
barrel. favorite of match shooters. 10 lbs•
•45 caliber only.

• 12 gao FOWLER, only 4% lbs.• 30" choked
barrel.

EACH'~
if~Yd ~~~J::kso~~:ee~e~~~.~as~~~tfonL:~~k. ~~~::
much time and money since you start with correct
bullet mold size, patching material. powder loads.

Each Hopkins and Allen rifle now equipped with hooded
globe front sight &. extra aperture.

~,a;

•NOW WINNING SHOOT AnER SHOOT
and no wonder-with cut rifled, super barrels and

fast ignition under hammer action.
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WORLD LEADER IN PRODUCTS FOR HANDLOADING

ing of August. 23, 1877. John Wesley Hardin
sat at a window idly surveying the local
scene. Seated around him were four armed
henchmen.

Carrying a cane, necessitated by an un
healed bullet wound, a man with cold eyes
and a set jaw climbed slowly to the platform
at the front of Hardin's car. When he reached
the platform, a Colt single action .45 with
7112" barrel appeareQ in his hand. As the
door to the coach opened, Hardin looked up
to see that long-barreled Colt pointed in his
direction. He shouted "Texas, by God!" and
reached for his pistol. Ranger John B. Arm
st.rong advanced down the aisle, demanding
that the gang surrender. As Hardin at·
tempted to draw, his gun caught in his
suspenders (probably saving Hardin's life).
One of Hardin's companions sent a bullet
through Armstrong's hat; this earned the
outlaw a bullet. through his heart. Determined
t.o take Hardin alive, Armstrong brought the
barrel of his six·shooteT down on Hardin's
head, putting him to sleep for two hours.
Quickly Armstrong disarmed the remaining
three men and stuck their weapons in his
belt. It was all over in two minutes.

The capture of Hardin illustrates the
dogged determination and fearlessness with
which the Texas Ranger pursued his quarry;
it indicates one of the reasons why Rangers
were respected by the law-abiding and feared
by the lawless.

Another outlaw who had made quite a
name for himself was Sam Bass. Sam was
quite a different kind of hombre than Hardin.

he had not been forgotten by Ranger John
B. Armstrong. Armstrong had been with
Capt. McNelly at Las Cuevas and was a
man cast in the same stern mold. Word came
to Lieut. Armstrong that Hardin was in
Alabama. Armstrong picked up a hot trail.

A smoke-blackened train puffed into a
small station outside Pensacola on the morn-

L!!..!!..!d!!r NEW BARREL
~ BEDDER

iIIIlflIllli...-.q·.. $3:~h!
An absGlutely fine. chatterlcss finish can be eut with this tool.
This is an advanced method oC grooving the stock to receive the
barr~l. Sizes ~k". 11/16" or :!A" diameter. Cutters and 6epa-

:P;;~~CH~tKIT
..~~ $720

. Each!
A tool equipped with four 6prlng activated guides. :tt16. 18. 20,
22. Makes a variety oC checkering jobs pOssible. This is an
economical kit for even an occasional checkering job. E·Z-C
Coarse or Fine Cutting Heads $1.50 each. $7.20 set.
All prices FOB Anaheim, Calif. res. add 40/0 Sales Tax.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.

CRAFT INDUSTRIES
719 N. Eo.t St., Anaheim, Calif.FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 76101

(iun Holsters
-' '. (iUN BELTSdI Make your own Gun

Belt and Holsters with
Tandy's "Easy-to-Follow Pat
terns!" SAVE MONEY with
"Ready-Cut" Belt & Holster Kits.
Our FREE Catalog illustrates 6
Popular Kits. ORDER NOW-Set
of 6 Holsters and 3 Belt Patterns
and Instructians - $100

MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE. Only .. ~OSTPAID

of the Ranger trade. (Most of the Rangers
carried also the concealed weapons of in
domitable courage and unswerving dedication
to their mission, however hazardous it might
prove to be.)

We find in the late 1870s and early 1880s
most of the Rangers armed with a .45 pistol
and a .44 rifle. This made it necessary to
carry two similar but different sizes of am·
munition, and this could lead to some diffi
culty as in the case of Ranger George Lloyd.
Lloyd and five other Rangers heading toward
Las Cornudas, ran into a dozen Indians com
ing from a water hole. The Indians and
Rangers alike dived for cover and began
blasting away at each other's positions. In
reloading his Winchester, Lloyd inadvert
ently slipped a .45 pistol cartridge through
the loading gate of his rifle. In attempting
to throw a cartridge into the .44 chamber,
the gun jammed. Immediately sensing the
trouble, Lloyd, using his knife as a screw
driver, removed the screw which holds the
side plates of a Winchester '73, dug out the
.45 cartridge, replaced the plates, slipped in
some of the correct .44 cartridges and re
sumed firing. In this case no tragic result
followed the cartridge mix-up, but the con
sequences of such an error could be fatal.

Incidents like this soon led the Colt Com
pany to chamber their single action pistols
to the Winchester .44-40 cartridge, and it
was this cartridge that became known as
the "Frontier" caliber. Thus westerners like
t.he Rangers could use the same ammunition
for their pistols as used in their rifles, a
great advantage in those days.

In the la tter 1870s the emphasis began to
change from the marauding Indians and
Mexican cattle thieves to the white bad men.
The great cattle drives offered excellent
opportunity for the disposal of stolen horses
and cattle. Organized gangs began to plunder
outlying ranches and shoot down those who
stood in their way.

Added to the outlaws, feuds bet.ween vari
ous factions and I'acial groups spiced the
Ranger's life. A product of these troublous
times was John Wesley Hardin. There was
nothing glamorous or picturesque about Har·
din; he was a wanton killer and said to have
killed 25 to 30 men, not counting numerous
Mexicans and egroes.

The killing of a deputy sheriff in Co
manche County put the Rangers on Hardin's
trail. Several years went by, with Hardin
apparently having dropped out of sight. But

GUNS OF THE TEXAS RANGERS
(Continued from page 39)
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father of the Texas Panhandle, Captain G.
W. Arrington had his hands full, but this
iron-handed Ranger became justly acclaimed
as its first and greatest peace officer.

Barbed wire came to Texas, and the strug
gle between advocates of the open range and
fenced pastures took on serious proportions
in the 1880-1890 period. There were constant
fence cuttings and occasional blood-letting.
Ranger Ira Aten reported to Captain Sieker
that he and his partner had a double barrel
shotgun apiece, and "if the villains cut the
fence we are guarding, and they don't sur
render when called upon, somebody will most
likely go away with their hand on their
belly."

The last serious Indian trouble in Texas
followed the uprising of Mescalero Apache
Indians led by Victorio. Rangers had only a
small part in the pursuit of Victorio's band,
which crossed into Mexico and established
themselves in the Candelaria Mountains.
Here the renegades robbed and murdered
until General Terrasas' Mexican cavalry,
armed with Remington pistols and carbines,
killed Victorio and all but wiped out his
entire band.

Twelve warriors, with four women and four
children, had deserted Victorio just before
the battle in which he was killed. This small
group made their way through the mountains
to Texas, where on a cold January day of
1881 they attacked the stage in Quitman
Canyon, killing the driver and a passenger.
The Rangers, led by Capt. Baylor and Lieut.
Nevill, were quick to take to their trail.
After an arduous chase, the Rangers sur
prised the Indians on the top of El Diablo
Mountain, and sent many to the happy hunt
ing grounds. Captured, along with some live
Indians, were two Winchester rifles, a Rem·
ington carbine, and a U. S. Cavalry pistol.
There on El Diablo was fought the last
battle between Texans and Indians.

In this same year of 1881, the Rangers
suffered a great loss in the death of Major
Jones. The Frontier Battalion was broken
up by resignations of some of the prominent
captains. This "Frontier Battalion" of Rang·
ers faded from the picture, because Texas
had pushed its frontiers to all its borders.
Hence the Rangers had become in reality
an interior mounted police force. Their du
ties now were to hunt cattle and. horse
thieves, to control Mexican law-breakers
along the border, and to step into situations
beyond control of local peace officers.

The Southern Pacific and Texas Pacific
railroads had reaohed EI Paso by 1882 and
the Texas scene was rapidly changing. The
trains made the Ranger force more mobile;
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There was something of the dashing Robin
Hood about Bass, and sentimental songs were
written about him; a line from one reads,
"A kinder-hearted fellow you scarcely ever
see." There must have been something at
tractive about Sam Bass as he was perhaps
the first Yankee to attain a sort of popularity
in Texas after the War between the States.
But Sam liked horse racing and gambling,
and these called for money which Sam did
not have.

In the spring of 1878, Sam Bass and out
law associates robbed four trains within a
radius of twenty miles of Dallas. U. S.
Marshals, Pinkerton detectives and others
flocked to the area, for Bass was worth "a
thunder-mug full of reward money" to any
one who could capture him.

After the fourth train robbery, Major Jones
and his Rangers were called in. Major Jones
was told to keep on the trail of these bold
outlaws until they were killed or captured,
but he needed no such instructions for this
was standard Ranger procedure.

Denton County was Sam Bass' favorite
retreat, and he was quite successful in elud
ing his pursuers until one of those who had
harbored Bass, Jim Murphy, provided Ma
jor Jones with the information the Ranger
needed.

When Sam Bass, Seaborn Barnes, and
Frank Jackson rode into Round Rock, 19
miles north of Austin, on July 19, 1878,
intent on a final survey of the bank they
planned to rob the next day, Major Jones
and three Rangers, with some local lawmen,
lay in wait. In the running battle that fol
lowed, Bass and Barnes were killed. A local
deputy sheriff was killed by Barnes and
another officer shot· through the chest. Sam
Bass died on his 27th birthday. He sleeps
the long sleep in the Little Round Rock
cemetery, a victim of his own folly and
"Rangeritis."

The trend of Texas expansion lay to the
westward, where the grasslands beckoned
the cattle'man. Here the cow, the horse, the
cowboy, and the six-shooter, formed a strong
partnership. Here the ranch, not the farm,
became the symbol of civilization. This cattle
kingdom was held by a breed of men as
dangerous and far more intelligent than the
Indians whom they had supplanted. One cat
tleman, catching a man who had butchered
his beef, killed him and stuffed him inside
the animal. Then he sent word to the sheriff
to come and see a strange phenomenon-a
cow giving birth to a grown man! Into these
tough expanding areas the Texas Ranger
rode his rounds. Up in the northwest, where
Colonel Goodnight had earned the title of
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and of course prohibition produced its own
type of organized crime. The Ranger service
adapted itself to each problem, keeping its
guns well-oiled, and maintaining an esprit

de corps that was a great credit to the me'll
and the captains who led them.

After each war drastic changes follow;
progress retarded by war seems to spring
alive and progress calls for new methods
and techniques. Thompson machine guns
and automatic rifles were introduced into
Ranger service. Changing functions of the
Rangers were dictated by the natural evolu·
tion of Texas society. By 1935 the Texas
Rangers had completed the mission for
which they had been organized; their identi·
ty was lost when the Rangers were merged
into the Texas "Department of Public
Safety." One newspaper, voicing the senti·
ment of an admiring public, printed this
short but me'aningful headline, "Texas Rang
ers Lose Name, Keep Glory."

One of the last acts of great public service
by a Ranger was performed by Captain
Frank Hamer. Hamer had a long record of
service with the Rangers and was considered
one of their greatest experts with firearms
and with a knife.

In 1934 Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker
headed a national list of wanted criminals;
they were cold-blooded killers who had ter·
rorized the southwest. Frank Hamer was
induced to accept a special appointment and
take to their trail-a trail he followed with
dogged purpose for 102 days across several
stMes and until, with several other officers,
he killed Barrow and Parker in a gun battle
in Louisiana. These were probably the best
armed killers in history. In their car were
found: Three .30 caliber Browning auto·
matic rifles, two sawed·off shotguns, one .45
New Service DA Colt revolver, nine Colt
automatic pistols 0-.32, 1-.380, 7-.45},
and several thousand rounds of ammunition.

It was perhaps fitting that one of the last
cases to be "closed" by a Ranger should
involve an arsenal of guns. From the days of
Jack Hays to those of Frank Hamer, Rangers
faced and used many gnns; gnts and ~
gtIDS made the Texas Rangers tall. ~

• •

they could often load their horses on a train
and be transported rapidly to the scene of
trouble.

Personal weapons of the Rangers changed
some from the early Model '73 Winchester
and Colt single action, popular since the
mid-1870s. Winchester improved their rifles,
and the Rangers turned to the Model 1886,
the 1892, the 1894, and finally the hard·
hitting Model 1895. Not long ago the Win·
chester Company gave a lot of publicity to a
photograph of a large group of Rangers, all
but one of whom carried a Model '95 Win·
chester. These me'n were incorrectly identi
fied as Texas Rangers, whereas they were
actually Arizona Rangers, one of whom is
still alive and living near myoId ranch.
However, a group of Texas Rangers photo
graphe'd during the same period would doubt·
lessly have carried the same type of gun.

Old Ranger records and photographs indio
cate an overwhelming preference for the
Winchester, although some did carry Savage,
Remington, and other makes of shoulder
arms.

A few Rangers went to the double action
and automatic pistols when these came on
the market, but a great many stuck with the
Colt single action army. A few preferred the
single action with the Bisley style grip and
hammer. It was my good fortune in the early
1930s to become a friend of the United States
Marshal at EI Paso. He had been a Texas
Ranger in his younger days, and had a fine
collection of firearms. Whe'n I asked him
about his preference in a side·arm, he
reached in a drawer and pulled out a well·
worn and loaded single action Colt. "When·
ever I think there may be serious trouble,"
he said, "I stick this one in my belt."

Major activities of the Rangers in the first
two decades of our present century were
influenced by Mexican revolutions, the First
World War, and prohibition. In the four
years 1911·1915, Mexico had nine presidents,
one of whom lasted only 28 minutes. Spies
and slackers were a problem in the war years,
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life Devel(}pment Ltd. will also hunt the
Rungwa Game Sanctuary. This game-rich
area has been closed to hunting for quite
a few years and contains some of the finest
trophies that Bert, an experienced big game
trophy hunter, has ever seen.

The Uganda plan, complete with round-trip
air fare, was ticketed last year at $2,300, but
the price had to be raised since costs have
gone up. The price tag is now $2,650. This
includes a 21 day safari, transportation from
and to New York, hunting license, and gun
rental. The same deal holds for the new
Tanganyika operation. In addition to these
standard safaries, the visiting hunter can
make a combined Uganda·Tanganyika trip.
For $3,490, you can hunt 14 days in Uganda
and 14 days in Tanganyika, this of course
includes gun rental, licenses, and air trans
portation from and to New York. Neither
Uganda nor Tanganyika limits the number
of animals you can take, providing a person
takes one animal of each species.

The Tanganyika Wildlife Development op
eration is under the management of Bruce
Kinloch. Bruce has been the Chief Game
Warden of Tanganyika for some time and
he is being transferred from the Game De
partment job to TWD-a position he is well
qualified to fill.

Bert Klineburger made an interesting com
parison while talking about the Uganda and
the Tanganyika operation. "The standard
African safari, and that is not the deluxe
version, will cost you about twice as much
as either of these hunts, and your represen
tative bag on the UWD or the TWD deal,
with any sort of luck, will be at least twice
as good. We have had people on the Uganda
trip that could have paid for a two month
deluxe safari anywhere, but they went with
UWD because their chances for good ~
heads are much, much better." ~
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(Continued from page 31)

TANGANYIKA

almost non-existant, we took only a very
light safari outfit, including two Land
Rovers and one of the over-sized Land
Rovers that was to replace the lorry. Since
we had to cover some very rough and un
charted land, we took only a minimum of
equipment so that we could travel light."

"Everywhere we went we saw game, and
wc saw more excellent heads in two days of
just driving than most men see in a three
or four week hunting safari. In the first two
days, I shot three major trophies, including
a 109 lb. elephant, a 42Jh inch sable ante
lope, and a 10 foot 4 inch black maned lion."

The elephant, by no means Bert's first, was
a real heartbreaker. The party saw tembo
the first afternoon while setting up camp,
and although he was ambling along, they
had to run to catch up with him. "We came
up to within rather close range, and he
turned when he heard us. I busted him in
the brain with my .375 H&H Model 70. The
solid bullet did the trick. His right tusk
looked excellent when we started the chase,
and only the moment I fired and the elephant
turned his head, did I see that the other
tusk had been broken off. It weighed only
86 pounds."

Lions, in most other parts of Africa, have
become scarce, and good black maned speci
mens are extremely difficult to find. In the
Selous, lions are plentiful, and most of them
are the black maned kind. Bert had a choice
of several animals, and finally settled on one
of the biggest ones. "If I had waited for a
while, I could have taken one with an even
longer mane, but this one really impressed
me so much that I am glad I took him."

In the trying to map out the new hunting
area, the safari covered almost all of the
Selous. Marking out roads took the major
part of the time, but the party was never
out of sight of game. There are a great many
big herds of buffs, some of the herds with
as many as about 500 animals, and all of the
buffs seen were extremely good bulls. The
eland are some of the largest ones Bert ever
saw, and good elephants are plentiful.

The party camped in the center of the
Selous, and finding a good camp spot with
good water was easy. An air strip is being
built into this part of the Selous now and
that will save visiting sportsmen a great
deal of driving time from Dar es Salaam.
Everywhere scouts and members of the party
found game, and the immediate camp area
was swarming with lions and elephants. In
addition to the Selous, the Tanganyika Wild-
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then switch to bullets. Shooting running rats
and lizards, or tin cans rolled down hill
will make you an expert handgunne~ on
moving targets.

Competitive shooters and practical shooters
are often different as day and night. Some
of the best gunners never fire at paper except
to see how their guns and loads perform.
Some are not willing to spend the time and
money to make Master, and some are simply
not interested in paper punching. They get
a kick out of seeing things happen when
they fire. Maybe it's blasting varmints at
long handgun range, rolling tin cans on the
ground while rolling the cylinder, or watch
ing a puff of dust on a hill across a canyon.
These chaps talk my language, and they are
well qualified to take deer and other game
with a handgun.

Plinking practice doesn't put a guy under
strain or tension. The cost, with reloads, is

about the cheapest fun you can have. The
time required is just as much or little as you
want to spend, at your convenience. You have
an inexhaustable supply of targets every day
in the year, every year, at no cost. You don't
deplete the supply of game. Take some ac
quaintances along and you'll soon make last
ing new friendships, that you'll value more
as the happy years go by. You'll have the
pleasure of starting some chaps in handload
ing who are leading an otherwise dull life.
I've killed my share, and more, of varmints
and game. But I could be happy reloading
and plinking if I never shot another animaL

Most of us buy each new annual edition of
the huge "Gun Digest." The current 18th
(1964) edition is bigger and better than
ever, a true statement I've made every year
since the first year GUNS Magazine has been
published. This one is a real bargain at $3.95,
and much too large to review in detail. Editor
John T. Amber did the best job ever.

CCI .22 Long Rifle "Hyspeed" ammo is
currently No. 1 on the Hi·V parade, and is
apt to hold the title a long time. Part of the
fine accuracy is due to the excellent copper
plated bullet, of course. Elton Teague, who
helps us, was really amazed at his fine rest
groups with an inexpensive Remington rifle,
that had seen quite a bit of use and abuse.
The little gun took a new lease on life with
target rifle accuracy when fed CCI Hyspeed
fodder. One of his 5-shot groups, pictured, is
one of his best, but every group was excel·
lent. Accuracy in inexpensive hunting and
plinking guns actually approaches premium
priced accuracy of ~

match ammunition. ~

(Continued from page 10)

HANDLOADING BENCH

We have worked hard to improve revolver
shot loads. The .38-.357 is the most popular
and least efficient. We about doubled effi·
ciency by using Hodgdon's Self Lubricating
plastic half jackets as over powder wads. The
jackets are medicore on swaged bullets, work
ing pretty wdl at .38 velocity, but not for
Hi-V .357 loads. While not quite equal to
gilding metal jackets, the price is low.

As over powder wads they give the desir
able equivalent of a long, ~" wad column
plus increased case capacity. They work a
bit like the excellent new Remington-Peters
"Power Piston" wad, that is a plastic wad
and cup to hold the shot charge. R·P, bless
'em, will sell these for handloading. We'll
report more on these fine wads later.

Hodgdon's plastic jacket does even more
for .38-.357 shot loads, and I trust they bring
these out in .44 and .45. For a .357 try 3.5
grains of Bullseye. Seat the plastic jacket
skirt up with a pencil and moderate hand
pressure. Fill the case nearly full of shot,
seat a .35 gas check skirt down, and crimp
the case heavily.

Our best results were with DIVCO Illinois
No.9, 10, and 11 chilled shot. No. 12 pat
terned well for targets, but is a bit small for
snakes, game, or small varmints. DIVCO lit·
erature says No. 10, 11 and 12 shot are
special order sizes. Dealers will find they
are nearly always in stock. If not, these
people give very fast service on all special
order shot and lead products for bullets.

Adjust the powder charge and shot size to
your particular gun and needs; twelve feet
is a good range to shoot tests for pattern
density and adequate penetration. Pressure
is not high, so you can load up a bit. Bulls
eye is pretty fast, and too much gives blown
patterns. Unique is better, but the larger
volume decreases precious case capacity. You
may prefer around 3.0 grains of Du Pont
Hi-Skor. Remember it's very critical in top
loads, so work up slowly.

Best deal for a .38 Special revolver that
will be used a good deal with shot is to
chamber it for the .357 case. This makes it
dangerous for .357 ammunition, although
some people have used the heavy (N) frame
Smith & Wesson M 20 and M 23 guns with
full charge factory loads. The factory doesn't
recommend ~uch crazy conversions, and I
certainly don't. Some of the light frame guns
are suitable for .357 shot loads.

If you don't want to convert your .38,
perhaps you can find some of the old folded
head cases that have greater capacity. They
should be identified in some manner for shot
loads only. Nail polish or a felt marking pen
will color the head face. Better patterns will
result if the rifling is partly (but not com
pletely) reamed out. You'll still have fair
accuracy with bullets.

What good are the puny shot loads, except
for snakes, rats and small game at close
range? They are a whale of a lot of fun at
low cost, and the safest possible cartridges
in settled areas. You can use them safely
where a .22 short would be dangerous. The
tiny shot loses velocity rapidly, is harmless
beyond 60 yards or so. They are ideal to
master aerial target shooting. You can
quickly learn to blast tin cans in the air,

HCBS
CASE LUBE

KIT

With Removable Head Type Shell
Holder & Primer Arm. Designed for
heavy duty case forming, rifle and
pistol reloading. Exclusive Block "0"
Frame eliminates springing prevalent
in "C" type presses. Patented com
pound leverage system makes every
operation easier. Converts to up or
down stroke in less than 5 minutes
No extras to buy. Standard 7jg". 14
and 1~" -18 thread sizes. $6550

Everything you need for proper case
lubrication! Consists of RCBS CASE
LUBE PAD, 2·ounce bottle RCBS RE
SIZING LUBRICANT and RCBS CASE
NECK BRUSH HANDLE with .22 and .30
caliber BRUSHES. Regular $4.30 value.
Additional brushes available $390in 6mm / 25 / 270/35 and
45 calibers. Only 20c each.

PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA

MODEL "A-2" PRESS

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

Dept. E-13, P.O. Box 729, Oroville, Calif.
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HUNTER'S BIG GAME PARADISE

G-!THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebroska
Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS
Are you 0 gun trader? G~n collector? 0, are
you just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from reoding the bargoin-filled
columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub.
Iished twice each month. It's the leading
publication for the sale, purchase ond trade
of firearms and accessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS hal aided thousands of
gun enthusiosts locate firearms, both mod
ern and ontique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,
revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money
.aving prices. The money you save on the
purchose of anyone of the more thon 5,000
listings twice a month more thon pays your
subscription cost. You con't afford to be
without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.
As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediotely refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You betl
Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

Close Range
Fox CaU . •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruetion Record (78 or 45 rpm IONLY $5
¥Rti~r~,~~~rta~rTbf~:~~~%~~~~~S be:tL~~.I.~.:U~~h~~
calls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons, 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your calli called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C•• New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above m~ntloned game or your money backl

FREE Catalog. For new booklet TH RILLS
OF GAME CALLING. 16 page. of rare
and exciting photos-Send 25c.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

P.O. BOX K-l MARBLE FALLS, TEX.SHARON RIFLE BARRELS
Formerly (BUHMILLER)

• Precision cut rifle barrels in all
calibers, 22RF to 50 Cal.

• Target and special barrels made to
customer's specifications.

• Same day shipment on standard
barrels.

• Complete reboring and custom gun
smithing service.

• Send for FREE list of barrels &
services.

J. HALL SHARON
R.R. #2 Kalispell, Montana

30 caliber
180 grain

Roy Ostermiller.
taxidermist of

Cheyenne, Wyoming,
bagged this fine lion
with one Hornady

30 caliber 180 grain
bullet ... one of

many superb African
trophies he brought
down with Hornadys.

"With your bullets, when they went down, they were down to stay,"
says Roy Ostermiller. "I was shooting a 300 Weatherby loaded with

Hornady bullets and took a lot of fine game animals (including this lion and ail
elephant). Used your bullets on all African game, and they really worked ...
had no trouble with any of the game." Hornady makes 67 bullets for all classes
of game from rabbits to elephants ... and from Africa to Alaska hunters write us
of their success with Hornady bullets. For'the most dependable accuracy,
expansion, and killing power on any game, load Hornadys in your cartridges.

(Continued from page 27)

equipment obtainable in Kenya." His safaris proval of the big game hunters, and if the
range in price from $120.00 to $150.00 per game herds, because they have been pro-
day, with no added charges for mileage, etc. tected, will produce any record heads.
Shatto writes that the amount of time a The African people have, in recent years,
client should allot for a hunt can be a prob- been more cognizant of the value of their
lem. All roads lead to Addis Ababa, and if wild game, and have initiated many new
the hunter wants game from different parts programs to protect the game from extinc-
of the country, he must, in effect, make two tion by not only hunters, but also from over-
or more separate hunts out of the capitol population of the herds themselves. In
city. Shatto recommends 30 days for the ibex Ethiopia, a limited number of licenses are
or nyala, 15 days each for other major tro- h

issued each year for eaeh specie, and w en
phies such as lion, elephant, or kudu. conditions demand that the herds be either

Game is mostly found in the outer one reduced or protected, the number of licenses
fourth of the country, where the high plateau
drops away toward the plains of Kenya, is changed accordingly.
Uganda or Sudan on the south and west, or If you're planning a safari in the future,
to the shores of the Red Sea on the north don't overlook the facilities offered by ~
.and east. The best elephant hunting is said "The Land of the Queen of Sheba." ~
to be in the southwest portion, while lion are
found mostly in the south and east. The area
around the town of Maji, in the southwest
corner of the country, offers some of the best
hunting grounds in Africa. Almost all species
-of game are present in good quantities. Un
fortunately, travel into this area is limited,
and until air service is available, only those
hunters with strong backs and unlimited
time will be able to hunt there.

Along with big game, Ethiopia offers
hunters and fishermen a great variety of
game and fish. For the scattergun hunter
there are ducks, geese, partridge, quail, and
grouse, in almost unlimited quantities.

It will be interesting to watch and see if
the new license system meets with the ap-

67 bullets for handloaders
-calibers 22 through 45
send for new brochure.

o r:n.ad.y
B"'U"LL::E:TS

Nam _

Addr .. _

H9RNADY MFG.~COMPANY__' __DEPT. G •• BOX 906 • GRAND ISLAND. NEBRASKA L
Cily & SIol........._........ . --_..-
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more than twelve years old, and bad tem
pered. We also spotted some tahr high up
on the rocks, and continued to climb.

For a stretch of almost a mile we .had to
cross a expanse of rocks and boulders so
steep that we might easily have started an
avalanche. Suddenly, we heard tumbling
rocks as 20 or 30 tabr crossed the ground
above and ahead of us. To get a better view,
I hurried on for about 60 feet, sat down, and
studied them. I spotted a big buck, at least
three times the weight of any of the females
that surrounded him. Resting my gun on my
knee, I tried to get a good aim, but the cross
hair on my scope wavered all over the land
scape. A shot not fired is as good as a miss,
so I took a deep breath, adjusted the gun
and sling a bit better, and fired. The shot
found its mark, and the buck began to roll
down the slope, taking a lot of stones and
boulders with him. We jumped to one side
as the huge boulders flew past us, and waited
out the avalanche from above. When we were
finally able to climb up to the first tabr I
ever shot, we saw that it was a rare trophy.
The horns, some 12" long, were stowed
away in my rucksack.

At the top, we had no time to admire the
landscape, for a whole herd of tahr, about
30 in all, were standing on a ridge only 200
yards away. Two shots bagged us two sturdy
bucks, about 12-13 years old.

After our first break in almost six hours,
we proceeded along the ridge, occasionally
spotting chamois and tahr that were too
small to chase. Suddenly we caught sight of
a tabr buck less than 25 feet ahead-my bul
let caught him before he had time to realize
that we were near. We discovered that it was
not only a trophy buck, but probably the best
tahr that had ever been shot in· New Zealand.
His horns measured over 13%, inches. Such
good luck in one day left us fascinated and
grateful, but the sun was slowly nearing the
horizon, and we hurriedly leapt down the
slope, reaching the car long after dark.

My account of the hunt for wapiti can be,
at best, incomplete. However, I can say that
it was the most strenuous day I have ever
spent on any hunt. Our first try at this rugged
country ended in failure, but only after we
had searched the area for two days, our small
plane flying low over 6,500 foot summits, over
craters, and just skimming above the pla
teaus. On the second day of searching, after
our fuel gauge indicated that we should
return, we spotted a herd, which included
one trophy stag, high up on a mountain. Un
able to find a spot to land, we headed back,
determined to return tomorrow.

At dawn, we took off again from the air
field in Queenstown and headed west, toward
the area where we had spotted the trophy
stag. After a short search we found a lake
where we could land within hiking distance
of the wapiti herd. Our pilot warned us that
if we were not back before 5:15 P.M. he
would be obliged to return to the nearest
airfield without us. At 8 :45 we started the
ascent, fully aware that it would be a race
against time.

After holding a near trot for some time,
we came across the tracks of the herd, lead-

game hunting here is much the same as you
would take on any mountain hunting trip;
rubber-soled boots, two changes of clothes,
plenty of socks, a raincoat, and binoculars.
Your favorite lightweight mountain rifle-I
prefer either a 7 mm or 8 mm-and a
hundred or more cartridges.

During the 20 days of my hunting expedi
tion I clambered up and down mountains,
covering differences in altitudes of 6,000 feet
or more, and our small Cessna plane took us
over every imaginable type of terrain. With
the help of my indispenable guide, Rex For
rester, and with a little bit of luck, I bagged
eight tahr, nine chamois, one fallow deer,
eight red deer, one wapiti, and 12 wild goats.
Let me tell you of one or two typical days I
spent on this hunt.

Hunting the wild goat is the easiest, so let
me begin with this hunt. These one-time tame
goats reverted to the wild state about 100
years ago, and have since thrived and in
creased in numbers. Their horns span is
about 40 inches, and they can be found with
white, grey, or black coats.

We left Rotorua in my guide's Land Rover
at 3 A.M., and drove in a pouring rain toward
the southeast. As day broke we were at the
east coast and headed for the mountains. Two
hours later we had breakfast with a local
farmer, and by 9 A.M. we set off on foot.
After marching briskly for about an hour, we
reached our hunting area, a huge mountain
crater. Like a tremendous stadium about
8,000 feet in diameter, it rose, from its base,
some 3,000 feet to its summit. We surveyed
the area with our binoculars, spotting the
farmer's cattle on the lower slopes, his sheep
a bit higher, and above them, the wild goats.
We were able to spot about 40 or 50 of them,
the white ones more easily seen than the
grey's or black's.

We stalked two billy·goats standing alone,
about three quarters of the way up the huge
crater. Climbing the steep slope, our lungs
ached and our hearts pounded, and we were
glad that we were in good physical condition.
Crossing several mountain streams, we ap
proached to within shooting distance of the
goats, each choosing his target. and firing.
Not long after, we were measuring the horns
of these 10-12 year old goats. From tip to tip,
both were roughly 27Y.!" long-quite good,
but not trophy size.

Glassing the mountainside for better horns,
we spotted a large party of old goats much
higher, and not quite a mile away. Scenting
us, the goats tried to sneak off into a large
fern-covert, but we put on an extra spurt of
speed, and bagged three of the best. Content
with our bag, we covered the long trek back
to the Land Rover in good spirits.

Our hunt for tahr and chamois started at
seven in the morning, with the Land Rover
slowly zig-zagging over the rocky land, and
occasionally bumping over stones that were
as big as footballs. Though our progress was
slow, it was far better than walking. After
driving along in this fashion for about an
hour, we came to a huge valley backed by a
beautiful glacier mountain, and continued
our hunt on foot. It did not take long before
I had shot quite a good chamois, and not
long after this, I killed another old buck,

NEW ZEALAND - UNEXPLORED BIG GAME ISLAND
(Continued from page 21)

N. Flayderman & Co.
Squash Hollow, Dept. G-1

New Milford, Conn.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se·
lection avai lable anywhere I
Subscription Just $1.00

r-"~--.. per Year. Send now to:

Deal with Confidence

AMERICA'S
FINEST

ANTIQUE
ARMS

SERVICE

~r

R. J. COFFEY
Dept. 2 - 1206 N. Main Ave.l;,{·~~iM~~_J

San Antonio, Texas

KNEELING PAD $5.25
Med. Sunshade for

1" Scope $4.50
BIPOD $17.50

ZOOM TRIPOD for
Zoom Scope $16.25

GALLERY BIPOD $18.90

Standard Benchrest Stand $20.00
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

ALL ANGLE STAND $30.00
TRIPOD $15.25 Rifle Rest Fork 8Se & $1.20
FORE-END STOPS, except M37 & 52-D.$ 3.00
Fore-End Stop, 52-D $4.00; M37...... 3.50
FREELAND Tube Rear Site 42.50
FREELAND "AR" Shooting Mat. . . . . . . .. 27.00
FREELAND 1,4 opening Acces. Kit. . • . • •• 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove. • • • • 5.25
FREELAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

" Mid-Century cuff Comb . . . • • . . . • 8.50
" Alum. butt plate from.......... 10.50
" Schutzen hook for above... . . . . . 8.50

OLYMPIC PALM REST from ....•. 15.50
lOX SHOOTING COAT•.....•........ 20.00
FREELAND "61" Butt Plate. . . . . . • . . . .. 33.00
Win. 52-D Target rifle Std. or Hvy...••145.00
Rem. 5l3TR target rifle •••.....•..•... 88.95

Prices Subiecr '0 Change Wi,hou' No'ice
ALL GUNS _ SIGHTS - GUN CASES - SCOPES

RELOADING SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR PAMPHLET - GENERAL CATALOGUE $1.00

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, Inc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock Island, III.

A4
SMALLBORE
KIT 31"
$18.25

48" RIFLE
TRUNK $26.25

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle, the Supreme In Accuracy,
comtort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights •.....•.. $2 f0.00
f2# Lightweight or f4!4 # Heavyweight Model.
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SPEED LOCK SAFETY PIN
FOR ALL SPRINGFIELD 1903 TYPE RIFLES

fiNAP UP YOUR

~lPmoOO@~(J~lb®
WITH THE N.A.C.

120 yards below us. Rex and I rushed down
to him and flung our arms around each
other, overjoyed at our good fortune.

After Rex had removed the trophy head
and secured it onto his back pack, we found
that it was 12 :45, and that we must now
begin the trek downward, back to the lal;;:e.
But it was not all down. We ascended and
descended three elevations before we reached
the cruel forest and the downward path that
led through it for nearly another mile.

As our plane headed for home, I said
good-by to the natural beauty of New Zea
land that demands the greatest rigors and
hardships if one covets it. I'll long remem
ber the hours of unprecedented excitement
and happiness I enjoyed while hunting ~
in this land of enchantment. ~

Long Range Full Choke Barrel
-H & R Heavy Breech Aclion-apprax. WI. Bit, lbs.

ALL 10 GA. MAGNUMS ARE SELLING AT WELL OVER $100 EACH
We decided there had to be a way to offer shooters the thrill of long range lOgo. magnum shooting
for a good deal less. What we did was to buy a number of H&R 45/70 Heavy Breech line throwing guns
from the U. S. Navy and rebarreled them with brand new 10 go. magnum barrels. For those that find
the powder and punch of the magnum objectionable, or when shooting at ordinary ranges, the standard
10 go. shell may be used. This rugged action will stand up to years of 10 gao Magnum shooting-bring
in 100'5 and 100'5 of Ibs. of game. Each gun mechanically perfect and with BRAND NEW, proof tested
long range barrel.

Guns with wood & receiver finish-good . .... $32.50 Guns with wood & receiver finish-very good. $39.50
$44 50 (Add $1.75 for post. & handling or specify R.R. Express.

Soccially selected guns-finish near perfect. • ~~d~r ';~Jr~tn\r;~t ~:n~avn~ltiS;g.ti~~t y~U dr~~: ~d3fct;letc~r~

agement. We were beset by only one aim;
reach the herd, and what our tired legs
could not manage, our hands had to do.
When we had nearly reached the last eleva
tion, fate was kind enough to present us
with the trophy stag, standing on the hori
zon, less than 200 yards away.

It was a magnificent sight, this powerful,
handsome animal, gazing into the distance
with his herd gathered around him. For a
few seconds we revelled in this grand pic
ture - but then the admirer became the
hunter. Panting from the strenuous climb, I
sat down, knowing it was now or never. I
held my breath, and with the greatest con
centration, aimed, and fired. The grandiose
vision was shattered; the wapiti staggered,
leapt down the slope, and fell dead about

Disc.
Pl'"ice

$29.62
44.62
12.38

Retail
Sgl. belt & holster $39.50
Dbl. belt & holsters. . . . . . . . . . .. 59.50
Holster only 16.50

(black or natural)

Holster metal lined. Belt contoured.
Two thickness of grade A leather.
Tailor made for YOU &. your gun.

Specify gun make, mOdel, bbl. length, exact waist,
hip measurement & color.

~~~go\~ CotDrs~~~;,gr~q~ir~nS2'5~ld~~0~h~lsteronly

Satisfaction Guaranteed

U.S. Patent No. 2832519

ing straight up the steep slope. Keeping up
the fast pace, it wasn't long before drops of
perspiration smarted our eyes, our lungs
were laboring, and my pulse beat was over
160. The temperature hovered near the zero
mark. To hurry this ascend was made diffi
cult by the nature of the land. In this satu
rated jungle only half the trees were green,
the rest were more or less rotten. Dragging
ourselves upward with the help of roots,
trees, branches, and even tufts of grass, we
often grabbed a rotten hand-hold, only to
have it collapse. After two and a half hours
of this, with the lake far behind us, we were
bathed in perspiration, and our hearts and
lungs strained more and more.

Then, at last, we reached a small saddle
that gave us our first look upward. To our
great dismay, we discovered that our wapiti
were on a neighboring mountain, and farther
away that we had thought. Hoping to see
some wapiti on our own mountain, we worked
our way up the treacherous slope. At 11:15
we reached the summit and gazed longingly
at the other mountain where we could see
the herd through our rifle scopes. In order
to reach our plane by 5:15, we knew we must
start back at one o'clock at the very latest.
It looked like an impossible feat to reach
the wapiti in less than one hour.

Unable to face the thought of losing that
big stag, we literally ran down the slope for
about 180 yards, and then began to climb
the wapiti mountain. Suddenly we heard the
bugle of the wapiti-it ran through us like
an electric shock, and gave us new encour-
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1600-7th Ave., S.E.
Cedar Rapids, IowaR. W. SPROWLS

%x14 self·locking stations. A wide base
with three mounting holes makes the press
an integral part of the reloading bench.
Guaranteed for five years against defects in
materials or workmanship, it is budget-priced
at $37.50. Additional turret heads are avail
able at $8.95 for those who reload many
calibers.

Complete line of Target Shooting Equipment and Sup
plies, Reloading Equipment and components for rifle,
pistol, and shotshelJ. F. N. ACTIONS-BARRELED
ACTIONS-BISHOP STOCKS. Latest gun Books. Many
other items. (RETAIL ONLY) Write for latest price list.

A FEATHERWEIGHT COLD WEATHER
MASK designed to make outdoorsmen breathe
easy is made of a combination of non·woven
textile fibers which enable the wearer to pro
vide his own "air warming and humidifying
system." A completely self-contained unit, it
is held in place by an adjustable headband.
The retail price is $1.98 from the 3M Com
pany, Dept. G-l, 2501 Hudson Road, St.
Paul 19, Minn.

A DEER HOIST compact enough to be
slipped into a hunting jacket pocket is now
available from American International Dis
tributors, Inc., Box 20, Dept. G-l, New York,
53, N.Y. Called the "Mity Lifter" Deer
Hoist, the five foot lift consists of two pul
leys, has a 950 lb. test nylon rope, and per·
forms a wide variety of lifting chores. Priced
at $3.95, plus 25¢ postage and handling
costs, it is described among thousands of
new items in American's current catalog.

T
ARGET & VARMINT

SHOOTERS' SUPPLIES

IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING :
,~ith·7~~·_GlI1L.<",,",._,:~<_,:,·,':
Famous FRANZITE Grips, made by Sports, Inc.,
are handsome, unbreakable, inexpensive. 400
sizes in 7 colors. New catalog shows latest
designs for almost any gun made-COlt, Smith
& '''lesson, Luger. Hi·:standard. Ortgies, Mau
ser, etc. Ivory, pearl, walnut, onyx, Agate,
black, target, staghorn, carved grips. Other
sportsmen's items. Write for FREE catalog.

SPORTS, INC. i,~~t~ecii~t: c~~~~:ci~~rt,a~b64o
_ .......IL---JL

Left- as well as right-hand for most popular rifles. High-quality colorful
hardwood. Gunsmiths report they prefer our near-perfect inlet. P.O. Ackley
says: "The ROYAL stock is the easiest of any machined stock ..• to deal
with." CARVED-as illustrated-RH $35. LH $40. PLAIN RH $19.50. LH

$24.50. Pad installed, $7.50. Postage $1. Deposit on COD's $5. Immediate shipment upon order.
Write for complete gun service.

ROYAL ARMSr INC., 10064 BERT ACOSTA ST., SANT~Er CALIFORNIA

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

SPORTS INC.

FREE CATALOG

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

"LET'S ALL SHOOT MORE IN '64" is the
theme of the 1964 dealer catalog of guns,
ammunition, shooting goods, and police
equipment, issued by Sports, Inc., Dept. G-l,
5501 No. Broadway, Chicago, Ill. Designed
primarily for gun dealers, the catalog incor
porates leading lines and brand names with·
in the shooting industry.

A TWISTER TURRET PRESS, efficient,
compact, and modern has been introduced
by H & S Mfg. Co., Dept. G-l, 4338 No.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. Powerful enough
to full length size all rifle cases, it has six

P. O. BOX 9776
EL PASO, TEXAS ZIP CODE 79988

•
•
•
•

EASY
LAY-AWAY PLAN!

NEW LOW PRICES!

FASTEST SERVICE!

BIGGEST STOCKS!

FREE!,.*
GANDER'S
BIG, NEW
1963-64
SHOOTER'S &
SPORTSMAN'S
CATALOGl

Gander Mountain, Inc., Dept. G-l
Wilmot, Wisconsin
Please rush my big, new 1963-64 G.M. Catalog abso
IUlely FREEl

NEW, LOW CATALOG PRICES
for Thousands of Famous Brands
• Sportsman's Clothing,

Gifts
• Hunting and Trapping

Equipment
• Guns, Scopes
• Target Shooting

Accessories
• Camping Gear, Outdoor

Accessories •
• Leather Goods LI!i 8
• Reloading Tools & yEA L E RS:Supplies __

: ~::'n~::m~~nT~~~ponents Wrile for your new

• Personal Protection ~~~1~6r4 ~~1~~g,id:~
Devices showing your BIG

n~._,,~JKoui ~ DISCOUNTS.

~ ~" WI.;ONSIN

SPECIAL ADDED FEATURE - Hundreds of im
portant ordnance words and terms in 20 lan
guages. Never before such a language lexicon
in a book of this kind.

The author, Thomas B. Nelson, IS highly qualified
as a specialist in modern military weapons. His
years in the field include service with the Ord
nance Technical Intelligence Agency headquarters.
Send $15.50 by Money Order or Check to:

T.B.N. ENTERPRISES
P.O. Sox 55, Alexandria, Va. 22313

Shipped postage paid, and may be returned within
8 days for refund if not completely satisfied.

747 page
covering over
300 weapons with
complete data and
history •.. 650 photos
and section drawings.
Never before such a comprehensive world-wide
study of submachine guns from their origin in
World War I to the latest models just put into pro
duction. A rare insight into why each weapon was
developed by the countries of the world and the
increasing recognition of their tactical importance.
This stUdy gathers together, for the first time,
means of identification, pertinent data and illustra
tions of all significant submachine guns manufac
tured to date. This beautiful volume is note-worthy
for its clarity and comprehensive coverage. An ex
cellent reference source for the collector and a
guide for the designer ... an invaluable informa
tion source for law-enforcement and intelligence
personnel ... it has been called "a milestone in
the Iiterature of automatic weapons."

~- JUST PUBLISHED - ....

The World's
Submachine Guns

I
I
II Name .

I Address :.............. I
I Cily Zone Slale.. I
I ·U.S.A. ONLY-Foreign requests (reference only) send $2.00 I
~-----~----------_J
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KASENIT
COMPOUNDS

.surface harden
parts SAFELY
without special
equipment •••

Great for use in gun shops.
Kasenit Is deep·penetrating,
eliminates soft spots and warp
ing. Absolutely safe and non
tOXic. Ask for Booklet G.
KASENIT COMPANY
24 King St., Mahwah, N,J.

-=-
It's Easy! With

Gunberth ® Plans & Kits
Plans and Ready·Cut Kits are now
available for 33 different models
from 3 to 24 gun size, in both
Modern and Colonial styles.

• "Modern Marksman" cabi'
nets are specially designed for

use as sectional units for a
"waIHo-wall" cabinet.

Tell us the
make and model of
your shotgun or rifle •••
type of stock or forend you want
semi-finished. 900/0 finished. standard
finished or custom finished. We will send
you literature describing what we offer for !
your needs. Or. ask your dealer or gunsmith. "'inch J
he also can furnish free catalog, ester Ml.l
E. C. BISHOP & Son, Inc., Warsaw, Mo., Dept. J22A

SIGHT FOCUS READ
TARGET WRN DIAL so DISTANCE

IS DOUBlE IMAGES MERGI ON DIAL
INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadlY accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 Inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangeffnder. Leather Bolster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focusslng-$29.95 com-

~1;~5. O(A~g ~~ba~~~e~~;d~~~~~dj~o~O$~.9t~)
Ideal gift. 30 Day MoneY-back guar. Send check to:

Dealers: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-)
Write us. 114.06 Rockaway Blvd., JAMAICA 20, N. Y.

Instantly shows true range!

All details
on Plans, Kits and

Hardware are listed in big,
fully illustrated •••

"Handbook" Catalog.
This NEW "Handbook" Cata·
log also contains many valu·
able tips on design and can·
struction, as well as proper
methods on applying beauti·
ful professional linishes •••
Send for your NEW copy
TODAY! Only $1.00 ppd.

(Refundable in credit
first $10.00 order)

COUDONATO BROS•• Dept. GI4,. Hazleton, Penna.
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Who Else Wants
640 Acres Of

Big Game Wildlife
For Just $201

offers the added advantages of the Ventilated
Rib and Selective Automatic Ejectors. It is
available in 12- and 20-gauge models and
chambered for all 2%,.inch shells. U. S. Rep·
resentative: J. L. Galef & Son, Inc., Dept.
G-l, 85 Chambers St., New York 7, N. Y.

extra heavy duty toggle will not fail; it
changes in seconds to up or down stroke
action. The No. 204 accommodates all stand
ard and universal priming arms and shell

$20 plus $6.50 taxes yearly gets you your own
640 acre wildlife hunting paradise near Canadian
border. One of the last accessible big game refuges
in North America. These are abandoned timber
leaselands (now re-forested) of Provincial Forestry
Dept., many readily accessible by original logging
roads. Thousands of exclusive lakeland campsites.
Heavy second growth timher teems with every
imaginable kind of wildlife. Including bear, moose,
elk, caribou, timber wolves, lynx, wolverines, deer,
geese, ducks, muskies, huge northern pike, walleyes,
pickerel, rainbow and steelhead trout, maskinonge.
One of these secluded hunting paradises can be
yours to enjoy for the rest of your life. No other
hunting lodge may be erected within at least one
mile of yours. Many are over 20 to 50 miles away.
Send $1 (refundable) for maps, pictures, Gov't
regulations, official application hlank. Administra·
tor, Room 335, 56 Church, Toronto 1, Canada.

(Enclosed is one dollar) (refundahle)

Name •••••.•••.•.••••••.••.••.••••••••••••••

Address State .

holders, has %-14 thread. It is manufactured
by the C-H Die Co., Div. of Roddy Recrea
tion Products, Inc., Dept. G-l, P. O. Box 404,
EI Monte, Calif.

BERETTA OVER/UNDER GOLDEN
SNIPE. This single trigger, featherweight
model has the deluxe features of the Silver
Snipe: chromium alloy steel barrels are fitted
to Beretta Monobloc receiver drawn from a
single block of steel together with barrel
lugs and front of the rib. The Golden Snipe

413 Lauderdale, Sel ma, Alabama

WALTER H. CRAIG

Dealers Attention-Dress up that Single
Action Colt with a brand new pair of
EAGLE GRIPS. Three pair for $10
PREPAID in continental USA. Ala.
residents add 40/0 sales tax.
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LEARN GUNSMITHING
Train now for income openings-or operate your
own shop. Our Master Gunsmithing Course is
practical and complete. Individual instruction.
Not correspondence. State licensed. Write today.

PENNA. GUNSMITH SCHOOL
257-G W. Riverview Ave., Bellevue, Pittsburgh 2, Pa.

NEW SPORTSMAN'S BOOT HANGERS
make big news. Now you can hang boots up
on the line to dry properly, look better, last
longer. The spring tongs firmly grip boot
heel for as long as you want. Good for years
of use, they're made of sturdy, rust-proof
steel wire. A set of four costs $1.00 postpaid.
Offered by The Edwards, Box 8444, Dept.
190, San Francisco International Airport,
San Francisco, Calif.

EAGLE GRIPS

GREAT GAINS in use have been noted in
their crow, predator, squirrel, hawk, and
deer calls, although substantial increases
have also occurred in the turkey, pheasant,
quail, and coon calls, according to the P. S.
Olt Co., Dept. G-I, Pekin, Ill. Arthur OIt,
President of the company, has stressed the
importance of hunters learning to use therr
calls properly. This, he says, can be accom
plished by instruction records. Information
on the complete Olt line of calls is available
upon request.

SEMI-STEEL CAST IRON "C" PRESS
weighs IIlh pounds. Called the No. 204, it
is strong, tough, and durable. An extra wide
bowed mouth permits easy access for the
reloader's hand, avoiding scraped knuckles.
It is reinforced throughout with engineered
ribbing and gussets for perfect rigidity. The
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pation to showing off our trophies to Jean.
But life always takes the unexpected

course! We had hoped to run into Jean very
soon, but after a long search and tiresome
conversation with the Arab it appeared that
the scatter-brain could not remember the
agreed meeting place. What a hopeless situa·
tion! Then, suddenly Andre discovered the
tracks of Jean's car. Overjoyed, we followed
-and went on following for three hours be
fore we realized that our friend was doing
exactly the same thing, searching for us
and in an effort to catch up one with the
other, we were crossing and re-crossing our
tracks in this damned, impossible country.
With no chance of sending up a smoke signal
because there was no grass, we blindly fol
lowed Jean's tracks further, fervently praying
that they would come to an end somewhere.
As our thirst increased so did the heat and
we both secretly hoped that the engine would
hold out. The odds seemed to be heavily
against us and we decided it was best to
return to Oumchalouba, where we arrived in
the dead of night.

We fully intended to wait up for Jean but,
worn out with the day's adventures and ex
citement, we fell asleep. Perhaps just as well,
for he did not arrive until four o'clock in the
morning. This did not seem to be the proper
moment to displa)' our trophies to Jean, so
without any delay we let him creep to his
bed, there to forget in peaceful slumber, the
trials and tribulations of a wasted day. No,
not exactly wasted, because no time spent in
this strangely beautiful and fascinating coun
try, can e'ver be wasted.

The following morning we started out
afresh but this time together. As we moved
northwest, there was more and more wild
game-hundreds of oryx seemed to be mill·
ing about before our eyes. Often we saw
herds of up to 50 at a time. The damas, now
seemingly quite fearless, showed themselves,
but the shy addax never once appeared on
the scene. The guide arabe sent up prayers
to Allah and drew mysterious figures in the
sand in an attempt to conjure up the rare
desert antelope before our guns. But all to
no avail. One morning we suddenly saw a
beauty with curved horns. A more detailed
scrutiny revealed three addax moving slowly
westwards - their wonderful horns silhou
etted against the horizon. What a sight for
our hungry eyes! Eventually, I could see the
strongest bull clearly enough to aim, and
shortly afterwards I fired-my bullet strik
ing its target. It seemed that the Arabian
medicine had worked its magic after all!

Time was running out on us. It was a
long way to Abeche where we were to board
the plane and, with feelings of regret, we
broke camp. Our hearts were heavy and sad
as we thought of tomorrow with its "hack-to
civilization" air. No more thrills, disappoint·
ments and frustrations of the hunt; no more
breathless excitement of the unexpected, the
jolly get-togethers around the campfire or the
arresting beauty of this Dark Continent. This
truly fantastic safari had come to an end
an end only in reality, for the memories of
the Ennedi Mountains, the camel rides
through the rocky country, and the ~
elusive mouflon, live on in my mind. ~

BY GEORGE L. HERTER
AND JACQUES P. HERTER

LUXURY 30-DA Y

AFRICAN SAFARI $690 00

(Continued from page 29)

AFRICA'S RAREST GAME

success. Together, we planned to leave next
morning for Oumchalouba and from there, to
Faya in the northern part of French Equa·
torial Africa, to hunt the elusive addax, and
if possible, the oryx.

The trip went without a hitch and we
sighted much big game, mainly dorcas gazelle
and one or two herds of damas, or gazelle
aerienne as called by the Arabs, one of the
most graceful antelopes in Africa.

Oumchalouba is a fort, but with only one
inhabitant-a white sergent en chef. He was
over-joyed at seeing us, and brought out some
ice-cold beer.

The following day, we decided to le'ave the
big lorry, with the equipment and the boys,
in Oumchalouba for a few days and take the
Unimog and a light Jeep into the desert.
Tommy and I drove ahead, with Jean prom
ising to follow after having explained to his
"boy mechanic" how to manage a Unimog
in sandy country.

Our faithful Andre was there with us and
acted as interpreter for our new guide arabe.
We soon left the track, first marking it with
a stick and drawing an arrow in the sand.
Proceeding on our way, we soon decided it
was time to call a halt and wait for Jean,
and wait we did-two hours slipped by and
no sign of Jean! An animated conversation
sprung up between Andre and the Arab and,
from the interpretation, we understood that
Jean had arranged with our guide to meet at
a fixed point. Nothing to do but drive there.

Barely 10 minutes had passed before we
sighted our first oryx. They seemed to be
resting, so I crept very stealthily towards
them, hardly daring to breathe for fear of
frightening them. As luck would have it, a
dama spotted me from about 100 yards and
in a flash the whole pra'irie was on the move!
I just had time to take aim at the largest
oryx and shoot. The herd turned in flight
but my bull moved with extreme difficulty,
and as I closed in for the final shot he turned
towards me and slowly his horns sank into
the sand. The trophy was a powerful-looking
animal, the horns measuring 43, inches.

We were about to take some photographs
when to our horror we discovered that not
only our cameras, but all our water supply,
was in Jean's car. To add to our plight it
grew hotter and hotter toward midday and
not wishing to be marooned out in that burn
ing furnace without water we decided to pro
ceed to the meeting place of which the Arab
had spoken. On the way there we stumbled
across oryx once again, and this time Tommy
displayed his skill by shooting a fine bull
with 45 inch horns. We were thrilled with
this and looked forward with boyish antici-

Primer Pocket
Diameter Gages
Set of 2-$2.25

•
Flash Hole

Gages
Set of 2-$2.50

SHOT SHELL
LOADER BY

ACC-U-REAMMARK I

PRIMER POCKET REAMER

NEW ACC-U-REAM .210
PRECISION "CHAMBER TYPE"

This world's record squad put their con
fidence in our recoil pad. Perfectshooting
be it in the field or at the nation's top
competitive meets. calls for a Pachmayr
WHITE LlNE® Reco; I Pad.

Designed, tnanufactured and distributed
exclusively by Frank A. Pachmayr since
1932, White Line Recoil Pads are covered
by trademarks and patents. Often copied,
but never equalled. It costs no more to
instal t the best. Made of 100%oj I resistant
Neoprene, guaranteed to remain resilient for the life of
your gun. A style, model and size for all types of rifles
and shotguns. At dealers everywhere. Send for FREE
16·page product brochure. .

Your new MARK I offers you the finest in an inexpensive
shotshell loader. Everything has been included to allow
you to load shotsllells that will perform to your m?st
exacting reqUirements. Now available in the followIng
A'auj:;cs: 10-::;a. 31/2" mag.-12-ga. std. & 12-ga. 3" mag.
20·ga. std. & 20-ga. 3" mag.

$14.95 FOB FRESNO

ACC-U-REAM PRODUCTS
A Division of Ma-Rep-Co., Inc.

6121 North Blackstone, Fresno, California
DEALER & JOBBER ENQUIRIES INVITED

'
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~ Pat. Pend
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•
.30~06 Case Cross
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Established at 1959 Grand American

16 YD. SQUAD
SHOOTS 500 x 500
FOR A PERFECT SCORE!

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC., DEPT. G-l
12"20 South Grand Avenue. Los Angeles IS, California
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WHICH CALIBERS FOR AFRICA?
(Continued from page 33) ~ internationa~

n urnbel's in the caliber designa tion, the .222
Remington and even the .25-20 is legal, and
you can even hunt eland with those car
tridges. How silly this ruling is is demon
strated by the fact that the eland bull stands
5Y2 to 6 feet high at the shoulders and
weighs from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds. It is a
good thing for the game that the small .300
Sherwood guns are not plentiful-this midget
cartridge is also legal for eland!

I have no doubt that even big game has
been killed once in a while with the diminu-'
tive .22 rim-fire. These were lucky shots,
often placed by a superb rifleman, and the
particular animal responded to that particu·
lar shot by keeling over. For every animal so
taken, I can recite dozens of cases where
even a small antelope took up to ten shots
from a big bore rifle before giving up life.
I recently took out a .222 Remington to try
it out on tommy, a buck of 55 to 60 pounds.
I found that unless the animal was shot in
a nerve center, spine, heart, or head, the
bullet could not be relied upon to drop the
buck. I have heard claims that local farmers
shoot kongoni (Hartebeest) with the .22
Hornet, but doubt that they have the fabu
lous kill ratio that they claim is theirs. Kon·
gonis, along with zebra, are bloody hard to
kill, and most sportsmen find that our Afri
can game is especially tenacious of life.

Let me take a minute to demonstrate this.
Not too long ago I shot a kongoni with a
.375 H&H Magnum, using the 270 grain
Silvertip bullet. He folded up as if he had
been fatally shot. On my approach, he got
up and ran. It took a total of 11 placed
bullets from a .30-30 and seven hits from the
.375 to put him down and the last shot was
placed directly into the brain. Time and
.again I have seen, and have had reports from
Teliable white hunters, that if the animal got
·over the first bullet shock, it will take off at
a great rate of speed although severely
wounded. The .30-30 should not be used on
8.nything bigger than impala and if used at
all, should be used only at short range.

Quite often we hear the .303 British
condemned as poor hunting caliber. It is
true that the service ammunition is not
suitable for game, but too many of the local
farmers and other residents have used this
full patch load on game. This results in
badly crippled game, and the bullet effect on
antelopes is too slow to make itself felt. A
farmer friend once asked me to shoot a
tommy for him at about a 100 yards. He
loaned me his P 14.303 target rifle, and I
fired three times from a rest at the buck.
Every time I fired, the buck merely looked
up from his feeding. We gave up in disgust
and got back in the Land Rover to find some
other game. As we started off, the natives on
the top of the Rover began yelling and point
ing. As we watched, the buck slowly col- ,
lapsed. I found that all three bullets had
gone through the buck's heart.

Over the years I have seen men use the
.44-40 and similar calibers. These are fine
calibers, but ballistically they leave much to
be desired. The drop figures read like the
ballistics charts of a big cannon, and if you
make a mistake in your range estimation,

then you'll shoot clear under your game. I
have used the 7 mm for several years, and
like the venerable .30-06, I have found it
excellent on soft skinned game.

Every so often I have white hunters come
into the store. Most of the professional hunt
ers use some sort of heavy double rifle for
big game, and most of them use the time
honored .470. In the last few years there has
been considerable interest in the .458 maga
zine rifle. One important consideration is the
price, since the magazine rifles cost about one
half as much as a good used double rifle.

As the best all-around rifle, there is little
question that the old .375 H&H Magnum gets
the nod from all of us. I believe that the .375
is used more and accounts for more game
than any other caliber around, either mod
ern or obsolete. It has one other advantage.
If you happen to come upon a buff, rhino or
elephant under favorable circumstances, you
need not pass up a shot due to being under
gunned. Some exponents even claim that the
man going on a three or four week safari
needs only one gun-a .375 H&H Magnum.
This however might mean that the white
hunter has to take over the killing of the
heavy stuff after his client fired the first shot.

What about the ultra-high velocity rifles?
A great many of them are very pretty and do
an excellent job, but here in East Africa,
they have not found too much favor with
local hunters. For one thing, barrel life is
important, and there are no gunshops on
every corner where you can get a new barrel
for your gun. Another thing to be considered
is the fact that a standard bullet may per
form well at its intended velocity, but when
speeded up, it may fail to penetrate properly.

It is axiomatic that soft point bullets are
to be used on the light game, while the
heavy bullets are to be used on buff, ele
phant, and rhino. And don't be misled by
the old story about the military ammunition
-very often that is the only ammo a farmer
can get locally, and in this case that ammuni
tion is better than nothing at all. A number
of the local chaps simply hollow-point the
military loads to collect camp meat.

Let me add one more piece of advice. If
you talk with a white hunter, be sure that
he is talking about safari hunting, not game
control shooting. A good many of them be
lieve that, when herd shooting, the best bullet
they can use on buffs are the soft point ones.
Although these bullets often do not pene
trate properly, a solid bullet may go through
one animal and wound another one unbe
known to the hunter. This could become
sticky, but buff hunting, especially control
hunting, can be dangerous at times.

If you are safari-bound, do take your .30·06
and your .375 H&H Magnum along. For the
big stuff, my advice is to try several of the
guns over here before leaving for the bush.
You can rent them easily, and trying them
gives you a chance to see which caliber you
handle easily and without undue punishment.
And don't be toO' impressed by the caliber
number! A bad case of the flinches in the
bush won't help you at all, and then it ~
is too late to try and change calibers. ~

Hunt the finest big game
areas in the world ••• the
best and newest territories in
Africa!

Book now for 1964!
NORTHERN RHODESIA

Luangwa Valley
Very lightly hunted. Good general selection of
prized heads. Only 30 licenses issued per year.

ANGOLA
Mavinga concession. Prices unchanged, 2 clients
and 1 PWH, 30 days, $2110 ea. Get the BIG FIVE,
Greater Kudu, Roan, Sable, Lechwe, Sitatunga,
Sassaby, Eland, abundant plains game.

BECHUANALAND
Vast numbers of settled game in the Okavango
Swamps-open to hunting only a short time.
Trophy heads inclUding Gemsbok. 1963 client
trophies include: 50" Sable, 60lf," Kudu, 10 ft.
lion, 48" Buffalo.

MOZAMBIQUE
From Beira or Lourenco Marques. Broad selection
of game and hunting concessions. Virgin terri
tories open now. Elephant, lion, Leopard, BUffalo,
Kudu, Nyala, Sable, Impala.

INDIAN SHIKARS
Guaranteed showing of trophy Tiger within shoot
ing distance. Also Panther, Gaur, Blue Bull, Samb·
har Deer.

Write or phone: ERNEST P. PROSSNITZ

Safaris International-Division of:

SPECIAL TOURS'& TRAVEL, Inc.
6 N. Michigan, Chicago, 111., Phone FI 6-8626

National record
2654 shot with
Herrett's stocks
Top shooters rely on
Herrett's made-to
measure stocks for
greater accuracy,
comfort. NEW! Jor

dan holsters,
belts. Write

Made to your hand pattern for FREE literature.

--fH f\ ~ l~ f\ It· .. STOCKSt 1 to S BOX 741
., " TWIN fAllS IDAHO

HANDMADE BOOTS

Wedlern Slyled
ORDER YOUR BOOTS

BY MAIL

BRAHMA
"Glove soft - mule skin tuff."
Fully leather lined. 14" "V"
tops with narrow toe and un
dershot walking heel. Smooth
side out retanned top quality
leather. $2695
No. 70

WRITE FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG

NEW '64 STYLES

With order send shoe size. calf of lea measurement
and foot tracing. $5.00 deposit on C.O.D. orders. We
pay postage on prepaid orders. Our guarantee·for ex
change return boots undamaged and unworn within
ten days.

-Audlin Bool CO.
P.O. Box 548-G Winters, Texas

Styles for Men and Women
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DEAN OF TROPHY HUNTERS
(Continued from page 23)

.---------_.....-------_...

SOUTH AMERICAN SAFARI'S
J. Foss, Julio Estrada, and Weatherby.

group. As soon as I was able to place my
bead on his shoulder, I fired my .416 Rigby.
He dropped for a moment, got up again and
ambled into the thick bush, apparently badly
wounded. The lionesses scattered.

"While the situation looked bad, I was
confident of my shot, and we held our ground
for a while. The groaning of the lion indi
cated that he was very sick, and we stepped
into me open to get closer and perhaps get
another shot. When we had covered about
half the distance, we separated, trying to
get better views into the bush. Suddenly,
one of the trackers yelled out in swahili,
'Watch out boss, watch out there is another
lion.' I thought he meant another male but,
in a moment, realized that one of tbe lion·
esses was stalking me, ready to spring. Hus
sein, my gun bearer, fired a shot at her as
I was getting ready to do the same', and in
a moment the incident went up in smoke.
I went forward, and eventually spotted the
wounded male through tbe thick brush. I
aimed my scoped .30-06 at the base' of an
ear, fired, and he went down for keeps."

In 1961 Julio Estrada achieved the ulti
mate in hunting honors. He was awarded the
highly coveted Weatherby Big Game Trophy
and during the presentation, Roy We'atherby
described Julio as "The Dean ~

of the Hunting World." ...

Whether Mark missed, or fired at the beast's
feet to veer the charge, I never found out
I centered my bead on the chest of the
monster, fired quickly, and dropped him in
his tracks. More trouble began to develop
when a more than well developed calf fol·
lowed the charge, but called it off. •

"The' lion incident was also a quick one,
and I again did not realize how close my
end was until it was all over. We were
driving along the Ruwama River, in Tan
ganyika, which was men only a serie's of
waterholes. Glassing the area, we spotted
a lioness that had been asleep under a clump
of trees. Pretty soon anomer lioness stuck
ber head out of the same bush, then a third
one. Thinking mat there might be a male
there, we drove ahead, dropping a carcass,
and pulling off to await the results. We did
not return for nearly an hour, and leaving
the car hidden, we approached from upwind.
From some 50-60 yards, we could see five
lione'sses on the carcass when, all of a sud
den, a beautiful full-maned lion joined the

since the smaller buffalo calves hardly made
a meal for Puli. The big tiger killed the
zebu on the second night, and the following
afternoon six beaters entered the patch of
jungle where he was resting. The tiger came
out of the grass on the run, dashed past the
place where Julio was standing, but made his
fatal mistake when he stopped for just a
moment. The soft nose bullet from Julio's
.500-465 H&I-I caught him square on the
shoulder, and a second shot brought him
down for good.

Puli proved to be of tremendous size, his
measurements, verified by the local game
warden, were ten foot two inches between
pegs, and six inches longer over the curves;
his weight was estimated at about 700
pounds, and his age' at about 18 years.
Mounted full size by the famed Coloman
Jonas, Puli now stands in a prominent place
in Julio's trophy room.

To name all of the game animals collected
by Julio Estrada would be monotonous; suf
fice it to say that the list would cover over
120 species, over 30 of which will be listed
in Roland Ward's book. He is especially
proud of his double grand slam of North
American wild sheep, collected before 1950.

While hunting for his Stone sheep to
complete his first grand slam in 1949, Julio
suffered a near-fatal heart attack. For most
men this would have meant finis to his favor
ite sport. After his complete recovery, Julio
undertook some of the most extensive hunting
of his life.

I asked Julio to describe the most danger
ous incident in his hunting career, and again
he could not single out anyone. He replied
by saying, "I have been in very close quar
ters several times, and there were some in
stance'S where I thought the end was near
an elephant in Tanganyika, a rhino in the
Aberdares, and a lioness near the Grumetti
River, were my closest calls.

"The elephant was in a herd of about 40.
My white hunter, Mark H. Williams, and I
stalked a large bull, by-passing all of the
smaller animals. Eventually, I had a chance
to shoot, and dropped the bull with a brain
shot. At the shot, all hell broke loose, since
we were in the middle of the herd without
realizing it. They did not cbarge, they were
just getting out of the way. We were in their
path, and on the verge of being trampled.

"In the case of the rhino, things happened
so very quickly. We were in the area for
rhino, sneaking through a winding game
trail, toward a waterhole, to see if we could
spot bushbuck. The trail went through heavy
forest and, near the end, through a draw the
sides of which acted as a funnel. I was walk
ing behind Mark, followed by my gun bearer
and three or four boys, and could almost
smell the buffalo as we approached the water
hole. Feeling uncomfortable with my little

, .30-06, I gave it to my gun bearcr, taking in
stead my brand new .375 Holland & Holland.
In a bend in the trail, some 15-18 yards
ahead, and blocking our path was the huge
rhino. I had already filled my license, and
knew I could not shoot except if he charged,
but I jumped quickly to one side as Mark
was directly in my line of fire. The rhino
started down the hill charging furiously.

~.~ _............---~ .. ~~ ., ~ .ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABELS, Inc. t6.0,;Uy~:~i~,~onN~~:
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arrangements were made with Charles Cotter
of Nairobi, but Hitler and Mussolini had
other plans for Africa, and the trip had to be
postponed for the duration of the war.

In June of 1947, Julio began a six month
safari with Safariland, Ltd. in Kenya. In

ovember, he left Africa after a bout with
dysentery that left him 40 pounds lighter and
so weakened that he could barely stand. He
l'eturned to Mexico with over 100 selected
trophies, many of which made the Rowland
Ward Record Book.

Julio has hunted some of the best areas
of the world: Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda,
the Tchad, Oubangui Chari, Mozambique,
Angola, and India. Unfortunately his age
and physical limitations preclude his hunting
of three' species his collection lacks-Nuhian
Ihex, Mountajn Nyala, and Mrs. Grey's
Lechwe.

Asked which of his trophies is his favorite,
Julio finds it difficult to give only one answer.
He mentions the lion he shot on the Ruwama
River in Tanganyika in 1947, one of the finest
to come out of Africa since the war; the
superh white oryx with 48" of perfectly
sy=etrical homs, which stood as a world
record for two years until two of his best
friends, Frank Hihben and Berry Brooks
shoved him into third place'; and he recalls
with enthusiasm the magnificent tiger he shot
in India on March 18, 1957.

The tiger or Puli, which in Kanara dialect
means majesty, was a cattle and man killer,
having killed almost two dozen natives. Every
bait put out for him was killed and thorough
ly consumed in one sitting, giving the hunter
no opportunity to wait for a second meal to
shoot him. Julio convinced his white hunter
to stake out some old zebu bulls for bait,

EXOTIC SAFART'S, 23 Miller Rd.
Wilmington, Mass., Phone 658-8571

All expense paid from Miami incl. AIR FARE

Hunting: Jaguar, Black Panther, Ocelot,
Puma, Crocodile, Deer, Wild Boar, Tapir, etc.
Duck, Quail, Turkey, Partridge, Hawks, etc.
Fishing: Tarpon, Snook, Pavion, many other
game fish.

Join us for the adventure of your lifetime
with Rod & Gun & Camera on a SAFARI
suited to your taste and budget. Booking now
for Dec., Jan., Feb. Economy 7 day safari,
$429. Regular 10 day safari, $629. Extended
14 day safari, $929. "Jaguar Guaranteed."

SPECIAL GROUP RATES to members of
sporting clubs as low as $299 all expense paid
including round trip air fare.
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Primers~
A GOOD

BEGINNING

again. And again. Walker and I had ring.
side seats for this performance.

"Doc had better shoot that bear again",
Walker commented. "There's an open lead
just ahead of him. It sure would be hell if
he made it to that open water. We'd lose
him. They just plop into a lead and sink."

I rushed over to join Doc. As we ap·
proached the bear to within about 20 yaTds,
he came very much alive. He bounced to
his feet and headed for the water at a full
gallop. He was angling away from us and
this left his side open. Doc shot the bear
three times, and I shot once. The perform
ance of this bruin upset my notions, fostered
by the easy killings on the two previous
bears, that the Polar is a soft touch. He most
definitely is not!

The .340 Weatherby Magnum had per
formed handsomely on the Polar Bear. I now
proposed to take it .down on Kodiak Island
and try it on the local brown- bear. It has
long been debatable which bear is the larger
of the two, the Polar or the Kodiak. The
larger skins are taken from th@ white bear,
but the massive heads of the brown species
account for larger measurements in the rec
ord book. The brownie is more muscular
than his Arctic cousin and it is probably the
largest specimen, outweighing the white bear.

The .340 Weatherby Magnum is' a souped·
up version of the .338 Magnum. It drives the
250 gr. bullet at 2860 fps, while the .338 can

. whip it along at nothing'better than 2700
fps. The bullet is the same in either case.
My previous hunt had proved the older Mag-

Write Dept. G-4 for Free Brochure
Largest Primer Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo
Red·Jet Bullets for Indoor Shooting Fun
Power Actuated Tool Cartridges for Industry

cas e a d e- e a rot rid g e.,
LEWISTON,I.DAHO

Any beginning should be a good one•
When you start your shotshell reloading
with CCI PRIMERS you are beginning
with the best! Four good reasons - 1M·
PROVED MIXTURE AND MORE OF
IT-FLANGE SQUARED FOR PER
FECT FIT - NICKELED-CORROSION
RESISTANT CUP-FLASH HOLE COV
ERED WITH COMBUSTIBLE MATE.
RIAL. Be sure your reloading table is
well supplied with DEPENDABLE CCI
P RIM E R S for good beginnings in all
your reloads. CCI PRIMERS ASSURE A
GOOD ENDING!

We noted that he was tracking a sow and
a younger boar. After an hour or so of spoor
ing, we had the direction. Swiss and I landed
the plane and took cover in a huge ice hum·
mock. We had barely settled when the sow
and the youngish male drifted by. A good
300 yards behind them was the old hoar.
He was making heavy going of it, and be
cause of his antiquity he did not hurry. He
was spooring the female and as it was the
rutting season, he was not to be turned aside.

He cut the yardage to 200 yards, then to
100, and in the space of a dozen heartbeats,
he was out there at 50 yards. Swiss was busy
making a movie of the oncoming target and
with the three inch telephoto lens he whis
pered to me that at that distance, the bear
would fill the entire screen. I let him come
until he was 40 yards away. Another step or
two and he would have spotted my guide and
his camera. I placed the post squarely on his
throat and squeezed the trigger. The NosIer
bullet piled that big bruiser on his nose. His
front legs were swept from under him and
he stood on his head with his hindquarters
still in the air. This posture exposed the top
of his shoulders to me and I hammered in
a second round. That was enough.

Doc Vaughn's bear provided much more
excitement. The doctor thumped his bruin
at about 125 yards, using his .300 Mark V
with the 180 gr. NosIer slug. The bear
dropped, but was not dead. The doctor shot

(Continued from page 37)

HUNTING FOR THE BIG ARCTIC BEARS

·uffered his old .300 H&H Winchester M70.
Bo accepted it eagerly and leveled on the
bear which by this time was almost in their
laps. The Winchester misfired, too. It had
·condensed moisture in the driving spring and
this had hardened to ice. In desperation Bo
llannon snatched up his rifle, a Weatherby
Mark V, and tried again. By this time the
bear was at 20 yards. The rifle fired. The
11 foot bruin dropped dead.

It is quite common to have the driving
spring, shrouded by the bolt and thus unseen,
-collect just enough moisture to freeze. The
-spring is then sufficiently sluggish, and fails
to dent the primer as strongly as it should.
A failure-to-fire results. Primers get cold, too,
and powders burn cooler. Speer, in their
llandloaders manual, indicate a loss of 90
·feet per second muzzle velocity from a normal
temperature of 70 degrees down to 0 degrees.
You can calculate from this a very consid
·erable velocity loss when you shoot -in tem
peratures of -15 to -50 degrees.

Scopes and binoculars must be kept out·
·uf·doors. These are best left with the rifle
in the ship and a~e then not prone to fogging.

I used the Bushnell ScopeChief 4X with
1he changeable reticle and Bushnell 7X35
:binoculars and found both perfect.

"What is the most common caliber used
up here, Nelson?" I asked my guide. "I do
:not mean among you old Arctic hands but
ietched up here by the dudes you take out."

"The .300 Weatherby' Magnum," the guide
-replied without a moment's hesitation. "Seems 1-------------------------------------
like almost everybody brings one along."

Hunting out of Kotzebue, base camp for
Walker&Swiss, I lived in the Rotman Hotel.
Looking around I counted guns and calibers.
Among the eight or ten sportsmen, there were
lour .300 Weatherby Magnums, one .30-06,
two .338 Magnums, and a .375 H&H Mag
num. Among the guides the preferance ran
:between the .300 H&H Magnum and the .375
JI&H Magnum. The Winchester was the
·choice of the guide-pilots, the Weatherby
:predominated among the hunters.

I was there to test the new .340 Weatherby
:Magnum and my hunting mate, Charley
Renaud, packed not one but two .300's, one
made up on the Mark V action,. the other
·on the Model 70. Later Dr. Vaughn came
.and killed a fine II-footer with a _300
Weatherby Magnum. We used the NosIer
Dullet, my hunting partners the 180 gr. pill,
• .,hile I elected the 210 grain bullet.

Renaud spotted his bear from aloft. He
and Swiss landed and climbed an ice pres
sure ridge to await the bruin's coming. The
bear, however, had other plans. He winded
-them at a good 400 yards and swung off to
the right very abruptly. It was then or never.
_Renaud, a veteran of six African safaris and
-one of the best rifleman I have ever known,
placed his first shot into the bruin. It dumped
the 1400 pound bear but he was back on
bis feet in a twinkling. Up and running. Two
-following shots were misses. Then the first
180 gr. NosIer got in its lethal work. The
,great white beast slowed, stopped, and slowly
iell on its side.

My bear was next. I spotted this old boar
:as he fed off a whale which had been caught
and died in the ice when the freeze-up came.
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num; the .338 had done an impressive job on
a walloping big brown bear.

The morning after our arrival at Dog Sal·
mon, Talifson, Bill an Aleut packer, and I
left camp early. We were prepared for the
vagaries of the weather. On Kodiak, in the
spring, you can start off with the sun out,
get into a severe rain squall at 11, a snow
storm in midafternoon, and return to camp
with the thermometer many degrees below
freezing. The gear you carry must be able
to cope with the weather. A down jacket,
a rain suit, ruhber boots, gloves or mittens,
lunch, binoculars, a 20X spotting scope and
mount, cameras, knives and whet stone. The
great bears are hunted by watching the
glaciers at the very tops of the mountains.
The giants seem to favor the high places
and the deepest snow for their winter beds.
They are spotted and studied with the 20X
scope. After that it is a matter of climbing.

Morris, the Indian, and I climbed steadily.
We saw only one bear, a solitary male high
in the snows on our right flank. It was noon
by then and we had eaten our sandwiches.
We started our climb for him. It would be
a four hour hike, mostly upward. On our way
we crossed the spoor of a truely giant brown
bear. His track was the largest I'd ever
seen. We immediately swung aside, forget
ting our high-and-lonesome bruin to follow
this smoking hot sign.

We had been on the track for perhaps a
half-hour when the Indian spoke in a hoarse
whisper, "Look, Moo:ris! A bear!" I saw the
animal even as he spoke. Here was the target
I'd come to find. This bear looked bigger
than a King ranch bull and he was bearing
down on us with surprising speed. His bulk
in the gloom of the alders grew with each
heartbeat.

I covered his tremendously broad chest
with the post and let her go. The 250 gr.
NosIer knocked the great critter flat. But it
didn't keep him flattened for very long. He
was on his feet and running in a split sec·
ond. I whacked my second shot into him as
he bulldozed a brand new trail through the
alders. I found out later that it was too
low to hit the spine and too high to knife
into the lungs.

I took up the blood spoor on the run.
Talifson and the Indian were trailing be
hind, and three hours later I caught up with
the bruin. He' had run me up and down the
side of the mountain a half·dozen times. It
was after six o'clock when I gave him the
one last shot in a dense clump of alders
where he'd bMn waiting for me. The first
shot had missed the heart and plowed
through the lungs. It had been poorly placed
and fired too hastily.

There was less than an hour of daylight
remaining. We gutted the bear, a great prize
with a skull measuring 28 13/16 inches and
the hide squared 10' 3". We returned to
camp at 1 :30 A.M., we'd then been on our
feet and moving for 171;'2 hours. The next
morning I started hack to get the skin with
two fresh guides.

The .340 Weatherby Magnum had per
formed well. The failure to anchor the great
beast was my fault rather than that of the
rifle. I had placed the bullet poorly and had
paid for my poor showing with a trek which
had cost me 29 hours of almost continuous
marching. But looking back on it, I think
that the effort was wortqwhile- ~

but just this once! L.-

$12.50

$15,00

PISTOLS-A MODERN ENCY
CLOPEDIA by Henry M. Steb
bins with A. J. E. Shay and
O. R. Hammond.

Contains eight chapters on the
choice of pistols ... the cur
rently American made models,
the most useful or challeng
Ing old-timers and the most
worthy imports; plus six chap
ters on the often neglected
topic of ammunition. 26 chap
ters in all covering every
pistol Interest.

CIVIL WAR GUNS by William
B, Edwards.
A firearms bonanza for collec
tors, students, historians. Here
is the definitive work on Amer
ica's first great arms race. The
author spent 5 years in re
search, digging through every
pertinent source from personal
reminiscence to official record,
producing a work unequaled in
its field. In a clear, unacadem
ic style, narrative or documen
tary as needed, he unfolds in
450 pages the true Hlife story"
of every significant firearm,
North and South, Including
foreign weapons.

$8.50

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN
FIREARMS, edited by Bob
Brownell
Over 1,600 exploded View
photos, blueprints, sketches,
schematic drawings, cutaway
photos of thousands of modern
American-made guns. The
most comprehensive book of its
kind ever published-an Indis
pensable guide for every avid
gun enthusiast. 1,066 pages.
Book bound , $20.00

THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
by Col. Charles Askins.
The complete picture on shot
guns ..• design, manufacture,
shooting form, ammunition..•
all in one neat package. Not a

g;7t ihh~~I~~e~aat6\~S~t~~~~i
~~~i~~~n~::9 ~J~~~ 3~At~a:~:
more than 100 illustrations. A
"must" volume for the shotgun
enthusiast.

COLT FIREARMS by James E.
Serven.
This enlarged, new special
edition presents the full and
comprehensive story of Colt
firearms from their origin to
the present. Complete range of
weapons is pictured and de
scribed, including Colt car
bines. rifles and shotguns.
Contains 394 pages, 550 mus
trations.

$17,50

$3.95

$2.95

ADDRESS _

NAME _

CITY ZONE- STATE _
Please allow 10 days for delivery

-------------------1

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST ed
ited by John T. Amber.
An encyclopedia for rifle. pistol
and shotgun reloaders! 260

I~~b~rrl~f::'b:¥~~~':d:~ ~g~fci
authorities. Includes: complete
catalog section of tools and
components, self-computing
bullet energy chart, die and
shell holder chart. cartridge
dimension tables-plus tips,
notes and shortcuts from ex
perts on choosing and using
handloadlng tools.

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S
BOOK by Col. Charles Askins.
A noted expert shares his
wealth of gun handling "sav
vy" with you. A book that
wlll definitely aid you In be
coming a better shot, perhaps
even a champion. Authorita
tive description of methods.
techniques, handguns of all
types. Knowledgeable shooters
will need this book. For the
beginner and expert alike.

$8,50

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS AND
REVOLVERS by W.H.B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Kent
Bellah. A brand new 1962 edi
tion of this comprehensive
handgun refernce book for the
identification and mechanics
of the world's handguns. '1'14
pages, hundreds of illustra
tions.

$12.50

SMALL ARMS OF THE
WORLD by W. H. B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Joseph
E. Smith. The most authori
tative reference ever published
on military small arms. Spe
cial emphasis on U.S. and
U.S.S.R. weapons. 711 pages,
more than 1700 illustrations
covering Identification, call
bers, ammunition, stripping,
assembly, safety and history.

$15.00

1964 GUN DIGEST edited by
John T. Amber.
World's finest gun authorities,
have again created a sparkling
collection of articles, facts, fig
ures, illustrations and tables
on every facet or guns and
shooting, The only complete.
unique and up-to-the-minute
gun book. Fully priced and
lllustrated Catalog Section of
all domestic and imported
guns and accessories.

Order for yourself . .. gifts for your friends!

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

Guns MAGAZINE~
THE BEST IN FIREARMS BOOKS

Book Dept., GUNS MAGAZINE, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, III. G-lb
Enclosed Is $ In full payment for the books I have checked below. I understand you will pay postage.

Circle the books af your choice.
$15.00 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD $ 8.50 - THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
$ 8,50 - THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK $15.00 - CIVIL WAR GUNS
$ 3.95 - 1964 GUN DIGEST $12.50 - PISTOLS, A MODERN ENCYCLOPEDIA
$ 2.95 - HANDLOADER'S DIGEST $17.50 - COLT FIREARMS
$12.50 - BOOK OF PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS' $20.00 - ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIREARMS

SAVEl SAVEl If you are
a member of SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA, write in your
membership number and deduct
20% from list prices shown.
Save on your book purchases
-join the SHOOTERS CLUB
now! See ad in this issue.
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Shooters with a good
eye for quality and
marksmanship choose
the Lawrence Gun
slinger II . . . a com
bination of finest leath
er and craftsmanship.

Write for free 20-pg.
catalog in color

Over 100 holster styles
and quick draw equip·
ment. Also rille scab
bards, cartridge belts.
shell carriers. slings.
knife sheath and belts.
~ At your dealer or
LV available by mail

Ready for action

Iiwtuta
GUNSLINGER II

REIVER GUNBOX KITS

Model 1016

$16.45

Gum 16" kif

ORDER BY MAIL

JULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99. DELAWARE

THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.
Portland 4, Oregon Since 1857 Dept. G-1

As Illustrated

$21 95
No_ 79

GUNSLINGER II
Special metal
reinforced
fast draw
holster with
leather lining.
New leather
lined contour
cut belt angled
for trim fit and
easy draw.

SAFARI-
NORTH AMERICAN GAME-OR

VARMINT-WE WILL BUILD THE
MOST SUITABLE AND RELIABLE

RIFLE FOR ALL TYPES OF HUNTING

JAEGER RIFLES
MADE WITH UTMOST CARE
TO CUSTOMERS' SPECIFICATIONS

The various pistols are identical except for
barrel length, though the target model will
probably have an adjustable trigger pull on
future manufacture. Originally the pistols
had eight groove, left hand rifling. How
ever, this is being changed now to a six
groove right hand twist of one turn in about
16 inches. Model K-62-4 has a 4Y2" barrel
and weighs 14 ounces; Model K-62-5 has a
5Y2" barrel and weighs one pound; Model
K-62-6 is a target type gun with 6%" barrel
that weighs 17-18 ounces. All have western
type grips of black plastic, each with a spare
cartridge holder for three cartridges in each
panel. All have windage adjustable rear
sights. Retail price in Mexico varies from
about ten to over twelve dollars, depending
on model.

The four rifles are all similar except for
barrel length and style. Model 51 has a 21"
barrel and a small stock for young shooters.
Model 52 has a 24" barrel with a larger
stock, and Model 53 is the same except for
a 26" barrel and hooded tal'get front sight.
Model 54, called the "Vaquero," is a western
carbine type with 21" barrel and sling
swivels. Weight varies from 4 to about 5%,
pounds and stocks are all of oil treated
mahogany, since walnut is too expensive and
hard to get in Mexico. The rear sights are
adjustable for elevation and have a slight
adjustment for windage. Rifling is six groove,
right hand twist of about one turn in 16
inches. Price in Mexico varies from 12 to 18
dollars, depending on model. The Model
R-M-61-2 is a .22 bolt-action rifle with a 22
inch barrel, weighing 4% pounds; sights and
stock are similar to the other rifles. Produc
tion of a .22 autoloader has been delayed
because of the demand for the low priced
single shot models.

One model that might prove very popular
in the United States is the single shot, bolt
action Model RM-61-1 for the .22 Reming-

(Continued on page 65)

MEXICAN SPORTING ARMS
(Continued from page 41)

facturing facilities, we got down to the
individual models and their characteristics.
Initial design is based on Mexican shooting
and sporting problems with the local market
possibilities being of greatest importance.
However, they do plan an eventual export
program, confident that there is a market for
Mendoza arms in the U.S.

Four rifle and three handgun models are
based on an improved single-shot action de·
signed by Hector Mendoza. There is also a
survival weapon employing this action, but
this gun is not yet in production. The action,
a variation of the old Remington-Ryder roll
ing-block, eliminates certain features of the
rolling-block. It has very few moving parts
and all of these can be stamped rather than
machined. The principal difference between
the original rolling-block and the Mendoza
design is the system of locking the breech
block. In the Ryder patent a block rolled
under the breech block as the hammer de
scended; the Mendoza employs a flange on
the breech block, the nose of the hammer
"rolls" under this. Like the older rolling
block, it is strong and durable, and makes
up into one of the most accurate, low priced
.22 rim-fire firearms I have ever tested. The
Mendoza action has no separate striker or
firing pin, and since it is incorporated as a
protrusion in the face of the breech block,
it cannot be damaged by dry-firing.

Just how strong is the Mendoza action?
In answer to this question, a standard pro
duction model pistol was picked at random
from the assembly line. Bullets were pulled
from three .22 Umg Rifle cases and shoved
into the barrel and chambered with a clean
ing rod. Two charges of powder were dumped
into one case and this was inserted behind
the three bullets and fired-the gun being
hand-held, much to my horror. The head of
the case ruptured and gas leaked through
the ports provided on each side-not back
toward the shooters face - of the breech
block. The action was undamaged, although
the barrel was bulged slightly. The test was
repeated a second time with no damage
other than enlarging the ring on the barrel.

I was told up to five bullets and three
charges of powder had been fired in some
early models without failure of the action,
which is certainly more than enough strength
to withstand the pressures of any .22 rim-fire
ammunition. Quality control is under the di
rection of Lt. Gabriel Diaz Meoncada, pro
duction engineer and brother-in-law of Hector
Mendoza, who is proud of the fact that not
a single defective firearm has been returned
to the factory since full production got
under way.

Accuracy, due in part to the rigidity of
the action and the ve'ry fine trigger pull, is
checked during manufacture and an effort
is made to detect poor barrels before final
assembly. Each completed arm is further
tested for accuracy with five shots, before
packing, and the target included with the
gun. Each gun must make a minimum group
at 10 meters (33 feet) of less than one inch,
and most do much better than this. In seek
ing permission from the Government to man
ufacture these guns, Productos Mendoza set
up unusually high standards of accuracy and
proof, hoping that other manufacturers will
eventually follow their example.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date March 1964 issue (on

sale Jan. 25) is Dec. 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS MAGAZINE,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III .

BINOCULARS & TELESCOPES

SCOPE MOUNTS-Brochure 18G will help you select the
proper mount for your scope and rifle. Write Maynard
Buehler Inc., Orinda, Calif.

BOOKS

IMPORTANT: READ the book, Notes on Guerrilla War.
l:)rinciples and Practices, by Colonel Virgil Ney, $3.50 pod.
Command Publications, Bex 6303, N.W. Station, Washing
ton 15. D.C.
REPRINT OF Savage Arms 1916 Manual on Lewis
Machine Gun, $1.95 ea. See October "Arms Library." L.
A. Funk, 9404B Woodland Rd.• Puyallup, Wash. 98371.
NEW BOOK. Hazards and Problems of Handloading.
Covers points neglected in common publications. $2. Post
paid. Quantity discounts. Fred Tuck~r. Kenton. Okla.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONGS INTO $$$$$$$$$$$ New. unknown Songwriters,
Songpoets. Composers share $33 Millions yearly. Any
kind we collaborate. publish. promote. Free appraisals,
free 'samples. details. Send Nordyke Publishers, 6000 Sun
set. Holl.ywood. California. California 54-90028.

COLLECTORS

100 FOREIGN COINS $2.95. 2 MeXIcan Silver Dollars
$1.00. Johnson. Box 188G. Tolleson. Arizona.
HURRY: SEND 50c for Morley Catalog «every damn
thing we gun collectors love." Morley. 10 Fiske. Mount
Vernon, N.Y.
NEW COLLECTOR SERVICE Rare military books.
manuals. war relics, weapons, uniforms. helmets. accoutre
ments. medals. insignia, documents, photos, pa.intings.
prints. 44 Page. Illustrated Catalogue 50¢ refundable
with purchase. Peter Hlinka, Historical Americana. Dept.
G, 226 East 89th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10028.

ENGRAVING

ENGRAVING BY PRUDHOMME. Folder $1.00. 302
Ward Building. Shreveport. Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPsmLE FARM-Pond-Fish-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee. 39342 Buena Vista. Dallas 4. Texas.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia.• waterproof. burns under
water; 10 ft,. $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. WIlliam Zeller. Keil
l:lwy.• Hudson. Mich.
NAZI COLLEC'!'ORS: War Relics Handbook, 92 pages of
pictures & text. $5.05 ppd. Bernal Tolan. R. #1. Hillsdale.
Michigan.
s'rA'l'E PISTOL LA'VS. Booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger. 211 Central Park "Vest. New York
24E, N.Y.
MAYNARD # 16 38-55 Perfect Heavy Barrel Target
Sights $135. Win. High Wall. Thick \Vall. Set Trigger.
a dog. but complete $80. Rem. Creedmoor Ex. $225.
David Sobel. 93 Garry. Closter. N. J.
30 RD. CARBINE CLIPS: $2, 3 for $5, 10 for $15.
New, postpaid. J. Minzghor. 2022 \Vaveland. Chicago. Ill.
LUGER MODEL 1923. Commercial model 30 caliber
Luger. Better than excellent condition. matching num
bers. Best offer over $60. Lewis Hankins. Smyrna. Dela
ware.
WHAT AM I Offered. First 85 issues of GUNS Maga
zines in excellent condition. Fred l\iessina. 11 Congress
St.. Stoneham. Mass.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06 
308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Speclal - 30Carblne - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250 
250S - 222R - 6.5x55) Others. Rifte 6c - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2c - Micaroni - 65 Taylor - East
Meadow -N Y.
WINCHESTERS, COI~TS, LUGERi:' plus many others.
Send 10¢ for 18 wpage list. Chet Fulmer. Rte. 3. Detroit
Laltes. 1\·linnesota.
RARE LONG Out of Print Gun Digest First Edition of
1944 now available! Only $2.95 at local stores or postpaid
(New 1964 Gun Digest also available. $3.95 postpaid) from
Gun Digest Association, Dept. G. 4540 W. Madison. Chi
cago 24.
SEND 10c For Big Gun List. Cherry's, Geneseo. 50. Ill.
EARN EXTRA MONEY with your Hobby. Mail 10c to
Modern Gun Repair School, 225-F Taft Ave.• Green Bay.
Wisconsin. Learn how YOU can become a top-grade repair
man in your spare time. ExperIenced instructors give you
personal assistance.
HEADQUARTERS FOR Centennial & Limited Production
Guns. Cherry's. Geneseo 50, Ill.
Mwl CARBINES $50. ~I-I Rifles $70. M-ID Sniper $100. ,.
Short Tanker Model $110. Sloper von Caedenberg. West
wood, California.
NEW YELLOW 1963-64 Catalog Available. Thousands of
Guns. Ammo. etc. 25¢. Retting. 11029 'Vashington. Culver
City. California.
.38 SPECIAL "SHOCKER" Defense and Sport Load bul
lets expand up to .62 caliber. Loading instructions $1.00.
Ralph Couldron. 311 Rodman Ave...Tenkintown. Pa.
MUZZLE LOADERS: Kentucky lIghtweight, Government
proof-tested; ready to flre. Ideal smooth bore for black
powder shooters. $11.50. Century Arms, 54 Lake. St.
Albans. Vermont.

.22 SHORT LEE ENFIELD (SMLE) Target Riftes, $19.50.
i\.Jartini-Enfleld ritles .577/450 (.45) caliber. lever action.
with ramrod. Special $14.50. 2 for $25.00. Interesting
\Var Curio. conversation piece. decorator. British Piat
"bazooka". Churchill's secret weapon. Only $5.95. 2 for
$10.00. Century Arms. 54 Lake. St. Albans. Vermont.
CHURCHILL (GUNMAKERS) LTD. World famous gun
smiths. Models from $390.00 to $22,000.00. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Street. London. \V.C.2. for lists of new and
used shotguns.
AMMUNITION: .303 British ball (hard point) non-cor·
rosin. recent manufacture. Excellent Quality. $6.00 per
100; $39.50 per 1.000. Century Arms. 54 Lake. St. Albans.
Vermont.

CAUTRIDGES FOR COLLECTOlIS: 40 page illustrated
catalog #3. 50¢. Over 2.000 items. James Tillinghast.
Box 532. Marlow. N. H.

SILENCERS, MAXIM and. O.S.S. Models. Complete
Details of Construction and Operation with Drawings
$1.00. Gunsco, GM-4J. Fulton, Calif.

STEVENS SHOTGUNS, model 520,. 12-gauge. slide·
action hammerless takewdown. 20" cyllDder choke barrel.
6wShot. Perfect for use "as is" for partridges a;nd brush
shooting. Attach sights and yoU have a top-fhght slug
gun at a gIve-away price. "As new". Only $49.50 each.
2 for $94.50. Century Arms. 54 Lake. St. Albans. Ver-
mont. -

ITHACA MODEL 49 .22 Cal. Saddleguns low as $21. 95.
Ithaca Model 66 Super Single 12 Ga. Lever Action Shot
guns $26.95. All Guns New in Boxes. 10¢ for list on
other guns & etc. Combination Hunting Knife & Telescope
$5.00. Ed's Gun Shop. 11125 Hannan Rd.• Code 48111,
Belleville. Mich.

QUALITY DOUBLES: Lancaster, Greener. Lang, Lebeau.
eight gauges. 12 bores under 6 Ibs. Illustrated .brochure.
treatise QD-1. 25¢. Snap caps 12-16 w20 $3.60 pau, barrel
guards $6.95. Sanderson's Distributors, 724 Edgewater.
Portage. 'Vis.

KLIEN'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Catalog now only 25¢
(was $1.00). Cash or Credit. KLEIN'S, Dept. G, 227 W,
Washington. Chicago 6.

] 0.000 GUN BARGAINS! ! ! Modern-Antique Guns. Ac
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 50¢. Agramonte·s. Yon
kers, N.Y.

30/06 MATCH BRASS $3.50 per 100, 30 Carbine brass
$1.25 per 100. New 15 shot 30 Carbine Magazine 2/$1.98
prepaid. C R. Specialty Co. Inc.. 1409 Walnut St.•
Kansas City, Mo. Dept. GU.

BEST DEAL on Grips. Pearlite. Stag, Rosewood. Ivory
and Mother of Pearl. Also Combat and Target Grips in
Walnut and rare woods. Latest Gun List-used and un
used. now available free. Loven Firearms, 26 Goffle Road,
Midland Park, New Jersey. Dealers write on your letter
head.

NOW READY FOR YOU - The enlarged 1964
SHOOTER'S BIBLE-America's Greatest Shooting Man·
ual. All American models. many foreign guns-ammo.
scopes. reloading, ballistics-20.000 items illustrated and
described. The most complete shooting book yet-516
pages! Get your SHOOTER'S BIBLE. Only $2.95 post
paid. Hardwcover, deluxe edition $5.95 Stoeger Arms
Corporation. 55 Ruta Court. Dept. GJ\f-l. South Hacken
sack. N.J.
HAMMER DOUBLES: English, Belgian. etc., 410
through 8 bore. Folding guns. 24 and 32 gao ammo
S13.00/C. Illustrated treatise ERD-1. 10¢. Sanderson's
Distributors. 724 Edgewater. Portage. '~lis.

U.S 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06
low number Springfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excel
lent-$34.95. US. 30-06 Enfield riftes. 'Very good
$29.95. Excellcnt-$34.50. U.S. 1\11 30-06 Garand rifles.
Perfect-$89.95. British 'Mk.3 303 rifles. Very good
$14.95. British ~lk. 4 303 rifles Very good-S18.95. Brit
ish Mk.5 303 iungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Excel
lent-$29.95. Italian Mod.91 6.5mm Mannlicher-Carcano
rifles. Good-$9.95. Very good-$12.95. Russian Mod. 91
7.62mm 1\'1oisin rifles. Good-$9.95. Very good-$12.95.
Russian Mod. 1938 7.62mm :i.\'Ioisin carbines. Oood-$19.95.
Very good-$22.95. Russian Mod. 1040 7.62mm Tokarev
semi-automatic rifles. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95.
Excellent-$44.95. Argentine Mod. 91 7.65mm 1\iauser
ritles. Very good-$19.95. Like new-$24.50. Persian Mod.
98 8mm Mauser Ca.rbines. Good-$34.95. Very good
$39.95. Brand new-$49 95. German Mod. 98 8mm 1\fauser
rifles. Good-$27.95. Very good-$32.95. Spanish 1\'1od.
1953 8mm Mauser rifles. Brand new-$34.95. Peruvian
Mod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Fair-$2495. Good
$29.95. Excellent-$39.95. Peruvian Mod. 1909 30-06
1\fauser rifles. Very good-$39.95. Peruvian :Mod. 1935
7.65mm 1\iauser rifles. Very good-$39 95. Peruvian 1\10d.
1935 30 w06 :Mauser rifles. Very good-$49.95. Peruvian
l\fod. 1935 7.65mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$49.95.
30-06. 303 British. 7mm Mauser, 7.65mm 'Mauser. 8mm
'Mauser, 7.62·mm Russian, 6.5mm Italian military ammu
nition at $7.50 per 100 rds Dealers inquiries invited.
Free j!un list. Freedland Arms Co.• 34 Park Row. New
York 38. N. Y.

GUN EQUIPMENT

GUN SCRE\YS. Gun Taps. Gun Drills. 6/48 or 8/40 screws
1,4"_%" dozen 50c. Professionals 2-Flute taps $1.20. Spe
cial hard steel drills 45c. Cobalt drills for 6/48-$1. 06.
8/40-$1.12. Solid Carbide drills 6/48-$3.95. 8/40
$4.20. Loctite-tightens all loose screws. tube 80c.
Everything postpaid. Catalog 18G free. Maynard Buehler
Inc., Orinda, Calif.

AMAZING NEW gun bore inspection light. Curved lucite
bends light from pocket flash enabling perfect inspection
of gun bores. Complete with flashlight, lucite tip. and
batteries. 1,001 uses. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $1.49
to Light, Box 2]2. Glendale. Calif.

NE\V PLASTIC COVERS, water proot, tor rifle, carbine.
or muzzle loader up to 56" long. 4 for $1.00, 25 for $5.00.
100 for $16.00. 350 for $35.00 Precision Shooters, Box
55lG, Park Ridge. Ill.

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-RepairIng, rebluing, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.
ALTER & JEWEL bolts $8.50. Springfteld., Enftelds
altered to 308 Norma Magnum $12.00; Enflelds to 300
Weatherby $24.00; 7.7 Japs to 30-06 $6.00; 300 Magnum
to 300 Weatherby $8.00. Catalog 10 cents. T-P Shop, 12
\V~st Branch. Mich.
PLANS-.22 Target Pistol. Campers Pistol. Gun cabinets
and racks. Bluing Instructions. 5c stamp brings illustrated
information. Guns, P.O. Box 362-G. Terre Haute. Indiana
47808.
NOTE NEW ADDRESS: Fine Custom Rifles. Rebluing.
new barrels, chambering for standard and improved car
tridges. :Model 92 \Vinchester conversions. Write your
wants. Don l\·Iott. Gunsmith. Box 347. Douglas. Arizona.

GUNSTOCKS

YAM.A, MESQUITE, & WALNUT. Fanciest Blanks
again available I Precision machine-carved to your pat
terns or ours. 5 day service. Longarin1. Dana Point. Cali
fornia.

INDIAN RELICS

POTTERY. SPEARHEADS, Axes, Arrowheads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. Hyde·s. Rosemar Road. Parkersburg.
,V. Va.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS. FREE Brochure. latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Write Ace. Deot-8X. 11500
NW 7th Ave.• Miami 50, Florida.
DETECTIVES Earn Big Money. Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary. Write. Waggner. 125 West 86th.
N.Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBOWS for Target. Hunting and Carp-Shooting.
Factory-Direet-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355. Wichita. Kansas.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only. 1 pIece or col w
lection: "lists 25c": Lenkel. 8]2 Anderson. Palisades. N.•T.

TF1AR GAS PEN from Germany $3.95. Tony, Box 188G,
Tolleson, Arizona.

~~S~h~I1sCtB;~~;O~!;SKRiS$l~~c.u~~:t~~~~;~'eS~~~~
chure. Garth Co., Jutland. New Jersey.

YOUR OWN Business Without Investment! Sell adver
tising matchbooks to local businesses. No experience
needed-free sales kit tells how and where to get orders.
Part or full time. Big cash commissions. Match Corpora
tion of America. Dept. GE-14, Chicago 32.

EMBOSSED TYPE Business Cards only $3.95 thousand.
Style chart, samples, write Hill & Hill Co.• 1254 Gar
denia, Houston, Texas 77018.

l\HNIATURE CROSSBOW. range 200'. length 18". fiber
glass bow, cocking mechanism. dozen arrows. guaranteed.
$3 95. Nittany Crossbow, Box 87C. Penna. Furnace. Pa.

SUPERSENSITIVE TRANSISTOR Treasure Finder lo
cates buried gold, silver, ancient flrearms, coins. $19.95
1Ip. ]'ree catalog. Relco-A6. Box 10563. Houston 18.
Texas.
SHOULDER PATCHES, made to order. Sample and price
list 50¢. refund upon return of sample. Dunkel. Box 87C.
Penna. Furnace, Pa.
WINCHESTERS, MODELS 53, 55, 64, 65. Must he all
original. Complete description and price first letter please.
Edward Howard, 3484 Dunham, Witchita. Kansas.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip
ment, Calls. Decoys. Archery. Fishing 'rackle. Molds.
Tools. Rod Blanks. FinnYSDorts (SS). Toledo 14. Ohio.

SCHOOLS

MISSOURI AUCTION SCHOOL. Free catalog. 1330 Lin
wood, Kansas City 9-X102, Missouri.

TANNING

TANNING. TWO FORMULAS and Instructions $1.00.
Tanning, Box 188G, Tolleson. Arizona.

TAXIDERMIST

SALE: OPEN Mouth Rugs-Tiger. Bear (Black. Grizzly.
Polar) Jaguar. Chp.etah. Zebra, Leopard. We tan skins.
Hofmann-Taxidermist-l025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

WANTED

WANTED FOR CASH: German. Japanese. Italian swords•
daggers. bayonets. We purchase singles and large collec
tions of all types edged weapons. Allied Arms. Box 105.
Mukilteo. Washington.
NAZI ITEMS, Fine Lugers. Only Orig. and priced tor
Resale, State condition & price. Bernal Tolan, R. # 1,
Hillsdale. Michigan.
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(Continued from page 63)

ton Jet center-fire cartridge. This model
could also be chambered for the .256 Win
chester Magnum ammo. We discussed the
possibility of cbambering the single-shot line
for the .22 RF Magnum. This is not a popu
lar cartridge in Mexico, but might be ex
ported to the States. The long barreled pistol
and the survival gun would make terrific
varmint guns in this caliber.

One of the most interesting and unique
designs of Hector Mendoza is the Model
EM-70, a modern muzzle-loading shotgun.
This is an underhammer type intended for
black or smokeless powder and one can use
DuPont bulk shotgun or Hercules Red Dot
in place of the usual FFFg black. This shot
gun is .50 caliber and the normal charge
used is about the same as for conve:ltional
28 gauge (.526 caliber) shotguns.

An advanced feature is the plastic car
tridge to be available for the muzzle loader.
It isn't fired in the gun, but consists of a
clear plastic tube that unscrews in the mid
dle. One half contains the powder charge,
the other the shot or ball. The wadding is
included with the shot and is loaded as a
unit, pushed out of the plastic case by the
special ram rod and tip. The plastic car
tridge is retained and reloaded by the shoot
er. Such an arrangement allows one to carry
a variety of loads in the field.

Rafael Mendoza has been designing fire
arms for over 50 years. In 1911 he designed
a series of small 35 and 37 nun cannon and
a 7 mm machine gun for the revolutionary
army of the North under Pancho Villa. Dur
ing the 1920's and the early 30's he was a
foreman at the National Arms Factory in
Mexico City. The light machine gun he de
signed and perfected during this period was
adopted by the Mexican Government in 1934.
Originally of 7 nun caliber, a new, improved
version shoots the .30-06 cartridge.

Roberto, the oldest son, developed a unique

bolt-action, high powered rifle that operates
similar to the slide-action principle. The de
sign was perfeoted, but never manufactured.
Hector, the youngest son, has been most
active in developing a line of sporting arms.
He attended school in Detroit, learning draft
ing, tool design, and machine practices. To
satisfy his father's demands for results on
his investment, Hector designed a 35 shot
BB gun that, though not an immediate finan
cial success, gained in sales to the point
where some new and improved models looked
like a good bet. By the end of 1944 a low
priced break-open model and two cork shoot
ing guns for children were in manufacture,
followed by a combination cap-BB pistol.

The first sporting firearms were not de
signed until March of 1962 and initial pro
duction, the single shot rifle, began in Octo
ber of that year. The pistol evolved later and
didn't go on the market until 1963.

Some of the Mendoza guns are more for
local consumers than for export, but they
are looking beyond the border. Export will
be determined to a large exteM by duties,
tax, and transportation costs. Mendoza's sin
gle shot guns would probably sell like hot
cakes in the United States if the retail price
can be kept reasonably low. Productos Men
doza intends to not only stay in the sporting
arms field, but to expand their lines in what
ever direction appears profitable. As Lt.
Gabriel Diaz, the production engineer, told
me, "We can design and manufacture any
thing anyone else can in the firearms line,
plus a lot of things no one else ever ~
thought of." ~
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AVOID THE LATE CHRISTMAS
RUSH-MAIL THIS HANDY POSTAGE
FREE ENVELOPE TODAY!

18 A MEMBER IN GOOD STANOING
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING

• One-year subscription
to GUNS

• Brand new 1964 Redbook
of Used Gun Values

• Timely Shooters Club
Newsletter

• 20% discount on firearms
and hunting books

• 20% discount on clas
sified advertising

• Free use of our Library
Information Service·

• Official decal and
cloth emblem

• Numbered membership card

• Art print of historical gun

MEMBERSHIP IDENTIFICATION

SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA

'ALL THESE
MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS FOR
THE PRICE OF
THE MAGAZINE
ALONE:

GIVE Gin MEMBERSHIPS AT THIS LOW C
SHOOTERS CLUB membership makes an ideal gift
for friends and relatives interested in guns, hunting and
shooting. Give gift memberships at this special reduced
price and solve your gift-giving problems for good.

'PDbe de SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA~'

AT SPECIAL- LOW CHRISTMAS RATE
o-
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$ 60.00~
$ 62.50~
$ 25.00
$ 90.00~
$ 50.00~

$ 12.50.
$ 89.95
$ 29.95

2 gao flintl~ck smooth bore elephant guns. Newly manufactured
for the Af"can trade. Prooflested by the Belgium government. $ 29.95
58 Cal. Flintlock rifles. Newly manufactured using antique •
locks and hardware with new wood manufactured for the
African trade. Close out price. $ 29.95
6.5 Dutch Carbine at .. $ 12.50
.303 Cal. Dutch Jungle Carbines at each $ 15.00.
Italian VV-70's 6.5mm rifles. $6.00 each, three rifles for. $ 15.00
95 .Mausers made for Chile. These are genuine Mauser made
actIOns, not the infe~ior Spanish copies. Bores poor, rest of
the gun good. Special at $ 14.95
9mm Spanish Destroyer Carbines. No mag. Close out price $ 19.95.
30-06 FN model ABL auto rifle made for Indonesia. Price ... $150.00

PISTOLS
Single Shot Percussion Pistols
Portugese Lugers .
38 cal. S & W Military & Police.

NAVY ARMS, PISTDLS - SLIGHTLY USED
SALESMAN'S SAMPLES AND DISPLAY PIECES:

.36 cal. Civilian Model Navy .........

.44 cal. Remington Army ..

.22 cal. Sharps Derringer ...
Revolving Remington Carbine
Navy Arms Reb Revolver

*

ANTIQUE BARGAINS

Ml Garand Practice Grenades $1.00 each.

Rifle Grenade Parachute Flares, com·
plete with launching cartridge at $1.00.

M·l Garand Grenade launching kit.
launcher grenade sights and carrying
pouch. $3.00 per set.
10 gao flares at 15 cents each.

German Potato Masher Hand Grenade
instruction charts 30 x 40 inches.
Price $3.00 each.

CARBINE ACCESSORY SPECIALS
30 shot carbine mags at $3.95 each.

Carbine striper c!.ips at 15 cents each,
10 clips for $1.00.

Sealed government carbine accessory
kits, contains 6 magazines, tube of
grease, cleaning thong, cleaning brush,
etc. Price $7.50 each.

Carbine ammunition: $7.50 per 100:
Carbine blanks at $10.00 per 100; car·
bine blank firing attachment $7.50 each.

~~. t
.~~. service armamen co.
~4i. 689G Bergen Blvd, Ridgefield, N. J

••
~

'-'; •
~.

9mm luger ammunition, loose, packed
2,000 rounds to a case. Close out
special price $35.00 per case.
91lJm Steyr ammu~ition, $3.50 per
100 rds.
.43 Spanish, a few misfires to be ex
pected. Price special $5.00 per 100 rds.
42 Berdan ammunition at $10.00 per

Richmond Rifle, 6 inches of forestock cut 100 rds.
off, otherwise nice condition at . $150.00 A small lot of Grade 2 Berdan ammu·
Richmond Carbine, excellent condition. $275.00 nition at $5.00 per 100 rds.
Palmelto Musket, excellent condition $250.00 7.35 Italian at $4.50 per 100 rds.
Another com pI. Palmelto, markings faint. $150.00 :~rml0~~user, non·corrosive, at $4.00

Maynard target rifle. Schutzen type bult 6.5 Swedish at $6.00 per 100 rds.
plate, very beautifully done. Price. $ 90.00 Standard .303 8ritish, non-corrosive at
Spencer Carbine, polished bright at . $ 50.00 $6.00 per 100 rds.
Civil War Joslyn, good condition $ 75.00 30-06 and 30/40 Krag, mixed, for sal·
Remington Hepburn, nice condition $ 60.00 vage at $15.00 per 1000 rds.
VIRGINIA MANUFACTURY MUSKET, Marked _ ~~~e r:s~munition, 30B, at $B.OO per

~i~I~~,I~airRtoGnld~t~o~~ PR~~~nty, ....~a'.~inf~o~~8ff 7mm, slightly tarnished but all sheDts,
French 1777 Flint Pistols converted to Per- close out price $3.00 per 100 rds.
cussion, nice shape, at $ 50.00 TRACER CLEARANCE SALE
French Flint Military Pistols, excell. condo $ 69.95 303 British Tracer at $3.50 per 100 rds.

BAYONET BARGAINS Same, converted to Percussion, at . $ 45.00 7.62 Russian Tracer at $4.00 per 100 rds.

Z S II F h N P· tit d f 30·06 Tracer at $7.50 per 100 rds.

*
DuaVe 8ayDnet 24.95 ma renc avy IS 0 s, conver e rom 30 Cal. Carbine at $7.50 per 50 rds.

O. Mod. Carbine 4.95 jlint to Percussion, ea. . $ 40.00.
~-.,M~:ni'.g.htin.gT_ype_::::: ::~~ Colt single action Army's, 5% inch barrels, BLANK AMMUNITION SALE

Short _................ 5.95 good shooters, your choice, ea. . $ 50.00 30·06 Blanks at $4.00 per 100 rds.

*
two for 4.95 ea. Original French Flintlock Military Muskets. 303 British Blanks at $3.00 per 100 rds.

~:ii~1~ ~haD~~n~:::::::::::::.:.. :~~ These are the guns that went to Moscow 9mm luger 81anks at $7.00 per 100 rds.
Early 03 Springfield.. 4.95 with Napoleon. Price, ea. $ 95.00 8mm Mauser 81anksat $5.00 per 100 rds.

late 03 4.95 (~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~j~~~~ 6.5 Swedish Blanks at$5.00perl00rds.*m:~l~~f~~~<L~.95~se~ m~ i~:;~I~~::l~~: ;tRTmw~:; 1~~ ;~::
Peruvian 98 Mauser 2.50 I?fFcJ~}~-&P>.~:::::::~ ~~~~~~:::::~~~~~_:30~.0:6~b~la:n:ks~at~J$~7~.:50~p~e~r~lo~o~r!ds~. •

Send for new CATALOG Hsting thousands of
guns, ammunition and accessories for the col
lector, shooter and sportsman. Price ...... $1..00

*****



Note: Every Redfield is packed with an order form for
personalizing of scopes. One more reason why you should
choose Redfield.

Knowledgeable shooters invariably think Redfield when they think

scope. True - one might think fixed, one might think variable - but
it's that difference of opinion that makes life interesting. Extra Special
People deserve the finest ... and in scopes, you can't beat Redfield.
They are precision-crafted, featuring internal adjustments, constantly
centered reticle and exclusive Tuf-Coat® finish. Choose from three
great fixed-powers - 23AX, 4X or 6X; two great variables 
2X·7X or 3X-9X, both featuring the famed non-magnifying reticle devel
oped by Redfield ~US and foreign patents pending).
For that Extra Sp~cial Person, get a Redfield. Give a lifetime of fun
and satisfaction ... get a lifetime of appreciation!

It's called £.8.P. (for Extra Special People)

~Gift Pickers' Guide ftt.
:~ f
~ ~i ~.
:. ~
$ is:
.rh ..' I r:;;

'~.~ ..~~~%:~:~
For American Quality Craftsmanship, see your Redfield Dealer.

REDFIELD GUn SIGHT 10.
1325 S. CLARKSON ST., DENVER, COLORADO

For your free full-color folder of Redfield sighting equipment, write direct.

MEMBER
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